Notice of Intention to Remove Companies From the Register

I intend to remove the following companies from the Register under section 318(1)(b) of the Companies Act 1993, on the grounds that the Registrar has reasonable grounds to believe that the companies are not carrying on business and there is no proper reason for them to continue in existence.

1 DIRECT DEALS LIMITED.
10 CANARIES LIMITED.
10/24 AVENUE LIMITED.
1-2-1 SUPPORT SERVICES LIMITED.
123 STAC LIMITED.
15 BUNYAN LIMITED.
16/697 NEW NORTH ROAD LIMITED.
163 FINLAYSON LIMITED.
17BC LIMITED.
180 DEGREES SOLUTIONZ LIMITED.
180 DEGREES SOUTH LIMITED.
1THEN2 LIMITED.
2 & 5 NZ TOTAL SERVICE LIMITED.
20 HARBOUR VIEW ROAD LIMITED.
23 MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
241 CHAMBERS LIMITED.
24-7 ASBESTOS REMOVALS LIMITED.
24-7 CIVIL LIMITED.
24-7 DRAINAGE LIMITED.
247 GREY ST LIMITED.
24-7 HIRE LIMITED.
24-7 SLABS LIMITED.
27 WYNyard LIMITED.
278 ON CUBA 2014 HAIR & BEAUTY LIMITED.
29 PANORAMA TERRACE LIMITED.
2W CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
3 CLICKS LIMITED.
3 COINS LIMITED.
3 STONE LIMITED.
308A LIMITED.
314 CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
360 FITNESS LIMITED.
365 LIMITED.
3D CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
3D DRAINAGE LIMITED.
3D PRINT LIMITED.
3G PLUS CORPORATION LIMITED.
3P RETAIL CATEGORY ANALYSIS & SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
3RM LIMITED.
4 C LIMITED.
4 ICONZ LIMITED.
4 SEASONS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
4 SEASONS TAILOR AND DRY CLEANER LIMITED.
410A INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
411ILAM LIMITED.
4130 LIMITED.
4CARS LIMITED.
4X4 & MORE ADVENTURES LIMITED.
5 VICTORIA TERRACE PROPRIETARY LIMITED.
51 PERCENT LIMITED.
54 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
54 LIMITED.
57 PINEDALE LIMITED.
6 WOODMAN PLACE LIMITED.
615 LIMITED.
702 ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
73 HAVLOCK AVENUE LIMITED.
741 COMPANY LIMITED.
8 GUNS LIMITED.
8082 LIMITED.
82A PORT HILLS ROAD LIMITED.
84 HOLDINGS LIMITED.
88GO TAPUI LIMITED.
8IGHT MOTOR LIMITED.
A & A PLUMBING LIMITED.
A & A TONGA LIMITED.
A & C ANDERSON TRANSPORT LIMITED.
A & D MEAD LIMITED.
A & J FINANCE AND TRADING (NZ) LIMITED.
A & J HOTTER LIMITED.
A & J WEATHERLEY LIMITED.
A & L (2014) LIMITED.
A & M RENTALS LIMITED.
A & S KISHORE PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
A & T TRANSPORTATION LIMITED.
A 1 SAFETY & PACKAGING NZ LIMITED.
A AUTON LIMITED.
A B VIDEOS LIMITED.
A B WOOD LIMITED.
A DRY KEEN MOAT LIMITED.
A E & M F BERG LIMITED.
A G HAMILTON CHARTERS LIMITED.
A H CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
A J & N M RENTAL LIMITED.
A J CALLIS LIMITED.
A K DON MOTORS LIMITED.
A M FRYER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
A MOTHERS LOVE LIMITED.
A MOUSE CALLED BEAN LIMITED.
A N N CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
A PLUS CAR VALET LIMITED.
A TO Z CLEANERS LIMITED.
A WATT CONTRACTING SERVICES LIMITED.
A&A 2014 TRUSTEES LIMITED.
A&S TARO CATE LIMITED.
A.C.S ELECTRICAL.
A.G WONDERS LIMITED.
A.M.H. WATERBLASTING LIMITED.
A.N.G INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
A.R. KEAY & COMPANY LIMITED.
A.R.O BUILDERS LIMITED.
A.S. ARJUN LIMITED.
A.S.K AUCKLAND SCHOOLS FOR KOREA LIMITED.
A1 CATERING LIMITED.
A1 EXPO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
A1 KOPANE LIMITED.
AA BAKERS LIMITED.
AA EARTHWORKS LIMITED.
AA TOWING SERVICE TAIHAPE LIMITED.
AA TOWING SERVICE WAIOURU LIMITED.
AA TOWING WAIOURU LIMITED.
AAA EXCAVATION LIMITED.
AAA FORESTRY BONDS LIMITED.
AAA TRADERS LIMITED.
AAAAAA STORAGE LIMITED.
AAC BLOCK LIMITED.
AAFWIN PAINTERS LIMITED.
AAHILS EARTHWORKS & CIVIL CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
AAAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
AANYA PARUSOMULA LIMITED.
AARDEAN LIMITED.
AARHUS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AARKI BUSINESS LIMITED.
AARIYA ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
AARON CARD LIMITED.
AARON RIDDICK LIMITED.
AASES VENTURES LIMITED.
AAT KINGS TOURS LIMITED.
AATA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
AAVIS REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED.
AB & J MIDDLETON LIMITED.
AB CHEMICALS LIMITED.
AB CONSTRUCTION (NZ) LIMITED.
ABAGHA MECHANICAL AND TYRES LIMITED.
A-BAO LIMITED.
ABBAS UTU LIMITED.
ABBOTT INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
ABC PHOTO LIMITED.
ABC PROFESSIONAL SERVICES LIMITED.
ABCAR PARTS LIMITED.
ABEAUTY COMPANY LIMITED.
ABERHART CRICKET LIMITED.
ABHISEK QUALITY FOODS LIMITED.
ABHSS LIMITED.
ABLEW HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ABILITIES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ABLE SOFTWARE LIMITED.
ABOUT RESULTS LIMITED.
ABS BUILDERS & HOUSE INSPECTIONS LIMITED.
ABS CLEANING LIMITED.
ABSEIL SOLUTIONS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ABSUM SECURITY LIMITED.
ABSOLUTE BODY STRENGTH LIMITED.
ABSOLUTE MEDI HEALTH & FITNESS CENTRE LIMITED.
ABSOLUTE ROOFING LIMITED.
ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS ON VICTORIA LIMITED.
ABSOLUTELY ME ORGANIC SKIN CARE LIMITED.
ABSTRACT SCREEN AND SIGN LIMITED.
AC AUTO MECHANIC REPAIRS LIMITED.
AC DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
AC MARKETING & SALES LIMITED.
AC PATRIOT LIMITED.
ACACIA FARMS LIMITED.
ACADEMIC GROUP LIMITED.
ACCELERATED EXPANSION LIMITED.
ACCENT SENIOR LIVING LIMITED.
ACCESS GROUP (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
ACCESS HOMES LIMITED.
ACCESS MOBILE MECHANIC LIMITED.
ACCESSIBLE KIWI TOURS (NZ) LIMITED.
ACOMPLI LIMITED.
ACCOUNTING INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS GROUP LIMITED.
ACCOUNTING SUPPORT LIMITED.
ACCOUNTLAND LIMITED.
ACE JOO LIMITED.
ACE MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
ACE TALENT PROMOTIONS.
ACE TRAVEL & TOURISM LIMITED.
ACE4Z HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ACEA LIMITED.
ACHERON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ACHERON FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ACKERMERC LIMITED.
ACKERS INSTALLATIONS LIMITED.
ACM JEWELRY LIMITED.
ACME CAR GROOMERS LIMITED.
ACME CORPORATION LIMITED.
ACMERO MANAGERS LIMITED.
ACORN GARDEN MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ACRES MCDONALD LIMITED.
ACS HOLDINGS NZ LIMITED.
ACTION COMPUTER SUPPORT NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ACTION CONTAINER SERVICES LIMITED.
ACTION FINANCE LIMITED.
ACTION RADIATORS LIMITED.
ACTIONMAIL LIMITED.
ACTIVE HEALTHCARE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ACTIVE PLUMBING LIMITED.
ACTIVE SPORT HIRE LIMITED.
ACTIVE TREE SURGEONS LIMITED.
ACTIVE8 LIMITED.
ACTON LIMITED.
ACUDA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AD LIB FILMS LIMITED.
ADAMEGATRON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ADC LIMITED.
ADCC LIMITED.
ADCRFOT MEDICAL LIMITED.
ADD H2O LIMITED.
ADD IT UP LIMITED.
ADDISON TRUSTEE NO.1 LIMITED.
ADEPT NZ SERVICES LIMITED.
ADICOM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ADM CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
ADM HIRE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ADM LIMITED.
ADMAR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
ADMIN 2 U LIMITED.
ADRIAN MALLOCH PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
ADVANCE CAR AUDIO & SECURITY LIMITED.
ADVANCE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ADVANCE INTERIOR FINISHING LIMITED.
ADVANCED MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LIMITED.
ADVANCED OFFROAD RACING LIMITED.
ADVANCED SKIN TECHNOLOGY NZ LIMITED.
ADVANCED TECH NZ LIMITED.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES GROUP LIMITED.
ADVENTURE WORLD TRAVEL LIMITED.
ADVICE AND ADVOCACY BUREAU LIMITED.
ADVISTA LIMITED.
AERO ORGANICS LIMITED.
AEROMOTIVE CORPORATION LIMITED.
AEROMOTIVE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AEROSHOP CAFE LIMITED.
AEROSPACE SUPPLIES LIMITED.
AF MIDDLETON LIMITED.
AFB LIMITED.
AF'C Motors LIMITED.
AFFORDABLE CLEANING LIMITED.
AFFORDABLE GARDEN SERVICES LIMITED.
AFFORDABLE GROOMERS LIMITED.
AFFORDABLE MOTORS LIMITED.
AFFORDABLE SUSTAINABLE HOMES LIMITED.
AFT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
AFTER PARTY LIMITED.
AGAPE FUTURES LIMITED.
AGEDGE LIMITED.
AGELESS SKIN LIMITED.
ALLANWOOD CO LIMITED.
ALLEN & HAMLIN LIMITED.
ALLENBY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
ALLENTON FOOD MARKET LIMITED.
ALLERGY DOCTOR LIMITED.
ALLERGY IMPORTERS NZ LIMITED.
ALLFINANZ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ALLIED EQUITY LIMITED.
ALLIN TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
ALLIS ROOFING MAINTENANCE SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
ALLISTER CLADDING LIMITED.
ALLIUM INTERIORS LIMITED.
ALLOWAY ALPACAS LIMITED.
ALLOZY FINANCIAL GROUP LIMITED.
ALLUK INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
ALLURE DAY SPA LIMITED.
ALMAK HOLDINGS NO 2 LIMITED.
ALMOND AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
ALPHA CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
ALPHA FASHIONS (NZ) LIMITED.
ALPHA FREIGHT LIMITED.
ALPHA PLUS LIMITED.
ALPHA SECURITY PROFESSIONALS LIMITED.
ALPHA STORAGE LIMITED.
ALPHABET LIMITED.
ALPINE CENTRAL SERVICES LIMITED.
ALPINE SCHIST LIMITED.
ALPS TRAVEL SERVICES COMPANY LIMITED.
ALPVIEW PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ALSACE LIMITED.
ALTERNATIVE JOINING LIMITED.
ALTERNATIVES LIMITED.
ALTON ANALYTICS LIMITED.
ALTRA LIMITED.
ALUMINA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ALUMINIUM INSTALLATIONS LIMITED.
ALVIR LIMITED.
ALWAYS PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
ALYSON CONSULTANT AND MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
ALYSSIA ABBOTT THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE LIMITED.
AMA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
AMA D LIMITED.
AMADO JEWEL LIMITED.
AMALGAMATED SUBCONTRACTORS LIMITED.
AMANI BUILDERS LIMITED.
AMANI CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
AMARE SUPER YACHT SERVICES LIMITED.
AMAZING FUTURE LIMITED.
AMBASSADOR CARPET DRY CLEANING LIMITED.
AMBEDDY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AMBER HEAVEN EXPORTS LIMITED.
AMBIENT AIR-CONDITIONING LIMITED.
AMBIENT PROJECTS LIMITED.
AMBICA FOODS LIMITED.
AMBITION IMMIGRATION LIMITED.
AMBLER & PURU LIMITED.
AMBULATORY ANAESTHESIA LIMITED.
AMC PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
AMDS PLANT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
AMERICAN PICKUPS LIMITED.
AMETHYST MOANA LIMITED.
AMG ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
AMICABLE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
AMIELI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AMINS ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
AMOCO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AMOWER4U LIMITED.
AMPED ASHMAN ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
AMPHITRITE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
AMPHITRITE NETWORKS LIMITED.
AMPHITRITE SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
AMPLE LINK DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
AMSEC CORPORATION LIMITED.
AMSL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ANALYSE INSURANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
ANCLAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ANCO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ANCO RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
ANCORA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ANDREW BOLTON CONSULTING LIMITED.
ANDREW CAMERON ANAESTHESIA LIMITED.
ANDREW STEELE DENTAL LIMITED.
ANDREWES BUTCHERY LIMITED.
ANDREWES GENERAL & PRECISION ENGINEERING LIMITED.
ANDREWES MARITIME SERVICES LIMITED.
ANDRIAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ANDY & CLARA N.Z. LIMITED.
ANYROO PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
ANGAD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ANGAN PUBLICATIONS LIMITED.
ANGELA LIMITED.
ANGELALEE LIMITED.
ANGER TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ANGKOR THOM LIMITED.
ANGLE ROOFING LIMITED.
ANIKA FASHIONS LIMITED.
ANIMAL SUPPORT GROUP LIMITED.
ANITHA COMMERCIAL CLEANING LIMITED.
ANNA JONES LIMITED.
ANNA LEE ANDA LIMITED.
ANNA SEABRIGHT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ANNA SOFIA FERN LIMITED.
ANNA TRADING LIMITED.
ANNE ROSE LIMITED.
ANOTHER LIFE LIMITED.
ANTHONYD LIMITED.
ANTILLOPE LIMITED.
ANTIQUE LODGE MOTEL LIMITED.
ANTONIO LAIMAN ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
ANTRIM BLOODSTOCK LIMITED.
ANY OCCASION LIMITED.
ANYTHING FIBREGLASS MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
ANYTIME ELECTRICAL (2009) LIMITED.
ANZ RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
ANZ TECH ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
AOMP - AIRPORT OAKS MONTESSORI PRESCHOOL LIMITED.
A-ONE POINT LIMITED.
A-ONE SOLID PLASTERERS LIMITED.
AOTE CO. LIMITED.
AOTEACADO LIMITED.
AOTEAROA CONCRETE PLACERS LIMITED.
AOTEAROA LIMITED.
AP NO.1 LIMITED.
APAGRIC LIMITED.
APC PAINTERS LIMITED.
APEC INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED.
APEC TRANSLATION LIMITED.
APERICLAD LIMITED.
APEX PLASTER & PAINT LIMITED.
APEX RACING LIMITED.
APEX ROOFING SERVICES LIMITED.
APHYA (NEW ZEALAND) CO., LIMITED.
APISAI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
APOLLO MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
APPIC LIMITED.
APPLE CAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
APPLE TRADING LIMITED.
APPLES TO APPLES LIMITED.
APPLIANCE REPAIR CENTRE LIMITED.
APPLIED TAI CHI NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
APPTANK LIMITED.
APPY GO LUCKY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
APS LIMITED.
APURE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
AQUA FOREST LIMITED.
AQUABATICS LIMITED.
AQUAMARINE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
AQUAMAX SBR WASTE WATER LIMITED.
AQUAPaintz DIRECT LIMITED.
AQUARIi LIMITED.
AQUARIO LIMITED.
AQUATIC CAFE (2005) LIMITED.
AQUATIC SAFARI TOURS LIMITED.
AQUILLA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
AR ENTERPRISES NZ LIMITED.
ARA SCHOOL OF DESIGN LIMITED.
ARABIAN NIGHTS LIMITED.
ARAClett (NZ) LIMITED.
ARAMCO VOUGHT LIMITED.
ARANGATA LIMITED.
ARBORCO LANDSCAPING AND SUPPLIES LIMITED.
ARC MINERALS LIMITED.
ARCHER 828 TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ARCHER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ARCHIMedes TRIANGLE LIMITED.
ARCHPELAGO TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE LIMITED.
ARCHITECTURAL RECLAD SYSTEMS LIMITED.
ARCHITOPia DEVELOPMENT CO. LIMITED.
ARDMORE ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
AREA 4 LIMITED.
ARI GRIFFNER LIMITED.
ARIA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
ARIANA TAKEAWAY LIMITED.
ARISTOCRETE LIMITED.
ARKABOX LIMITED.
ARKLOW NZ LIMITED.
ARKWRIGHTS PRODUCE LIMITED.
ARL GORDON TRUST LIMITED.
ARLINGTON LIMITED.
ARMOUR TRUSTEES LIMITED.
ARNALDO’S MOBILE MECHANIC LIMITED.
AROHARO VINTAGE LIMITED.
AROMANET LIMITED.
ARONET COMMODITIES LIMITED.
ARORANGI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ARP COMMERCE AND SERVICES LIMITED.
ARROW JUNCTION BLOOMS LIMITED.
ARROW MAX PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
ARS HOROI LIMITED.
ARSPO TRADING LIMITED.
ART IN MOTION LIMITED.
ART NEW ZEALAND 2009 LIMITED.
ARTHUR TAYLOR BUILDERS LIMITED.
ARTYINK LIMITED.
ARUSHAZA LIMITED.
ARVIND ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ARYA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
AS GLOBAL MANagements LIMITED.
ASAP DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
ASCENSION SERVICE & REPAIRS LIMITED.
ASCOT AUCKLAND LIMITED.
ASF+ TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ASHBURTON LIVESTOCK LIMITED.
ASHKON LIMITED.
ASHMO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ASHNA LIMITED.
ASHTAVINAYAK ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
ASHVEEN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ASHWOOD & OAKWOODS NOMINEES LIMITED.
ASIA PACIFIC ASSETS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ASIAN FOODS BOTANY DOWNS LIMITED.
ASMR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ASN NAPIER LIMITED.
ASP CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED.
ASPECT BATHROOMS LIMITED.
ASPIN DIVING SERVICES LIMITED.
ASPIRING EARTHWORKS LIMITED.
ASPIRING ENGINEERS LIMITED.
ASR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ASSET PROTECTION ADVISORS LIMITED.
ASSIST 2000 NZ LIMITED.
ASSUREPLUS LIMITED.
ASTERIA LIMITED.
ASTERIX HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ASTERIX PAINTING LIMITED.
AT BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
ATANDJD LIMITED.
ATGC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
ATLANTA HOTEL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
ATLASS WORLD HEALTH CLINIC LIMITED.
ATM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ATM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ATZ LIMITED.
AUCKLAND ACCESS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE LIMITED.
AUCKLAND APPLIANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
AUCKLAND AUTO SERVICES LIMITED.
AUCKLAND CAR COMPANY LIMITED.
AUCKLAND CAR RENTALS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND CAT CLINICS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND DESIGN STUDIO LIMITED.
AUCKLAND EXTERIOR CLEANING LIMITED.
AUCKLAND FIRST PODIATRY LIMITED.
AUCKLAND GREEN PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
AUCKLAND JET BOAT TOURS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND LEGAL REALTY LIMITED.
AUCKLAND MOTOR SHOW LIMITED.
AUCKLAND SHIPBROKERS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND SOFTWASH LIMITED.
AUCKLAND SOLICITORS PROPERTY CENTRE LIMITED.
AUCKLAND TRUCK REPAIRS LIMITED.
AUCKLAND WOOL EXCHANGE LIMITED.
AUCKTOBERFEST EVENTS LIMITED.
AUDIBLE IMPROVEMENTS LIMITED.
AUDIO TECHNICA SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
AULONG ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
AULT & COMPANY LIMITED.
AUNSHER ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
AUNITY AND UNCLE'S CREATIONS KARAOKE CLUB NZ LIMITED.
AUREUS FIDUCIARY LIMITED.
AURORA CAFE LIMITED.
AURERO LIMITED.
AUSPICIOUS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
AUSTIN INSTALLATION LIMITED.
AUSTRIAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AUTHENTIC TASTES LIMITED.
AUTO BATT HAWKES BAY LIMITED.
AUTO EXTREME SERVICES LIMITED.
AUTO KING HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AUTO MART (2012) LIMITED.
AUTO MOBILE SERVICES LIMITED.
AUTO PARTS INDUSTRIAL (N Z) LIMITED.
AUTO PLASTIC REPAIRS LIMITED.
AUTOBASE SERVICES LIMITED.
AUTOBID HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AUTOMAX PANEL & PAINT (GROUP) LIMITED.
AUTOMOTIVE RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
AUTOMOTIVE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
AUTOMOTIVE WHOLESALE LIMITED.
AUTOSTANCE LIMITED.
AUTUMN RAIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
AVANA ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
AVDS SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
AVEC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AVERY DENNISON HOLDINGS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
AVERY DENNISON MATERIALS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
AVGS LIMITED.
AVIGATION TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
AVIGA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
AVIGEN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AVILINKS LIMITED.
AVINESH PRASAD TRANSPORT LIMITED.
AVIS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
AVIT LIMITED.
AVOCADO COTTAGE LIMITED.
AVOMAX LIMITED.
AWATEA OUTDOORS LIMITED.
AXALON LIMITED.
AXIOM ENGINEERING LIMITED.
AYESHA ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
AYLMER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
AZIZ DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
AZMA COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
B & C GORDON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
B & C PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
B & H RENTAL LIMITED.
B & L GOODWIN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
B & L MCLAUGHLIN LIMITED.
B & M DOBSON LIMITED.
B & M READ LIMITED.
B & S ARYAL LIMITED.
B & S RANSTRON LIMITED.
B & W DECORATORS LIMITED.
B DECORATED LIMITED.
B F DRAINS LIMITED.
B FIT PERSONAL TRAINING QUEENSTOWN LIMITED.
B J GILMOUR LIMITED.
B ROWELL ROOFING LIMITED.
B S PAINTERS LIMITED.
B V. NARAIN CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
B W R TRUSTEE LIMITED.
B&N PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
B&W 1991 LIMITED.
B. D. R. INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
B. E. S. T ELECTRICAL SERVICES & TESTING LIMITED.
B. J. M. H. ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
B. L. H. INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
B-17 LIMITED.
B2 LOGISTICS LIMITED.
BAAMOO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BABY PHUNK LIMITED.
BABY WOLFGANG LIMITED.
BABYLON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BABYMA FASHION LIMITED.
BACCHUS FINE WINES LIMITED.
BACK 2 YOUR BEST LIMITED.
BACK BLOCK KIWI LIMITED.
BACK IN THE DAY LIMITED.
BACK TO NEW LIMITED.
BACK YOUR TEAM LIMITED.
BACKRIDGE APPAREL (2007) LIMITED.
BACKYARD BBQ LIMITED.
BADALMA MAHI LIMITED.
BADGE BOYS LIMITED.
BADJELLY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BAIACROSS LIMITED.
BAI CAO TANG TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE CLINIC LIMITED.
BAI SHENG TRADING LIMITED.
BAILING LIMITED.
BAIBRIDGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BAK 2 BASIX 2011 LIMITED.
BAKA INSTITUTE OF HEALING LIMITED.
BAKERSFIELD LIMITED.
BALANCE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
BALANCE PT LIMITED.
BALANCING ACT 2014 LIMITED.
BALDJ DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
BALLARD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BALLARDIE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BALLONDIEGNZ LIMITED.
BALLOONING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
BALMORAL BABY LIMITED.
BAMFORD HOMES (COMMERCIAL) LIMITED.
BAMFORD HOMES (TAURANGA) LIMITED.
BANANA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BANDER CONSULTING LIMITED.
BANG TAKEAWAY LIMITED.
BANNO TRADING LIMITED.
BAO YUN NZ TRADING GROUP LIMITED.
BAOLI INVESTMENT LIMITED.
BAOSHENG LIMITED.
BARCAR LIMITED.
BARCLAYS PETS LIMITED.
BARCO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BARCODE REGISTRY LIMITED.
BARDDON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BARFOOTE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BARGAIN N BARGAIN LIMITED.
BARIS NURI LIMITED.
BARLEN CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
BARMIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BARNARD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BAROQUE LIMITED.
BARRETT VALUATIONS LIMITED.
BARTON BIRD PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BAS CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
BASE BAR LIMITED.
BASE SPORTS NZ LIMITED.
BASEPRESSO LIMITED.
BASHARIERCEG VENTURE CAPITAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BASK TRADING LIMITED.
BASS MEDIC ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
BASSVAPES LIMITED.
BATCH CONCEPTS LIMITED.
BATEMAN QC LIMITED.
BATHUS SERVICES LIMITED.
BATTEN WELL INTERVENTION LIMITED.
BATTTHOMAS LIMITED.
BATTLESKIPS / BATTLEBINS LIMITED.
BAUER TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
BAXTER 2014 LIMITED.
BAY DIRECT LIMITED.
BAY MEAT AND LIVESTOCK LIMITED.
BAY MEDIATION SERVICES LIMITED.
BAY MUSES LIMITED.
BAY OF ISLANDS HIDEAWAY LIMITED.
BAY OF PLENTY BERRYFRUIT COMPANY LIMITED.
BAY OFFICE WORKS LIMITED.
BAY PERFORMANCE N.Z LIMITED.
BAY VILLAS 05 LIMITED.
BAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS (AUCKLAND) LIMITED.
BAYROAD SEAFOOD LIMITED.
BAYVIEW INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BAZEN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BAZZ GRILL LIMITED.
BB IMPORTS LIMITED.
BC VENTURES(2014) LIMITED.
BDL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BDSCL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BE & A WOOD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BE BEE LIMITED.
BE EDU NZ LIMITED.
BE GREAT LIMITED.
BE MARKETING DESIGN LIMITED.
BE MARKETING LIMITED.
BE ONLINE WEB DESIGN LIMITED.
BEACH BREAK NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
BEACH KEBABS LIMITED.
BEADBLASTERS MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
BEADS AND PIECES LIMITED.
BEAR STRENGTH LIMITED.
BEARDSSELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BEAST LIMITED.
BEAT MAFIA ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
BEATNIK INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED.
BEATSON MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
BEAUTY CORP INC LIMITED.
BEAUTY FIELDS LIMITED.
BEAUTY ON EPSOM LIMITED.
BEAUTY ON PONSONBY LIMITED.
BEAUTYSAUCE LIMITED.
BEAUTYSPOOL 2009 LIMITED.
BEAVER TOWN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BECKENHAM LIMITED.
BECTIVE MARKETING LIMITED.
BEDAV LIMITED.
BEE ACCOUNTABLE LIMITED.
BEECROFT RURAL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BEE-JAY CARPETS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
BEEP TECH LIMITED.
BEHTAREEN POSHAQ LIMITED.
BELCO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BELFAST HIRE LIMITED.
BELL & BLIGH PROPERTY LIMITED.
BELL MCCOLLUM FARMS LIMITED.
BELLA FLORA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BELLA VITA TRUSTEE COMPANY (2014) LIMITED.
BELLAVITA HEALTH AND FITNESS LIMITED.
BELLBIRD LANE LIMITED.
BELLMARK SERVICES LIMITED.
BELLO TRADERS LIMITED.
BELL-VUE FARMING LIMITED.
BELMONT TERRACE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BEN SINGH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BENDIGO BLUES APPAREL LIMITED.
BENE PROPERTY LIMITED.
BENEVITA COMPANY LIMITED.
BENJAMIN COMPLIANCE SERVICE CENTRE LIMITED.
BENMARCO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BEN’S BREWING COMPANY LIMITED.
BERRAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BERRY DRILLING CO. LIMITED.
BERRY PROPERTY & INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BERTIE COUP LIMITED.
BEST BEAUTY & SPA LIMITED.
BEST COMPLETE NUTRITION LIMITED.
BEST HOST LIMITED.
BEST MATE PETCARE (USA) LIMITED.
BEST OF INDIA LIMITED.
BEST SHOT LIMITED.
BEST VIEW SERVICES LIMITED.
BETA CORPORATION LIMITED.
BETA INTERSPAN LIMITED.
BETHAL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
BETHEL FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
BETTER TIMES COUNSELLING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
BETTERY (NEW ZEALAND) CO. LIMITED.
BEYOND CODE LIMITED.
BG. KARMaker Limited.
BGK GRG LIMITED.
BHFT TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
BICYCLE BUSINESS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
BIDDINGTON TRANSPORT LIMITED.
BIG KAHUNA PROPERTY COMPANY LIMITED.
BIG PINES LIMITED.
BIG RIVER AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
BIG UMBRELLA PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
BIG Waju LIMITED.
BIGDOG ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
BIKANERVALA FOODS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
BILIN’ BIZ GROUP LIMITED.
BILL TUFFERY PAINTING LIMITED.
BILL’S PLACE LIMITED.
BILLY BOOH LIMITED.
BIMBET’S HAIRDRESSING LIMITED.
BINBIC PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
BING DU & ZHENYONG ZHU LIMITED.
BING HUA LIMITED.
BING PAINTERS LIMITED.
BINGO CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
BINGO WEST LIMITED.
BINGO WORLD LIMITED.
BINNEY LIMITED.
Binnie Road Limited.
Bio Pacific Seapharm Limited.
BioCal Limited.
Bioceptor NZ Limited.
Biodegradable Catering Supplies Limited.
BIOFUME LIMITED.
Biolife New Zealand Limited.
Biomarex Limited.
Birch Cottage Enterprises Limited.
Birchfield Power and Light Limited.
Bird Rock Holdings Limited.
Birthworks Limited.
Bishop Retail Planning Limited.
Bismillah ENTERPRISES Limited.
Bismillah Gas Trading Company Limited.
BitBlaze Limited.
Bitman Limited.
Biz Games Limited.
Bizboard Limited.
Bizbox Limited.
BizLife Limited.
Bj and Bigv Autos Limited.
Bjb Radiation Services Limited.
Bk Cleaning Limited.
Black & Co Limited.
Black and White Cat Investments Limited.
Black and Tan Limited.
Black Boy Limited.
Black Communications Limited.
Black Edge Group Limited.
Black Label Photography Limited.
Black Ops Limited.
Black Stump Properties Limited.
Blackaby’s International Trading Limited.
Blackbook Properties Limited.
Blackbull Convenience Store Limited.
Blackbull Liquor Huntly Limited.
Blacklight Electrical Limited.
Blackman Slater Limited.
Blackmore Fencing Limited.
Blair Family Property Limited.
Blake & Bella Limited.
Bland Limited.
Blbb Property Limited.
Blenheim Storage Limited.
Bling Fashion Limited.
Blitzit Limited.
Block 12 Limited.
Block Sentinel Limited.
Blowmaster Limited.
Blsm Limited.
Blt Trustee Services Limited.
Blue Fields Software Limited.
Blue Flamingo Limited.
Blue Groove Investments Limited.
Blue Jandal Properties Limited.
Blue Lagoon International Limited.
Blue Mongoose Limited.
Blue Rust Incorporated Limited.
Blue Sky Design Limited.
CABSYS HAMILTON LIMITED.
CAC INTERIOR SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
CAD AND AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CAD GREENACRES LIMITED.
CAESAR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CAFE BLIND SOLUTIONS NZ LIMITED.
CAFE BONITA LIMITED.
CAFE COFFEE LIMITED.
CAFE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CAFE NOSH 2010 LIMITED.
CAFE OVER THE BAY (2008) LIMITED.
CAFE SANTE LIMITED.
CAG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CAI LIMITED.
CAIRD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CAITE LIMITED.
CAKE4U FOOD LIMITED.
CALDAK BUILDING LIMITED.
CALDAK LIMITED.
CALEDONIAN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CALICO TREE LIMITED.
CALL CLEAN COLLECT SERVICES LIMITED.
CALLAFOO INTERNATIONAL COMPANY LIMITED.
CALLIE ADAMS LIMITED.
CALLIOPE CAR'S & IMPORTS LIMITED.
CALLRITE MARKETING LIMITED.
CALLUM BRAE TAINUI LIMITED.
CAMBRIDGE NOMINEES LIMITED.
CAMBRIDGE PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CAMERLOT 2013 LIMITED.
CAMERON ACCOMMODATION LIMITED.
CAMERON GLADSTONE PARTNERS LIMITED.
CAMERON HILL LIMITED.
CAMG NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
CAMPBELL CLAN FAMILY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CAMPIELLO LIMITED.
CAMZ LIMITED.
CAMTEC DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
CANCER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
CANDO CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
CANN DAIRIES LIMITED.
CANTERBURY COMMERCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
CANTERBURY HOME KILL SERVICES LIMITED.
CANTERBURY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
CANTERBURY RUGBY FOOTBALL EXPERIENCE LIMITED.
CANTERBURY SPORTS MANAGEMENT COLLEGE COMPANY LIMITED.
CANTERBURY TRADIES LIMITED.
CANTERBURY TREE TOPPING (2014) LIMITED.
CANWI LIMITED.
CAPACINO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CAPEADOR LIMITED.
CAPECOD LIMITED.
CAPES WINE NZ LIMITED.
CAPITAL ACCOUNT LIMITED.
CAPITAL CITY FENCING HIRE LIMITED.
CAPITAL HALAL MEAT LIMITED.
CAPITAL HOUSING HAWKES BAY LIMITED.
CAPITAL INDEPENDENT MEDIA LIMITED.
CAPITAL INVESTMENTS TRUST LIMITED.
CAPITALGROUP (WEITI) LIMITED.
CAPRICE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CAPRIUM LIMITED.
CAPUA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CAR-PAC LIMITED.
CAR CONNECT 2010 LIMITED.
CAR TRANSPORT GROUP LIMITED.
CAR VISION LIMITED.
CAR WORKS LIMITED.
CARANTH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CARAVAN CREATIVE LIMITED.
CARBETH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CARBON FORESTRY LIMITED.
CARDEN PLUMBING + GASFITTING SERVICES LIMITED.
CARE IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CARLINGFORD LIMITED.
CARLTON & HALL INVESTMENT PROPERTY LIMITED.
CARMYLLIE DOWNS LIMITED.
CARNEGIE JONES LIMITED.
CAROLAN CAPITAL LIMITED.
CARPE DIEM (2008) LIMITED.
CARPET FOR THE PEOPLE LIMITED.
CARRIAGES CAFE LIMITED.
CARSON VENTURES LIMITED.
CARTOON ACADEMY LIMITED.
CARWASH PARTNERS LIMITED.
CAS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CASAS CLARKE LIMITED.
CASCADE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CASHFLOW KING LIMITED.
CASHTILLPAYDAY LIMITED.
CASSCO LIMITED.
CASTAM PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CATHERWOOD DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
CATLEY INTERIORS LIMITED.
CATZ EYEZ PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
CAVA COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
CAVL LIMITED.
CAWTE & CO LIMITED.
CB AUCKLAND LIMITED.
CBBDEVTIME LIMITED.
CBCA TRUSTEES (HARRISON) LIMITED.
CBD TERRACE LIMITED.
CBG & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
CBL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CBR COASTLINE LIMITED.
CBS 1 LIMITED.
CBS 3 LIMITED.
CBS 5 LIMITED.
CBW PERSONNEL LIMITED.
CC FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED.
CC.WILSON LIMITED.
CCR FINANCE LIMITED.
CDT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
CEDF TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CEE BEE SERVICES LIMITED.
CEEJAY FARMING CO LIMITED.
CELESTINE ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
CELIO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
CELLGUARD NZ LIMITED.
CEM INVESTMENTS 2014 LIMITED.
CENARE LIMITED.
CENTRAL CAPITAL GROUP LIMITED.
CENTRAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CENTRAL LAWN AND GARDEN CARE LIMITED.
CENTRAL OTAGO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
CENTRAL OTAGO PRODUCE LIMITED.
CENTRAL OTAGO SHOP LIMITED.
CENTRAL PLATEAU IT SERVICES LIMITED.
CENTRAL POWER & CONTROL LIMITED.
CENTRE FOR HIGHER SELF LIMITED.
CENTRELNE SUSPENSION LIMITED.
CENTURIAN SAUNA LIMITED.
CENTURY 21 FINE HOMES LIMITED.
CEO INTERNATIONAL AUTO PARTS NZ LIMITED.
CEPEPEZ LIMITED.
CERTIFIED FOUNDATIONS LIMITED.
CERTUS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CF-6 LIMITED.
CFTP PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CG22 LIMITED.
CGP PARNELL LIMITED.
CHA DY LIMITED.
CHAK Kin LIMITED.
CHALET INVESTMENT LIMITED.
CHALK AND CHEESE LIMITED.
CHALLENGE LAKE RD 2012 LIMITED.
CHAMBERLAIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHAMBERS MUSSEL FARM LIMITED.
CHAMPION HEATING LIMITED.
CHANCELLOR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
CHANG YIM HEALTH CENTRE LIMITED.
CHANGEOVER LIMITED.
CHAO&ASSOCIATES TRADE LIMITED.
CHAR CATERING LIMITED.
CHAR-B INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
CHARLES GRACE LIMITED.
CHARLES STONE MEMORIAL LIMITED.
CHARLIE BUCKET LIMITED.
CHARMING LIONS COMPANY LIMITED.
CHARTERED UNITED INVESTMENT LIMITED.
CHARTERIS BAY LIMITED.
CHARTWELL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CHARTWELL OFFICE LIMITED.
CHASWEY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CHATSWOOD KITCHENS LIMITED.
CHECKERED FLAG AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
CHEER AND DANCE FOR LIFE LIMITED.
CHEESE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
CHELTENHAM PROPERTY (2014) LIMITED.
CHEMICAL FIX LIMITED.
CHEMIST BY NATURE NZ LIMITED.
CHEN AND ZHANG TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CHERRY LIMITED.
CHERRY PICKED LIMITED.
CHEZ NOUS NZ LIMITED.
CHHAY INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
CHI JU CAN YIN LIMITED.
CHIC LIMITED.
CHIME LIMITED.
CHIN HU & KUO CHANG LIMITED.
CHIN STATE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CHINA RED LIMITED.
CHINA-NZ TRAVEL LIMITED.
CHIPPERFIELD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CHISNALLWOOD PLUMBING LIMITED.
CHOC N ROLL WAIHEKE LIMITED.
CHOCOLATE BOY FOODS LIMITED.
CHOCOLATE FOUNTAINS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
CHOICE CLINIC LIMITED.
CHOICE RENTALS WHANGAREI LIMITED.
CHOOSER LIMITED.
CHOSEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHOW WOODWARD LIMITED.
CHRIS&ALEX LIMITED.
CHRISTIAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH FLOOR SANDING (2014) LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH INTERIOR PLASTERING LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH PAINLESS PROPERTY LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH PLEATING SERVICES LIMITED.
CHRISTCHURCH PLUMBING AND GASFITTING LIMITED.
CHRISTIE CORPORATION LIMITED.
CHRISTIE HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
CHRISTILL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHRISTINE BRADLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CHRYSALIS DAY SPA LIMITED.
C-HUB LIMITED.
CHUDLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CIEL.K LIMITED.
CIGANA BRANDS LIMITED.
CINCO CINE CONBRIO LIMITED.
CINCO GROUP LIMITED.
CINDY ELRICK MASSAGE THERAPIST LIMITED.
CINEART PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
CINNI LIMITED.
CIRCUS DIGITAL LIMITED.
CIRPAC LIMITED.
CIRRUS PROPERTY LIMITED.
CIRTYFIED NORTH LIMITED.
CISSY’S PARLOUR LIMITED.
CITY CHINESE HEALTH CENTRE LIMITED.
CITY CRANE HIRE LIMITED.
CITY CRANES LIMITED.
CITY SUPERMARKET LIMITED.
CITY WHOLESALE LIMITED.
CITYSTOP RAILWAY PIE KART LIMITED.
CIVIL CONCEPTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
CIVIL ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.
CJ & BELLA LIMITED.
CJ & SF PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CJ TAILOR TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CJM ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
CJRA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CJS NOMINEES LIMITED.
CJW LIMITED.
CK DECORATORS LIMITED.
CKH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CKH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CL INVESTMENTS 2006 LIMITED.
CLAIMES CO LIMITED.
CLANWHIT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
CLARE CAMERON TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CLARENCE STREET HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CLARITY & JOE LIMITED.
CLARK HAMILTON TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CLARK RULE & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
CLARKSON CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED.
CLARKSON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CLARUS CONSULTING LIMITED.
CLASSIC BUILDINGS LIMITED.
CLASSIC LOCK & KEY LIMITED.
CLASSIC RACE CARS LIMITED.
CLASSEQUE CORPORATION LIMITED.
CLASSY CANINES LIMITED.
CLAW PROPERTIES LIMITED.
CLAYTON ST ARTS COLLECTIVE LIMITED.
CLCO CLOTHING LIMITED.
CLEAN AND SHINE LIMITED.
CLEAN CLEAN LIMITED.
CLEAN NATION LIMITED.
CLEAN OUR EARTH LIMITED.
CLEAN WORKS LIMITED.
CLEANING & REPAIR SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
CLEANING NZ SERVICES LIMITED.
CLEAR ADVANTAGE LIMITED.
CLEAR AIR SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CLEAR CHOICE LIMITED.
CLEAR CUT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
CLEAR SKIES BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
CLEARANCE KING LIMITED.
CLEARCENTER LIMITED.
CLEARCLEAN SERVICES LIMITED.
CLEARSHINE LIMITED.
CLEAR-WISDOM SCHOOL LIMITED.
CLEMINSON INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CLEVEDON LIMITED.
CLICK A DEAL NZ LIMITED.
CLIENT CHECK NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
CLIFFTOP INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
CLIMATE HEATCOOL SERVICES LIMITED.
CLIMAX CREEK LIMITED.
CLIPR LIMITED.
CLOSE COMMUNICATION LIMITED.
CLOSE RANGE INVESTIGATIONS LIMITED.
CLOTHING 4U LIMITED.
CLOUD COFFEE LIMITED.
CLOUD EDUCATION LIMITED.
CLOUDLINE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CLOVA ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
CLT LIMITED.
CLUB 222 LIMITED.
CLUZE LIMITED.
CLW DECORATORS LIMITED.
CLYDE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CLYDE QUAY YACHT CLUB LIMITED.
CLYDESDALE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CMC & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
CMCW LIMITED.
CMS COROMANDEL LIMITED.
CMS NOMINEES NO. 4 LIMITED.
CMS NOMINEES NO. 5 LIMITED.
CMS PACIFICA LIMITED.
CMYK RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
CN SKYBLUE LIMITED.
CNKC LIMITED.
CNNZ TRADE LIMITED.
CNS TRADING LIMITED.
COACH MY FOOTBALL TEAM LIMITED.
COALFACE CONSULTING LIMITED.
COAST 2 COAST BUILDERS (2014) LIMITED.
COASTAL MARINE SERVICES LIMITED.
COASTLINE HELICOPTERS LIMITED.
COASTWIDE REAL ESTATE LIMITED.
COATE AND COMPANY LIMITED.
COBBLERS INN (2009) LIMITED.
COCO TREE NZ LIMITED.
COCUP LIMITED.
COD SQUAD LIMITED.
CODE PLANET LIMITED.
CODEX COMMUNICATIONS (NZ) LIMITED.
CODEX INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CYANDCO LIMITED.
COFFEE ISLAND LIMITED.
COFFEE ON CALL LIMITED.
COLD PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
COLEY FINE ARTS LIMITED.
COLEY FITNESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
COLIN GRANT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
COLIN O’DONNELL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
COLIN PRICE MARINE ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
COLLAROY INVESTMENTS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
COLLINGS ET AL LIMITED.
COLLINGWOOD GENERAL STORE & BAKERY LIMITED.
COLLOID CONSULTING LIMITED.
COLORBOX CANTERBURY LIMITED.
COLOSSEUM CAFE & WINE BAR LIMITED.
COLOURITE LIMITED.
COMBATROOM LIMITED.
COMBINED BUILDINGS LIMITED.
COMBINED MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
COME FENCING LIMITED.
COMEDY STORE 2014 LIMITED.
COMET TRIKES LIMITED.
COMFORT AUTO AIR LIMITED.
COMIC TRADE LIMITED.
COMMARC AUSTRALIA LIMITED.
COMMERCE SERVICES LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL INTERIORS LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY CONSULTING NZ LIMITED.
COMMERCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
COMMON GOODS LIMITED.
COMMUNICATION SUPPLY SYSTEMS LIMITED.
COMMUNITY WELFARE FOUNDATION LIMITED.
COMNET NETWORX LIMITED.
COMNET NZ LIMITED.
COMPASS INVESTMENTS & FINANCE LIMITED.
COMPASS INVESTMENTS (DN) LIMITED.
COMPASS RESEARCH LIMITED.
COMPLETE CARPET INSTALLATION LIMITED.
COMPLETE CHIROPRACTIC LIMITED.
COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
COMPLETE INSULATION LIMITED.
COMPLETE MEDICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
COMPLETE SPORT NZ LIMITED.
COMPUTER SERVICES ROTORUA LIMITED.
COMPUTER SUPPORT ALLIANCE LIMITED.
COMSERV LIMITED.
CONCORDE CAFE LIMITED.
CONCRETE CUTTING NZ (2014) LIMITED.
CONCRETE FLOOR POLISHING LIMITED.
CONCRETE LIMITED.
CONDOR PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
CONE MARSHALL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
CONFLICT DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
CONGFOND BROTHERS LIMITED.
CONNECT CENTRAL LIMITED.
CONNEXN LIMITED.
CONSCIOUS CLOTH LIMITED.
CONSOLIDATED ENGINEERING GROUP LIMITED.
CONSTRUCTION 365 LIMITED.
CONSTRUCTION NORTH LIMITED.
CONSTRUCTION QUALIFICATION TRAINING SOUTH LIMITED.
CONSULTONE LIMITED.
CONTACT FLOORING LIMITED.
CONTACT PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED.
CONTAINER TRANSPORT LIMITED.
CONTINUOSITY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CONTINUOSITY LIMITED.
CONTINUOUS SPOUTING & ROOFING LIMITED.
CONTRACT DRAUGHTING LIMITED.
CONTRACT FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CONTRACT PACKAGERS (NZ) LIMITED.
CONTRACT PLUS LIMITED.
CONTRACT ROOFERS LIMITED.
CONTRAWELD NZ LIMITED.
CONVEYANCING EXPRESS LIMITED.
COOL CHANGE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
COOL DUDE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
COOL MOSS LIMITED.
COOL RUNNINGS BAND LIMITED.
COOPER TYRES LIMITED.
COOROY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
COPYART LIMITED.
COPYRIGHT NEW SKIN LIMITED.
CORDITE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
COREA PLASTER LIMITED.
CORETECH LIMITED.
CORNELIUS 05 LIMITED.
COROMANDEL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
COROMANDEL CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
COROMANDEL HELICOPTERS LIMITED.
COROMANDEL HOLIDAY PARK LIMITED.
CORONA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CORPORATE BRANDS LIMITED.
CORPORATE CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED.
CORPORATE ENTITIES LIMITED.
CORRECTIVE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
CORROSION SOLUTIONS (NZ) LIMITED.
CORRUGATED PAPER LIMITED.
CORRUPT PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
COSH PONSONBY LIMITED.
COSMIC PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
COSMOPOLITAN TRADERS LIMITED.
COSMOS FRUIT LIMITED.
COST REDUCTION ANALYSTS LIMITED.
COST SAVER TOURS LIMITED.
COSY CABS LIMITED.
COTTAGE WINES LIMITED.
COTTERCO PROPERTIES LIMITED.
COUNT THE CASH LIMITED.
COUNTIES MANUKAU SERVICES LIMITED.
COUNTRY CUTZ LIMITED.
COUNTRY KITCHEN CAFE LIMITED.
COUNTRY SIDE EQUIPMENT CENTRE LIMITED.
COURTENAY COSMETIC CLINIC JOHNSONVILLE LIMITED.
COURTENAY COSMETIC CLINIC TERRACE LIMITED.
COURTENAY PLACE COFFEE LIMITED.
COVENTRY SOFTWARE LIMITED.
COVER-UP LIVING SYSTEMS LIMITED.
COVO CAPITAL LIMITED.
COWBOY PARADISE LIMITED.
COX BROADWAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
COZY COLLECTION LIMITED.
CPANZ LIMITED.
CPR HOLDINGS CEYLON LIMITED.
CRAFTING MOMENTS LIMITED.
CRAFTY CHICK LIMITED.
CRAIG MARTIN CONTRACTING LIMITED.
CRAIG RINGROSE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
CRANE BUILDING LIMITED.
CRANFIELD ADVISORY LIMITED.
CRAYS CAVE LIMITED.
CREATE-ED LIMITED.
CREATION GROUP NZ LIMITED.
CREATIVE BEGINNINGS LIMITED.
CREATIVE DOT LIMITED.
CREATIVE ENERGY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
CREATIVE GIFT DESIGN LIMITED.
CREATIVE HEALTH CONCEPTS LIMITED.
CREATIVE INTERIORS LIMITED.
CREATIVE KAURI TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
CREATIVE ORGANISM LIMITED.
CREATIVE ZONE EDUCATION LIMITED.
CREDIT CONTROL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CREIGHTON ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CRENPROM SYSTEMS LIMITED.
CREWES  BETHLEHEM LIMITED.
CRIMSON CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CRITIQUE AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
CRM NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
CROFTPAK LIMITED.
CROMBIE CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
CROW MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
CROWN CATERERS LIMITED.
CROWN MEDIA LIMITED.
CROYDON FARMS LIMITED.
CRSN LIMITED.
CUSERBROWN SALES LIMITED.
CRUST, CAKES AND CATERING LIMITED.
CRYERS ROAD LIMITED.
CRYSTAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CRYSTAL ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
CRYSTAL FRESH CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
CRYSTAL NZ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CRYSTAL STREAM LIMITED.
CS TRUSTEES 202 LIMITED.
CS TRUSTEES 204 LIMITED.
CSFORSTER LIMITED.
CSG LIMITED.
CSRWINWIN LIMITED.
CSYL INVESTMENT LIMITED.
CT MOBILE LIMITED.
CTC LOGISTICS (HB) LIMITED.
CTG IMPORTS LIMITED.
CTR CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
CUB SERVICES LIMITED.
CUBE LIMITED.
CUICYHAO TAPUI LIMITED.
CULLY SEVEN RISK SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
CUMBERLAND INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
CUNNINGHAM SYNDICATE LIMITED.
CURRY AND KEBAB EXPRESS LIMITED.
CURVE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
CUSCO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
CUSINE SUPPLY LIMITED.
CUSTODIAN TRUSTEE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
CUSTOM INKZ TATTOO AND TA MOKO LIMITED.
CUSTOM METALWORK LIMITED.
CUSTOMLINE PANELBEATERS 2001 LIMITED.
CUT FINANCE LAGGING ENGINEERING LIMITED.
CUT THROAT BARBERS LIMITED.
CUTIEKINS INC LIMITED.
CVANS NZ LIMITED.
CW TRUSTEE LIMITED.
CYCLE ASSIST LIMITED.
CYDONIA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
CYNOTECH FINANCE GROUP LIMITED.
CZECH POWER LIMITED.
D & A ENGINEERING LIMITED.
D & C HENDERSON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
D & D BOATBUILDING LIMITED.
D & D STUART HOLDINGS LIMITED.
D & D WILSON SHEARING LIMITED.
D & G BUILDINGS LIMITED.
D & G INSURANCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
D & K HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
D & K PROPERTY 1 LIMITED.
D & L CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
D & L SHAW LIMITED.
D & L SMITH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
D & M HALL LIMITED.
D & NP STANAWAY LIMITED.
D & S SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
D & W COMPANY LIMITED.
D C KAY LIMITED.
D ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
D G AUTOTECH LIMITED.
D K KINGI LIMITED.
D PERFECT LIMITED.
D PERSSON LIMITED.
D SMART CLEANING LIMITED.
D&M NZ LIMITED.
D.C.J.B LIMITED.
D.J & A READ LIMITED.
D.L. & L.M. WORKMAN LIMITED.
D.LISH LIMITED.
D.T. COONEY LIMITED.
D.W. MOAR LIMITED.
D8 CLEANING HOLDING LIMITED.
DAB LIMITED.
DADA TRANSPORT LIMITED.
DADDIDOO LIMITED.
DAEWAL TRANSPORT LIMITED.
DAEBAK LIMITED.
DAI YUN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DAIKOKU LIMITED.
DAILY FRESH BUTCHER LIMITED.
DAINTY LIMITED.
DAIRY FINANCING LIMITED.
DAIRY GLOBAL LIMITED.
DAIRY GLOBAL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
DAIRY POND SPREADERS LIMITED.
DALHART LIMITED.
DAMAGE LIMITATION LIMITED.
DAMASKIS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DAMECUTA PARTNERS LIMITED.
DAMM MONEY ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
DAMON JAMES LIMITED.
DAN BLAKES ROAD LIMITED.
DANAUS PAINTING LIMITED.
DANDY & CO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
DANISH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DANNY AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
DANOSA GROUP LIMITED.
DANSCO LIMITED.
DANVIC CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
DARKE ONE LIMITED.
DARREN LAWN LIMITED.
DARREN ROBERTSON BUILDING LIMITED.
DARYL POWER CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
DAS SECURITIES LIMITED.
DASARANG CITY LIMITED.
DASH COURIERS LIMITED.
DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS LIMITED.
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LIMITED.
DATS CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
DAVALMA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DAVE HERN FISHING & HUNTING GUIDING LIMITED.
DAVE HERN FISHING & SHOOTING OUTFITTERS LIMITED.
DAVES HEALEY SHOP LIMITED.
DAVID & SANDRA CARROLL PARTNERSHIP LIMITED.
DAVID AND PESI CARRIERS LIMITED.
DAVID MCKEOWN & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
DAVID MCPHAIL LIMITED.
DAVID R BRIANT LIMITED.
DAVID SIMPSON LIMITED.
DAVID STERRITT MOTORS LIMITED.
DAVID WARING LIMITED.
DAVID YATES LIMITED.
DAVIDSON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DAVIES ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
DAVISON HOME TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DAVITO LIMITED.
DAVY PRESTON MARKETING LIMITED.
DAWBIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DAWN RUN CONSULTING LIMITED.
DAY AND DUNNE LIMITED.
DAYSTAR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DAZZLE ULTRASONIC BLIND CLEANERS LIMITED.
DB TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
DBS DECORATING LIMITED.
DC HOLDINGS 2014 LIMITED.
DCC LIMITED.
DDI ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
DEAL IT LIMITED.
DEAN KIRK MOTORS LIMITED.
DEAN'S ALUMINIUM SERVICES LIMITED.
DEBT FREE LIMITED.
DECOILER SYSTEMS LIMITED.
DECORUM COMMERCIAL PAINTERS LIMITED.
DEE CEE COURIERS LIMITED.
DEE DUNEDIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DEEP BEAUTY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
DEER VELVET NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
DEFINITIVE IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DEFT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DEGREES OF EMOTION LIMITED.
DEJAAN LIMITED.
DEJAVU HAIR BY DESIGN LIMITED.
DEL SUR PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
DELANEY FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DELIGHT TRAVEL (NZ) LIMITED.
DELIGHTFUL LIMITED.
DELIVER ME DADDY LIMITED.
DELTA WORKS LIMITED.
DEMEL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DEN OUDEN COOPER ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
DINSDALE MEDICAL CENTRE 2006 LIMITED.
DIRECT CREMATIONS LIMITED.
DIRECT DISTRIBUTORS 2014 LIMITED.
DIRECT IMPORT CARS LIMITED.
DIRECT MUSIC LIMITED.
DIRECT SERVICES LIMITED.
DIRECTORYLISTINGS.CO.NZ LIMITED.
DISCOVERY HAMILTON LIMITED.
DISCOVERY HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
DISPLAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DIVA DOLLS LIMITED.
DIVA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
DIVINE HEALING LIMITED.
DIVINE OCCASIONS LIMITED.
DIVINE TRADERS LIMITED.
DIVIZO LIMITED.
DIVVY TOOLS LIMITED.
DIY FATHER LIMITED.
DIYA IMPORTS LIMITED.
DJ BOBBYS DISCO EVENTS LIMITED.
DJ KIA ORA INVESTMENTS 2014 LIMITED.
DJ QUALITY DECORATORS LIMITED.
DJ'S FISHING LIMITED.
DJUMA LIMITED.
Djur TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DK & MH KHATRI TRUSTEE LIMITED.
DKN STREET LIMITED.
DL & LM ASH LIMITED.
DLSS CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
DMR STATISTICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DOMAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
DNA BRICKLAYING LIMITED.
DNA SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
D’NARI FOODS LIMITED.
DNS CONSULTING LIMITED.
DOCK LIMITED.
DOCTOR BEE LIMITED.
DOCTORS DOWN UNDER LIMITED.
DOITCREATIONS LIMITED.
DOLPHIN TRADING LIMITED.
DOMBROSKI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DOMESTIC DRAINAGE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DOMINION EXPORTERS LIMITED.
DOMINION IRONWORKS LIMITED.
DOMINION PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
DOMINO MARKETING LIMITED.
DON BUCK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DON MILNE (1992) LIMITED.
DONALD NAPIER LIMITED.
DONALD STREET PRE-SCHOOL LIMITED.
DONDORO SERVICES LIMITED.
DONE-DEALZ LIMITED.
DONGSHUN CONSULTING & DEVELOPING LIMITED.
D’OR KAWARAU VILLAGE LIMITED.
DORMANT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
DOS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
DOTCO LIMITED.
DOU MAN JIANG LIMITED.
DOUBLE HAPPINESS INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMITED.
DOUBLE WIN TRUSTEES COMPANY LIMITED.
DOUGLAS AVIATION LIMITED.
DOVASTON ENTERPRISE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
DOWDOW STUDIO LIMITED.
DOWN UNDER SNACK VENDING LIMITED.
DOWNER PAINTING LIMITED.
DPH INVESTMENT CORP LIMITED.
DPL TRADES & SERVICES LIMITED.
DR FOOT PODIATRY HEALTH SERVICES & PRODUCTS LIMITED.
DR HUGH SUNG MEDICAL SERVICE LIMITED.
DR MUSIC LIMITED.
DR NELL DE GRAAF LIMITED.
DR PUBLISHING LIMITED.
DR TAHIR AYUB LIMITED.
DR,C CERAMICS (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
DRAGON PRIVATE CAPITAL LIMITED.
DRAGON WAGONS LIMITED.
DRAINAGE & DIGGER WORKS LIMITED.
DRAINAGE WORX (2014) LIMITED.
DRAINS.CO LIMITED.
DRB TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
DREADSTORM MEDIA LIMITED.
DREAM CATCHER COMMERCIAL GROUP LIMITED.
DREAM HOME INVESTMENT LIMITED.
DREAM LINE NEW CORE LIMITED.
DREAM TOUCH COMPANY LIMITED.
DREAMBAND CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED.
DREAMCOLOR LIMITED.
DREAMZ GLOBAL LIMITED.
DREWKM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
DRL 2011 LIMITED.
DRONWORKS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
DRUMMOND INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
DRYN LIMITED.
DS CASTIEL LIMITED.
DSA LOGGING LIMITED.
DSDS CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
D-SIGN INTERIORS LIMITED.
DSLE LIMITED.
DT IMPORTED FOOD LIMITED.
DUBLIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
DUBLIN STREET DAIRY LIMITED.
DUIRS-PFARMAG LIMITED.
DUNDEE COAL LIMITED.
DUNE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
DUNHILL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
DUNSTAN MOTOR BODY REPAIRS LIMITED.
DUOCO LIMITED.
DUOPHARMA PACIFIC LIMITED.
DURENEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
D'URVILLE ISLAND HIDEAWAYS COMPANY LIMITED.
DV & PV ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
DVM ROSEBANK LIMITED.
DVP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
DWT SOFTWARE LIMITED.
DX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
DYNAMIC COMMERCE LIMITED.
DYNAMIC CONSULTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DYNAMIC TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DYNATECH SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
DYSAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
E & G INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
E & J DROK LIMITED.
E COM STRATEGIES LIMITED.
E DECORATORS LIMITED.
E G CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
E GASTRONOMY LIMITED.
E J INSTALLATION LIMITED.
E.J. & S.L. TAYLOR LIMITED.
ENGINEERING MECHANICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
ENGINEERING SKILLS ADVICE LIMITED.
ENGLAND DRAINAGE LIMITED.
ENHME ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
ENTERPRISE AUSTRALASIA LIMITED.
ENTERPRISE INVESTMENTS 2007 LIMITED.
ENTERPRISE TRANSPORT LIMITED.
ENTERPRISE7 LIMITED.
ENTERPRIZE INVEST LIMITED.
ENTERPRIZE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ENTERPRIZE LIMITED.
ENTERPRIZE MARKETING LIMITED.
ENVELOP LIMITED.
ENVI-CLEAN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
ENVIE VIN LIMITED.
ENVIRO BUILDING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ENVIRO TYRES LIMITED.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
ENYEDI LIMITED.
ENZO PROPERTIES LIMITED.
E-OPPORTUNITY LIMITED.
EPIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
EPIC LIMITED.
EPIC SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
EPIC TOURS LIMITED.
EPRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
EQUILIBRIUM PERSONAL COACHING & TRAINING LIMITED.
EQUINOX INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
EQUIP HIRE LIMITED.
EQUIPIT LIMITED.
EQUUS GRAZING LIMITED.
EREWHON CAPITAL LIMITED.
EREWHON LIMITED.
ESB HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ESCROW COMPANY OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ESI INVESTMENTS 2014 LIMITED.
ESI MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
E-SMOKO LIMITED.
ESPAÑA LIMITED.
ESPC SERVICES LIMITED.
ESPIAL NZ LIMITED.
ESPRESSO BAR INC LIMITED.
ESPY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ESQ LIMITED.
ESSENTIA LIMITED.
ESSENTIAL IMAGES NZ LIMITED.
ESSENTIAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ESSEX CASTLE LIMITED.
ESTADO DO CARAVELA LIMITED.
ESTERO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
ESTHER HAIR LIMITED.
ESTIMATE LIMITED.
ESTORE GLOBAL NZ LIMITED.
ET AND FAMILY LIMITED.
ET PIZZA LIMITED.
E-TAX LIMITED.
ETCHT RECORDS LIMITED.
ETHICAL EXTRACTS LIMITED.
ETTREAT LIMITED.
ETU PACIFIC LIMITED.
EUANZ TV LIMITED.
EUM & JANG LIMITED.
EURO AUTO PARTS LIMITED.
EURO ELITE LIMITED.
EURO SURFACE NZ LIMITED.
EUROPA AUTO SERVICE INC. IMPORT SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
EUROPEAN AUTO TECH LIMITED.
EVAKARAM LIMITED.
EVANESCENT NZ LIMITED.
EVANS INVESTMENT PROPERTY LIMITED.
E-VENTURE ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
EVENZYS LIMITED.
EVER GREAT COMPANY LIMITED.
EVER GREEN LIMITED.
EVERISINGSUN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
EVERSDEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EVERSHINE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
EVERYCV LIMITED.
EVERYTHING AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
EVI-DENT DENTURE CLINIC 2008 LIMITED.
EVOKE WINES LIMITED.
EVOLUTION COMPOSITES LIMITED.
EVOLUTION GAMING NZ LIMITED.
EVOLUTION PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
EVOLUTION TECHNOLOGY (2012) LIMITED.
EVOOLVE MARKETING INITIATIVES LIMITED.
EVLNVEMENT LIMITED.
EVLNVING LANDSCAPES 2014 LIMITED.
E-WISE RECYCLING LIMITED.
EWPA PACIFIC OCEAN TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
EWPA SOUTH PACIFIC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
EXCEED MOTOR LIMITED.
EXCEL TRUSTEE LIMITED.
EXCELLENTIA LIMITED.
EXCELSIOR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
EXCEPTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS 2013 LIMITED.
EXCLUSIVE CABINETS LIMITED.
EXECUFISH NZ LIMITED.
EXECUTIVE PROPERTY MANAGERS LIMITED.
EXECUTIVE PROPERTY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
EXETER ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITED.
EXINTELL LIMITED.
EXOTIC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
EXOTIC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
EXOUSIA GROUP LIMITED.
EXPANDO NZ LIMITED.
EXPERT BUYER LIMITED.
EXPLICATES LIMITED.
EXPO CLEANING SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED.
EXPOSED LIMITED.
EXPRESS FINANCE LIMITED.
EXPRESSION TRUSTEE LIMITED.
EXQUISITE TRADING CO LIMITED.
EX-SPACE GROUP LIMITED.
EXTERIOR PLASTERING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
EYE 2 TH TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
EYEDÉAL CONTACTS LIMITED.
EYOU TECH LIMITED.
EZ ROLA PAINTING LIMITED.
EZIBUILD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
EZIMALL LIMITED.
EZISELL LIMITED.
EZY PEEZ LIMITED.
EZZIE PROPERTY LIMITED.
F & A PROFESSIONAL PAINTING LIMITED.
F & F DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
F & M RENTALS LIMITED.
F C BARCELONA DIEGO HUSSEIN LIMITED.
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F W S LIMITED.
F&L BEAUTY LIMITED.
F&Z WINE TRADE LIMITED.
F.B. PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FA & FJ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FAB DIRECT NZ LIMITED.
FABLE INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
FAIRBRASS BUILDERS LIMITED.
FAIRLINE PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
FAIRWAY MARINE (NZ) LIMITED.
FAIRWOOD CONTRACTING LIMITED.
FAITH CREATIVE LIMITED.
FALCON SERVICE LIMITED.
FALL-PAC (SOUTH ISLAND) LIMITED.
FAMSKI LIMITED.
FAN HENGS LIMITED.
FANCY FINGERS LIMITED.
FANCY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FANSUN INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LIMITED.
FANTASTIC 4 PAMT LIMITED.
FANTASTIC FASHION COLLECTION LIMITED.
FANYA ELEGANT CO. LIMITED.
FARFIELD LIMITED.
FARINGFORD TILE PAINT & DESIGN LIMITED.
FARM FRESH NZ LIMITED.
FARMAR LIMITED.
FARMERS LARDER LIMITED.
FARNLEY LIMITED.
FARR GROUP LIMITED.
FARRANT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FARRELL BUILDING INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
FARRIER SUPPLIES DOWN UNDER LIMITED.
FARRO FOODKITS LIMITED.
FASCINATION LIMITED.
FASHION RECOVERY LIMITED.
FASTNET HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FASTSI LIMITED.
FAT PIPI PIZZAS LIMITED.
FATEHVEER ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
FAVA24 LIMITED.
FCS MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
FCTF LAND (NZ) LIMITED.
FE DAIRY LIMITED.
FEDERATION FOR ADVANCEMENT OF COMMUNITY SELF-SUFFICIENCY.
FEEL GREAT NUTRITION LIMITED.
FEILDING JB PASSENGER AND MOBILITY SERVICE LIMITED.
FELIAN LIMITED.
FELTS CONTRACTING SERVICES LIMITED.
FENCERITE MARLBOROUGH LIMITED.
FENDALTON FROMAGERIE LIMITED.
FENDER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FENWICK FARMS SERVICES LIMITED.
FERGIES FUTURE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FERGUSSON STEELFIXING LIMITED.
FERNTOWN RESEARCH LIMITED.
FERNZ GROVE LIMITED.
FERNZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FERRYMEAD LIMITED.
FERTILITY FARMLAND COMMERCIAL AND TRADE LIMITED.
FFCT LIMITED.
FFP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FH1 LIMITED.
FIBER TECH 2012 LIMITED.
FIDCOBAHAMAS LIMITED.
FIDELIS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FIFER RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
FIFTH GEAR LIMITED.
FIFTY SHADES OF COLOUR LIMITED.
FIGARO HAIRSTYLISTS LIMITED.
FIGHTING FIT GEAR LIMITED.
FIJI TRAVEL NETWORK NZ 2011 LIMITED.
FINAL TOUCH FRANKLIN LIMITED.
FINANCIAL CONCEPTS LIMITED.
FINANCIAL FRONTIERS LIMITED.
FINANCIAL SOLUTIONZ LIMITED.
FINECUT LIMITED.
FINLAY AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
FINMED SECURITIES LIMITED.
FINSCAPE LIMITED.
FIRE REPORT LIMITED.
FIREFOX LIMITED.
FIRST AVENUE HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
FIRST GENERATION NZ LIMITED.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS HOME STAGING LIMITED.
FIRST MILE COM LIMITED.
FIRSTFX (NZ) LIMITED.
FIRSTIDEA SERVICES LIMITED.
FIRSTLINE SERVICES LIMITED.
FISHING AND OUTDOORS LIMITED.
FIT FOR SERVICE LIMITED.
FITME LIMITED.
FITNESS HIRE LIMITED.
FIVE BROTHERS HOMES LIMITED.
FIVE PLUS ONE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FIVE STAR CARPET CARE LIMITED.
FIVE STAR INTERIORS LIMITED.
FIX AND FORGET LIMITED.
FIX RITE CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
FIXNTIME LIMITED.
FJ40 TRUSTEES LIMITED.
FL TRUSTEES (BND TRUST) LIMITED.
FLAIR FILMS LIMITED.
FLAMING LION PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FLASH FOOD LIMITED.
FLASHPOINT LIMITED.
FLAT21 LIMITED.
FLAVOUR TRAVEL LIMITED.
FLAWLESS SERVICES LIMITED.
FLEMCO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FLEMING INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
FLETCHER PROPERTY FINANCE LIMITED.
FLETCHER-COLES LIMITED.
FLICK GROUP LIMITED.
FLINT-BOX LIMITED.
FLINTOFTS (2008) LIMITED.
FLIP LA K NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
FLISTAR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
FLOAQ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FLOAQ LIMITED.
FLOCKTON FARM NO. 2 LIMITED.
FLOORING HQ LIMITED.
FLORA JANE LIMITED.
FLORAL ART LIMITED.
FLORASCAPES LIMITED.
FLOURISH DESIGN LIMITED.
FLOWER CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
FLY FREE LIMITED.
FLY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
FLYIN GLORY FLAGPOLES LIMITED.
FLYING COLOURS PAINTING LIMITED.
FLYING START INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FLYNT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
FLYWAV INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FOCUS AVIATION CONSULTANT LIMITED.
FOCUS INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMITED.
FOCUS LAW TRUSTEE COMPANY NO 35 LIMITED.
FOCUS-ON-FOOD NZ LIMITED.
FOGARTY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
FOGGY LIMITED.
Folio Limited.
FOLLY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FONTAS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
FOOD FOR LESS LIMITED.
FOOD WAREHOUSE LIMITED.
FOODS DE ASIAN LIMITED.
FORCE 5 ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
FORDYCE AND SMITH LIMITED.
FOREGROUND SOLUTIONS (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED.
FOREGROUND SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
FORENSIC DNA ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
FORENSIC SERVICES INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
FOREST KING HOLDING CO LIMITED.
FOREST PROTECTOR LIMITED.
FOREVA FITNESS LIMITED.
FORGE BUILDERS LIMITED.
FORKLIFT FINDERS (NZ) LIMITED.
FORKMAX LIMITED.
FORLORN LIMITED.
FORMERLY MOTEL LIMITED.
FORMOSA RESTAURANT LIMITED.
FORMULA CHALLENGE EVENTS LIMITED.
FORMULA SUNSHINE LIMITED.
FORMWORX LIMITED.
FORSYTH'S CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
FORT EASTERN LIMITED.
FORTUNE COOKIE HQ LIMITED.
FORTUNE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
FORTUNE FISHING LIMITED.
FORTUNE HOLIDAYS NZ LIMITED.
FORTUNE WOOL INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
FORU GARMENTS LIMITED.
FORUM EVENTS LIMITED.
FORWARD FARMS LIMITED.
FORWHEELS LIMITED.
FOS GROUP LIMITED.
FOSMAR LIMITED.
FOSTER & CO CONSULTING LIMITED.
FOUNDATION ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
FOUNDATIONS IP LIMITED.
FOUR C’S PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
FOUR DOLPHINS LIMITED.
FOUR OAKS INSURANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
FOUR TO FIVE LIMITED.
FOWLERS CONTAINER SERVICES LIMITED.
FOX BUILD & MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
FOX NUTRITION LIMITED.
FOX TRADE COORDINATIONS LIMITED.
FOSREAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FOXTON RV ACCESSORIES LIMITED.
FR BR FITCHETT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
FR BR HUMPHRIES TRUST LIMITED.
FRAGRANT LIMITED.
FRANCE NEW ZEALAND TOURS LIMITED.
FRANDSEN DESIGN LIMITED.
FRANGHETTI BLACK ZULU LIMITED.
FRANK IMPORTS AND EXPORTS LIMITED.
FRANKTON LAND HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FRANZ JOSEF ALPINE LODGE LIMITED.
FRASER CONTRACTING LIMITED.
FRASER FISHING & HUNTING LIMITED.
FRASER LOCUM LIMITED.
FRASER NELSON BUILDING LIMITED.
FRBR DE ROSE LIMITED.
FRED & MYRTLE LIMITED.
FREDDIES (2008) LIMITED.
FREEBUY NZ LIMITED.
FREEDOM COMPANION ALARMS LIMITED.
FREEDOM PRESS LIMITED.
FREEDOM RIDERZ 2014 LIMITED.
FRELMORE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
FRENCH CONNECTED TRADE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
FRENCH PRESS LIMITED.
FRENNY LIMITED.
FREQUENCY SV TOURING LIMITED.
FRESH ACCOUNTING SERVICES LIMITED.
FRESH MILK HAWKE’S BAY (2003) LIMITED.
FRESH PRODUCE MEDIA LIMITED.
FRESHFIGS LIMITED.
FREYBERG RESTAURANT LIMITED.
FREYSSINET NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
FRIENDS FOOD LIMITED.
FRIMEX LIMITED.
FRITS HOFMAN CONSULTING LIMITED.
FROCK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
FROG INVESTMENTS (2009) LIMITED.
FROGS & FOOD LIMITED.
FROLIC SHED LIMITED.
FROM LONDON TO BROOKLYN LIMITED.
FROM NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
FROM NEW ZEALAND TO YOU LIMITED.
FROM THE FARM GATE LIMITED.
FRONT OF THE BOX PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
FRR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
FRUIT BAT LIMITED.
FRUIT FALLS LIMITED.
FRUIT SALAD LIMITED.
FRUZO (HAWKES BAY CENTRAL DISTRICTS) LIMITED.
FSC @ WAIUKU COSSIE CLUB LIMITED.
FSGP LIMITED.
FT TRANSPORT LIMITED.
FTA LIMITED.
FTG - REMUERA LIMITED.
FTG - TAKAPUNA LIMITED.
FTG - WHANGAPARAOA LIMITED.
FTTX GLOBAL LIMITED.
FULL THROTTLE MOTORCYCLES NZ LIMITED.
FULLERS PLASTERING LIMITED.
FUMBLEJOYS (2012) LIMITED.
FUN FIT NUTRITION LIMITED.
FUN LOFT NZ LIMITED.
FUN TICKETS LIMITED.
FUNKEE LIMITED.
FUREVER LIMITED.
FUSION FIJI LIMITED.
FUSION GADGET LIMITED.
FUTONG LIMITED.
FUTURE CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
FUTURE FRAMES LIMITED.
FUTURE INVESTMENT RENTALS LIMITED.
FUTURE PAINTING LIMITED.
FUTURE PRINT (2014) LIMITED.
FUTURE VENTURES LIMITED.
FUZION TRAVEL TASH DE CANNE LIMITED.
FX TRADERS LIMITED.
FXEE LIMITED.
FYSHE HORTON FINNEY NZ LIMITED.
G & H LAWRENCE BRICKLAYERS LIMITED.
G & N PANNETT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
G & R DANIEL & COMPANY LIMITED.
G A GROUP LIMITED.
G A THOMPSON LIMITED.
G BUILD LIMITED.
G COCHRANE & CO LIMITED.
G D MANNION HOLDINGS LIMITED.
G FORCE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
G H MAHALAXMI LIMITED.
G I VIDEOS LIMITED.
G K FUTURE LIMITED.
G R PETERS ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
G V IMPORTS NZ LIMITED.
G. L. FLOORING LIMITED.
G. M. VIRBHAVANI CO LIMITED.
G.M. RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
G.T.C PLASTERING LIMITED.
G5 NZ LIMITED.
G6NINETY CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
G8SPACE LIMITED.
GABROS AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
GAC CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
GADJIT LIMITED.
GAIL'S CHILDCARE LIMITED.
GALAXIE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GALLEY GIRLS LIMITED.
GALLUS SECURITY LIMITED.
GALT REALTY LIMITED.
GANESH PETROLEUM LIMITED.
GANTRY LIMITED.
GARAGE ARTS LIMITED.
GARAM TRADING LIMITED.
GARDEN CENTRAL LIMITED.
GARDEN CITY IMPORTS LIMITED.
GARDEN PANTRY LIMITED.
GARHAUER NZ LIMITED.
GARIB ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GARLAND PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GARLICK LOBO ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GARMAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GARPHILL GAMES LIMITED.
GAS GLEN INNES LIMITED.
G-ASIA PACIFIC GROUP LIMITED.
GASLIGHT LANE LIMITED.
GASMARK LIMITED.
GASPARETTI MANN & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
GATEWAY ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
GATEWAY CAPITAL LIMITED.
GATEWAY GLOBAL FREIGHT LIMITED.
GATHER SUPERMARKET CHAIN LIMITED.
GATHER TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
GATTO TRUSTEES LIMITED.
GAUNDER TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
GLENARDEN FARM LIMITED.
GLEN-BAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GLENBRAE TRANSPORT LIMITED.
GLENGARRY HANCOCKS LIMITED.
GLENIAIN LIMITED.
GLENLEA TRUSTEE 1 LIMITED.
GLENLEA TRUSTEE 2 LIMITED.
GLIDE ON TOURS LIMITED.
GLOBAL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
GLOBAL COAL BLENDING COMPANY LIMITED.
GLOBAL CONSULTANTS NETWORKING LIMITED.
GLOBAL DESIGN CONCEPTS LIMITED.
GLOBAL DEVELOPMENTS 367 WORCESTER LIMITED.
GLOBAL ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
GLOBAL GROUP PROJECTS LIMITED.
GLOBAL NZ EDUCATION AND IMMIGRATION SERVICES LIMITED.
GLOBAL ON LINE CARS LIMITED.
GLOBAL ONE PROJECTS LIMITED.
GLOBAL PLUMBING AND DRAINAGE LIMITED.
GLOBAL PLUMBING LIMITED.
GLOBAL SURVEY LIMITED.
GLOBAL TECHNICAL WORKS LIMITED.
GLOBAL TRADE AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE LIMITED.
GLOBAL TRAINING INSTITUTE LIMITED.
GLOBAL VISION NZ PRIVATE LIMITED.
GLORY SERVICE LIMITED.
GLOUCESTER ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
GLOW PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
GLUTEN FREE FOR ME LIMITED.
GM ENGINEERING 2013 LIMITED.
GMS JACKSON LIMITED.
GND LIMITED.
GO BEYOND EXPERIENCES LIMITED.
GO HARD LIMITED.
GO MERCHANTS LIMITED.
GO SING LIMITED.
GO2 CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GODZOWN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GGEUN LIMITED.
GOGO TRAVEL LIMITED.
GOLD A1 ROAST PETONE LIMITED.
GOLD BELT PLASTERERS LIMITED.
GOLD COATING SERVICES LIMITED.
GOLD CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED.
GOLD HAWK HOMES LIMITED.
GOLD SCISSOR LIMITED.
GOLD9 SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
GOLDEN BAY AUTO RESTORATIONS LIMITED.
GOLDEN BAY SHELLFISH LIMITED.
GOLDEN EGGS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
GOLDEN FORTUNE LEE TRUST LIMITED.
GOLDEN GOOSE LIMITED.
GOLDEN TICKET NZ LIMITED.
GOLDMARQUE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
GOLDSPEC LIMITED.
GOLFY LIMITED.
GOLLYWOG LIMITED.
GOOD BLOKES LIMITED.
GOOD BOY HOT DOGS LIMITED.
GOOD MACHINE LIMITED.
GOOD SHEPHERD CRUTCHING SERVICES LIMITED.
GOOD TIMES (NZ) LIMITED.
GOODHEALTH TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
GOODLIFFE CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
GOOGLE TRADE LIMITED.
GORAU ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.
GORMAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GOUDGE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
GOURMET DELIVERIES LIMITED.
GOURMET FOOD BOX LIMITED.
GOVERNORS BAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GOZCORP LIMITED.
GP MEDICAL LIMITED.
GP RELIABILITY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
GPD TRUSTEE LIMITED.
GPNZ LIMITED.
GPR LOCATING LIMITED.
GR CONCRETE PLACING LIMITED.
GRACE HOET INC LIMITED.
GRACETECH LIMITED.
GRACIAS LIMITED.
GRACIE FIELDS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
GRACIE M LIMITED.
GRACIE MAY (2009) LIMITED.
GRACOR CONTRACTION LIMITED.
GRAFTON 203 LIMITED.
GRAHAM BROOKS CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GRAMS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
GRAND INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LIMITED.
GRAND TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
GRAND THAI GROUP LIMITED.
GRANNIES LUNCH BAR LIMITED.
GRANT KILMORE BUILDERS LIMITED.
GRANT MCCLUSKIE BUILDERS LIMITED.
GRANTS ROAD VINEYARD LIMITED.
GRAPHIC CREATION LIMITED.
GRAPHIC ICON LIMITED.
GRASSHOPPER CONTRACTING LIMITED.
GRASSY KNOLL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GRAVEL LOCK DISTRIBUTORS NZ LIMITED.
GRAYLING HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GRAYSON LAW TRUSTEES INTERNATIONAL NO. 100.11 LIMITED.
GREAT DIAMOND DECORATION LIMITED.
GREAT ESCAPE COMPANY LIMITED.
GREAT LAKE PAINTING & DECORATING LIMITED.
GREAT LONG MOTOR LIMITED.
GREAT WESTERN LONG TERM INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
GREATER LIMITED.
GREEN BAY VIDEO MOVIES LIMITED.
GREEN CABS LIMITED.
GREEN CELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
GREEN CITY TILING LIMITED.
GREEN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
GREEN CROSS LIMITED.
GREEN GARDENS FINANCE TRUST LIMITED.
GREEN HARVEST GROWING LIMITED.
GREEN HOUSE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
GREEN KEA TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
GREEN LIGHT DRIVING SCHOOL LIMITED.
GREEN NANOCOMPOSITES PRIVATE LIMITED.
GREEN OCEAN GROUP LIMITED.
GREEN SCENE DUNEDIN LIMITED.
GREEN VINE LIMITED.
GREENHANDS HORTICULTURAL SERVICES LIMITED.
GREENHITHE LIMITED.
GREENLANE FLOORING LIMITED.
GREENMART TRADING LIMITED.
GREENMEALS LIMITED.
HA-DE-DA LTD.
HADLEY LIMITED.
HADYBADIO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HAIR MIRACLE LIMITED.
HAIR ORGANICS LIMITED.
HAIRINI STONEMASONS LIMITED.
HAIRLAB LIMITED.
HAIRPHORIA LIMITED.
HAIRYBUGGER CUSTOM VEHICLES LIMITED.
HAIRZONE LIMITED.
HAKARIMATA FARMS LIMITED.
HAL INVESTMENTS 2011 LIMITED.
HALAMOANA CARRIERS LIMITED.
HALFACE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HALIFAX INVESTMENT SERVICES NOMINEES LIMITED.
HALL 30 LIMITED.
HALLELUJAH BABY LIMITED.
HALLION DESIGN & SUTERS ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
HALLMARK BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
HALLS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
HALO CLOTHING LIMITED.
HALOBERH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HAMILTON ACCOMMODATION ACCORD MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HAMILTON WEED CONTROL LIMITED.
HAMMER SHED LIMITED.
HAMMERHEAD TATTOOS LIMITED.
HAMMOND FAMILY HEALTH LIMITED.
HAMPSHIRE AUCKLAND LIMITED.
HAN SHANG WEILY LIMITED.
HAN YU ASIA LIMITED.
HANAIM LIMITED.
HANARAY MOTORS LIMITED.
HANDYFIX LIMITED.
HANDYNZ LIMITED.
HANG YU TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HANGITIME LIMITED.
HANGLOL LIMITED.
HANK TRADING LIMITED.
HANLIN GROUP LIMITED.
HANMER ALPINE LODGE LIMITED.
HANMER HUTCH LIMITED.
HANMER RETREATS LIMITED.
HANNA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HANNAH GROUP LIMITED.
HANNAH KIDD LIMITED.
HANLIN GROUP LIMITED.
HANNIFIN FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
HANSBOROUGH HOUSE LIMITED.
HANSEN PLUMBING & GAS 2014 LIMITED.
HAPPINESS HOME AND GARDEN LIMITED.
HAPPY 4 U LIMITED.
HAPPY CLEANING SERVICE LIMITED.
HAPPY MEALS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HAPPY MOTOR TRADING LIMITED.
HAPUTTI MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
HARAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HARBOURSIDE SERVICES LIMITED.
HARDING ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
HARDIT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HARDWARE BY DESIGN LIMITED.
HARMAN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HARMONIC 4 LIMITED.
HARMONY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HAROO LIMITED.
HARVINDER BASRA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HASNAIN INTERNATIONAL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HATCH GLOBAL LIMITED.
HATEPE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HAIM ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
HAURAKI PAINTERS LIMITED.
HAV TILING LIMITED.
HAVEN GOLF LIMITED.
HAWAI CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
HAWAIKI HOU LIMITED.
HAWARD ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HAWKES BAY ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
HAWKES BAY COMMUNITY PHARMACISTS LIMITED.
HAWKES BAY CONCRETE RESTORERS LIMITED.
HAWKES BAY ELECTRIC MOTOR REWINDERS (1986) LIMITED.
HAWKES BAY NATURAL FRUITS LIMITED.
HAWKESWOOD RESOURCES LIMITED.
HAY PROPERTY GROUP DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
HAYBRAD LIMITED.
HAYCOCK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HAYDEN BENNETT CONSULTING LIMITED.
HAYJULZ LIMITED.
HAZIBAG NZ LIMITED.
HB INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HB RAINBOW EDUCATION LIMITED.
HD CCTV WHOLESALE LIMITED.
HD CYCLE HIRE LIMITED.
HEADSOUNDS LIMITED.
HEALING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HEALTH & VITALITY LIMITED.
HEALTH AND BEAUTY TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
HEALTH OK SERVICES LIMITED.
HEALTHKIWI LIMITED.
HEALTHQANDTHEIRFRIENDS LIMITED.
HEALTHSHOTS LIMITED.
HEALTHY SPRING (NZ) LIMITED.
HEALTHY VIADUCT LIMITED.
HEALTHY YOU LIMITED.
HEARTLAND APPLE PRODUCTS LIMITED.
HEAT & COOL HQ LIMITED.
HEAT PUMP PLANET LIMITED.
HEATHTON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HEAVEN EVENTS NZ LIMITED.
HEAVENLY HOILDAYS LIMITED.
HEAVENLY VENTURES LIMITED.
HEAVY TRANSPORT HYDRAULICS LIMITED.
HEER CONTRACTING LIMITED.
HEIM NZ LIMITED.
HELEN FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
HELENSVILLE MEAT CENTRE LIMITED.
HELIASE NOMINEE LIMITED.
HELISTAR CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
HELOMA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HENDERSON GLOBAL LIMITED.
HENDERSON ROAD PANEL AND PAINT (2014) LIMITED.
HENG HE LIMITED.
HENI & HUIA LIMITED.
HENRY GLOBAL CONSULTING GROUP LIMITED.
HERD WASH LIMITED.
HERE DAY SPA LIMITED.
HEREMIA FLOOR WORKS LIMITED.
HERITAGE AERO TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
HERMANS CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
HERMOSA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HERONIAN LIMITED.
HEUREA ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
HEWY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HEX LIMITED.
HEYDERS ROAD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HF HOLDINGS TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
HF INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HGJ LIMITED.
HGL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HHH ADVERTISING MEDIA LIMITED.
HHH ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HIBISCUS ROOM LIMITED.
HIDDEN HOG LIMITED.
HIDDEN STITCHES.
HIEPMY LIMITED.
HIGGS HOLDINGS 2005 LIMITED.
HIGH CLIFF COMPANY LIMITED.
HIGH COUNTRY TRADING LIMITED.
HIGH POINT ROOFING LIMITED.
HIGH SPEED GATE AUTOMATION LIMITED.
HIGH STREET LIVING LIMITED.
HIGH TECH CLEANERS LIMITED.
HIGHBROOK ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
HIGHBURY STREET LIMITED.
HIGH-END INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HIGHWAY INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HIGHWAY ROADING SERVICES LIMITED.
HIGHWAY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HIT THE DECK LIMITED.
HIKO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HILDID CAFE LIMITED.
HILL BOYDE & HILL LIMITED.
HILL TOP FARM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HILLSIDE HORSES 2005 LIMITED.
HILLSIDE RETREAT LIMITED.
HIM TRUSTEES NO. 32 LIMITED.
HIMA NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HIND PACIFIC LIMITED.
HINDSIGHT MUSIC LIMITED.
HINGSTON PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HIPPI PIPİ TAVERN @ PUKEHINA LIMITED.
HIRAN HOLISTIC LIMITED.
HIRSTLENS (NZ) LIMITED.
HIS & HERS LAWNMOWING SERVICES LIMITED.
HISPANIA LIMITED.
HI-TECH COMMERCIAL INTERIORS CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED.
HITECH FORMULATIONS NZ LIMITED.
HIYASHA INVESTMENT LIMITED.
HJSQLY PROPERTY LIMITED.
HLJ HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
HLR PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HMA CREATIVE APAC LIMITED.
HMC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HNB TRADING LIMITED.
HNZ TOWING LIMITED.
HOBSON PAPER RULING AND BINDING LIMITED.
HOBSON’S SERVICES LIMITED.
HODGES BOARD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOKIANGA NAUTICAL RESOURCES LIMITED.
HOLESAILING LIMITED.
HOLIDAY BARGAINS LIMITED.
HOLIDAY INN LIMITED.
HOLIDAYJIA LIMITED.
HOLLY DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
HOLLY ROAD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOLLYWOOD BAKERY (OREWA) LIMITED.
HOLLYWOOD BAKERY (WEST CITY) LIMITED.
HOLT PUBLISHING (NZ) LIMITED.
HOLTRAV LIMITED.
HOLWOOD TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
HOMAUS LIMITED.
HOMAN CONRAD LIMITED.
HOME AT LAST LIMITED.
HOME CONTROL LIMITED.
HOME OF POI LIMITED.
HOME STUDIO LIMITED.
HOME VOICE LIMITED.
HOMELY HOUSES LIMITED.
HOMLEY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HONG SHENG NZ LIMITED.
HONG SHUN LIMITED.
HONG YAN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
HONGMA INVESTMENT LIMITED.
HONGTAO LIMITED.
HONGTUNG LIMITED.
HONGYUAN FOODS COMPANY LIMITED.
HONGYUAN TRADE & CONSULTING COMPANY LIMITED.
HOOK US UP LIMITED.
HOP HUSTLER LIMITED.
HOP3S AND DR3AMS TAPUI LIMITED.
HOPFUL THINKING LIMITED.
HOPHOP LIMITED.
HOPKINS ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
HOPS N HOOVES 2012 LIMITED.
HOPSCOTCH NZ LIMITED.
HORIZON CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
HORIZON DESIGN LIMITED.
HORIZON PETROLEUM SERVICES LIMITED.
HORIZONFIRST HOMES LIMITED.
HORNBY ACCOUNTING (2015) LIMITED.
HORNE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
HORNSBY GRANT LIMITED.
HOROKIWI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
HOROWHENUA FORESTRY EQUIPMENT LIMITED.
HOROWHENUA HARVESTING CONTRACTING LIMITED.
HORSE & HOUND (2013) LIMITED.
HORSING ABOUT LIMITED.
HORTON GAS LIMITED.
HOSKINS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HOSPECO NZ LIMITED.
HOSPO SYSTEMS LIMITED.
HOST GRAD SECURITY LIMITED.
HOT CHOPS MOTORCYCLES LIMITED.
HOT DEALS LIMITED.
HOT MESS LIMITED.
HOT NUTZ (HAWKES BAY) LIMITED.
HOT ROCK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
HOTEL NEW ZEALAND HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HOTSHOTZ TALENT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HOU INTERNATIONAL TRADE LIMITED.
HOUGHTON PROPERTY LIMITED.
HOUR MOTORS LIMITED.
HOZODO NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
HPG PRIVATE LIMITED.
HR GROUP OF SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
HRC FUTURE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HS & KC TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HS (2008) LIMITED.
HS HORT LIMITED.
HTG TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HTH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HTK LIMITED.
HTS MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
HUBBARD SUPPORT FUND TRUSTEE LIMITED.
HUCKLEBERRY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HUGO TRADING LIMITED.
HUTTENGG LIMITED.
HUMAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
HUMAN SYMPHONY PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
HUME FARMING LIMITED.
HUNGA LIMITED.
HUNT COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
HUNT COMPANY LIMITED.
HUNTER PROPERTIES (2014) LIMITED.
HUNZA FARMING LIMITED.
HUTT AUTO SERVICES LIMITED.
HUTT INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
Huw Taylor Racing Limited.
HV ALIGN LIMITED.
HW FOOD LIMITED.
HYDRAGRASS LIMITED.
HYDRO POWER LIMITED.
HYETT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
HYNE RENTALS LIMITED.
HYPE DUP AMUSEMENTS LIMITED.
HYPERCOM LIMITED.
HYPERION INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
HYPERION NETWORKS LIMITED.
HYPERION SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
HYSURGE CONSULTING LIMITED.
I & I LIMITED.
I & Y INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
I A MCDONALD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
I AND J HOLDINGS LIMITED.
I C P PROPERTIES LIMITED.
I PAYMENTS LIMITED.
I STAY FIT LIMITED.
I. D. TER LIMITED.
I2C NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
IAN JOHNSON PHARMACY LIMITED.
I-B CONSULTANTS INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES (NZ) LIMITED.
IBBOTSON BROS. LIMITED.
IBIG LIMITED.
IBS SOUTH LIMITED.
I-CARS 2011 LIMITED.
ICE COLD INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
ICE CONTACT LIMITED.
ICKLE BIT LIMITED.
ICNZ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
ICON FRAME FIXERS LIMITED.
ICON SOLUTION LIMITED.
ICONIQ LIMITED.
ICUR LIMITED.
ID & VS MCLEAN 2008 LIMITED.
I'D LIKE TO THANK LIMITED.
IDEA CHRYsalIS LIMITED.
IDEALIS LIMITED.
I-DEEL WHOLESALE LIMITED.
IDENTICAL TWINS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
IDEVELOPMENT - IT & WEBSITE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
IDK BURGER LIMITED.
IDL BREEDING LIMITED.
IDL PLASTICS LIMITED.
IDRIVE LIMITED.
IDS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
IF STATEMENT NZ LIMITED.
IFERNS LIMITED.
IFIX COMPUTING LIMITED.
IGOLF (NZ) LIMITED.
IGOLF TOUR LIMITED.
IHOMES NZ LIMITED.
IJM ADVENTURE LIMITED.
IJS TRUST PROPERTIES LIMITED.
IL BUZO VULCAN LANE LIMITED.
ILC PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
ILLIMANI LIMITED.
ILLUME STUDIOS NZ LIMITED.
ILLUMINATE ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
I'M FABULOUS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
IMAGINARIUM CAKES LIMITED.
IMAGINARIUM LIMITED.
IMAJH LIMITED.
IMAM - JALZAM LIMITED.
IMMIGRATION SOLUTIONS NZ LIMITED.
IMPACT CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
IMPACT TRAINING NZ LIMITED.
IMPERIAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
IMPORTS @ ROCFORM LIMITED.
IMPRESSION IMPORTS LIMITED.
IMPULSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
IMS GROUP (2011) LIMITED.
IMZ CONSULTING LIMITED.
IN MY HEAD LIMITED.
IN STEP 2015 LIMITED.
IN TOUCH LIMITED.
INCEPT LABS NEW ZEALAND PTY LIMITED.
INCUBATOR 2020 LIMITED.
INCUTEC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
INDEPENDENT COMPLIANCE LIMITED.
INDEPENDENT VEHICLE BROKERS LIMITED.
INDER BUILDING LIMITED.
INDIAN SWEETS & SNACKS HOUSE LIMITED.
INDIEAIR LIMITED.
INDIGO INSPIRATION LIMITED.
INDUSTRIAL & MARINE COATINGS (NZ) SPECIALIST LABOUR HIRE LIMITED.
INFERNO SPORTS LIMITED.
INFINITE PLAYGROUND LIMITED.
INFINITY INTERNATIONAL GROUP (NZ) LIMITED.
INFO QUO LIMITED.
INFOCAT LIMITED.
INFODESIGN LIMITED.
INFOTEX LIMITED.
INFRASOFT (NZ) LIMITED.
INGLIS TRUSTEE COMPANY (2011) LIMITED.
INGRIC TRADES LIMITED.
INHARMONY(NZ) LIMITED.
INKSTONE LIMITED.
INLAID STEPS LIMITED.
INLINE DESIGN LIMITED.
INNATE LIMITED.
INNOSERV INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE BUSINESS CONSULTING LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE DESIGNS (2006) LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE FOOTWEAR COMPONENTS LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE LANDSCAPES (2002) LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE LASER TECHNOLOGIES 2005 LIMITED.
INNOVATIVE LOGISTICS LIMITED.
INNOVECO NZ LIMITED.
INPERSON CAREER CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
INPO LIMITED.
INSIGHT CONSULTANCY 2011 LIMITED.
INSIGHT NEGOTIATORS LIMITED.
INSOMECO LIMITED.
INSPIRE CONSULTING LIMITED.
INSPIRE INNOVATION IN BUILDING LIMITED.
INSPIRED TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
INSTAL-TECH LIMITED.
INSTANT CLEAN LIMITED.
INSTANT RESULT NURSERY LIMITED.
INSTANT SIGNS LIMITED.
INSYNC-FORM LIMITED.
INTEGRITY COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
INTEGRITY MARKETING CONCEPTS LIMITED.
INTELLIGENT IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
INTELLIGENT VISA SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
INTER CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
INTER LINGUA SERVICES COMPANY LIMITED.
INTERCONTINENTAL LOGISTICS LIMITED.
INTERDEX CONSULTING LIMITED.
INTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPTS LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL ASSET PROTECTION CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL BIOTECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION OF REGISTERS FOR EXERCISE PROFESSIONALS LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL DIRECT IMPORTER LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL STAFFING LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL MILKSHAKES LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
INTERNATIONAL TEXTILE ACCESSORIES CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
INTERNET TRANSACTION SERVICES LIMITED.
INTERSECTION LIMITED.
INTERSUPPLY (NZ) LIMITED.
INTERTRAVEL LIMITED.
INTERWEAVING ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
INTEXT PLASTERING & PAINT LIMITED.
INTRIGUE CAFE LIMITED.
INTRINSIC PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
INTUGEN LIMITED.
INVELOP PROFESSIONAL COACHING LIMITED.
INVESTRADE NZ LIMITED.
INVICTUS CORPORATION LIMITED.
INVITATION INSPIRATIONS LIMITED.
IPANEL SYSTEMS & DESIGN LIMITED.
I-PC SOLUTION LIMITED.
IPG LIMITED.
IPOWER NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
IRAN ZONO LIMITED.
IRESTOREIT LIMITED.
IRISH AIR TRANSPORT COMPANY LIMITED.
IRISH DAISY LIMITED.
IRIT LIMITED.
IRON LION LIMITED.
IRONBRIDGE CAPITAL NZ LIMITED.
IRONCAPE CAPITAL LIMITED.
IRONIQUE NZ LIMITED.
IRONMAN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
IRVING & CO LIMITED.
JAGRAN FARMS LIMITED.
JAGUAR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JAH & LOVIE LIMITED.
JAI WEL TRUST LIMITED.
JAIMEK CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED.
JAKE MILLAR LIMITED.
JAKHU LIMITED.
JAKS PROPERTY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
JALPREET ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JAM TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JAM VENTURES LIMITED.
JAMES & JAMES LIMITED.
JAMES TRENT DESIGN LIMITED.
JAMIE’S DAILY MOTORS LIMITED.
JAMIES MAINTENANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
JAMIESON FISHING LIMITED.
JAN ORSAG FLOORING LIMITED.
JANAKI LIMITED.
JANCO 2005 LIMITED.
JANITZ-SMITH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JAN’S TRAVEL SERVICE LIMITED.
JAPANESE DELI YOSHIMURA LIMITED.
JAPJOT ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
JAQAN LIMITED.
JARDINE AGENCY LIMITED.
JARNIS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JAS COMMERCIAL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
JAS DEVELOPMENTS HAMILTON LIMITED.
JASCAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JASCO BUILT LIMITED.
JASCO CONSULTING LIMITED.
JASON K WARD LIMITED.
JASON MOTORS LIMITED.
JATINDER LIMITED.
JATTISUKA LIMITED.
JAVA FRESH INTERNATIONAL (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
JAVA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JAYDEN PAINTERS LIMITED.
JAYDOUBLEYOU LIMITED.
JAYENDEL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JAYKAY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JAYLEY TRUST LIMITED.
JAY’S 100% VEGETARIAN FOODS LIMITED.
JAZ & TYLER LIMITED.
JB DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
JBL COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
JBL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JBS POULTRY & AGRICULTURAL SERVICES LIMITED.
JBS PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
JBW TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
JC DESIGN 2006 LIMITED.
JCR (2009) OPERATIONS LIMITED.
JD ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
JD&KC LIMITED.
JDI BUILDERS LIMITED.
JD’S AUTOWORX LIMITED.
JE CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
JEBS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JEC ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JEC NO2 LIMITED.
JEFFS BUILDING MAINTENANCE & RENOVATION LIMITED.
JELLICOE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
JEN MONTI LIMITED.
JEN TAYLOR LIMITED.
JENEV HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JENNIFER BROOKE TAYLOR LIMITED.
JENNY AND EAMON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JEREMY AND RENEE LIMITED.
JERS LIMITED.
JET & FAMILY LIMITED.
JETSETBOHEMIAN WELLINGTON LIMITED.
JF STAR LIMITED.
JGCP CONSULTING LIMITED.
JG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JGMA LIMITED.
JHM MARKETING LIMITED.
JI FENG LIMITED.
JI LI COMPANY LIMITED.
JI MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT HIRE LIMITED.
JI VEHICLES LIMITED.
JIAN BIN LIMITED.
JIAN TANG LIMITED.
JIANG YI HU INTERNATIONAL FOOD AND BEVERAGE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
JIGSAW JOBS LIMITED.
JILL CASEY AGENCIES LIMITED.
JILL CORBETT LIMITED.
JILLANG LIMITED.
JIMI HUNT HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
JIMMIESON BUILDING CO LIMITED.
JINCHI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
JINGLE BELLS LIMITED.
JINJIANG INVESTMENT GROUP LIMITED.
JINXIN TRADING LIMITED.
JIPINTOFU LIMITED.
JIXIN AUCKLAND LIMITED.
JJ 71 LIMITED.
JJ EDEN TRADING LIMITED.
JK COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
JK HOMES LIMITED.
JKKT LIMITED.
JL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
JLNZ FLOORING LIMITED.
JM & TC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JMD IT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
JMG TRADING LIMITED.
JMT FENCE HIRE LIMITED.
JMW RESIDENTIAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JNR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JOB CONNECT LIMITED.
JOBS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JODAIM PROPERTIES LIMITED.
JODEN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JOHLEE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
JOHN ESPOSITO CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
JOHN LEWIS LIMITED.
JOHN PAYNE & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
JOHN PSATHAS LIMITED.
JOHNO BUILDERS LIMITED.
JOHNSON FAMILY FOUNDATION LIMITED.
JOHNSTON RENTAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JOICCI DECORATING LIMITED.
JOIN US CLEANING LIMITED.
JOINT FUTURE WHOLESALE LIMITED.
JOLLY JUMPERS LIMITED.
JON GADSBY LIMITED.
JONAS SOFTWARE NZ LIMITED.
JONES BOATS & JOINERY LIMITED.
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JONES ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITED.
JONKERS-MCALLISTER TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JOTAZIE LIMITED.
JOUET LIMITED.
JOYFUL LIVING PRIVATE LIMITED.
JOYFUL MOOD COMPANY LIMITED.
JOYRIDE LIMITED.
JP RESTAURANT LIMITED.
JPA INVESTMENT 2011 LIMITED.
JPD CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
JPM MOTORS LIMITED.
JPRNCD TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JR HYH LIMITED.
JRAC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JRC HOME SOLUTION LIMITED.
JRM INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JRX SYSTEMS LIMITED.
JS LIFESTYLE LIMITED.
JSJ SERVICES LIMITED.
JSY CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
JT INVESTMENTS (2006) LIMITED.
JT MAKERS LIMITED.
JT MIDWIFERY SERVICES LIMITED.
JTK TRUSTEE LIMITED.
JTNT PRODUCTION LIMITED.
JUBEI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
JUDGE NZ TRANSPORT LIMITED.
JUGGERNAUT BY MARK HUNT LIMITED.
JULLYSONG LIMITED.
JUMPSTART CONTRACTING LIMITED.
JUMPSUIT MEDIA LIMITED.
JUN DUFFY LIMITED.
JUNGLE COFFEE LIMITED.
JUPITER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
JUST BAKE LIMITED.
JUST BIG & LITTLE LIMITED.
JUSTCONNECT NZ LIMITED.
JUSTDEAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
JUSTICE & CO. LIMITED.
JW GABITES LIMITED.
JW NZ LIMITED.
JWS CONSULTING LIMITED.
K & D HARE LIMITED.
K & G INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
K & K AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
K & K GROUP LIMITED.
K & K HOLDINGS 2014 LIMITED.
K & K TRAVEL LIMITED.
K C TRADING & IMPORTING LIMITED.
K E PROPERTIES LIMITED.
K F F INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
K J ADAMSON CONTRACTING LIMITED.
K J F VENTURES LIMITED.
K M DENTICE LIMITED.
K M ORRIS BUILDING LIMITED.
K P SECURITY ALARM SYSTEMS LIMITED.
K W LIMITED.
K&G COMPANY LIMITED.
K&G HOPE LIMITED.
K&J HARVEST LIMITED.
K.B.R.S. HOLDINGS LIMITED.
K.C.H. CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
K.M.P. LIMITED.
K1W1 FITNESS (MILFORD) LIMITED.
K2K LIMITED.
K2T ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
KA PAI FARMING LIMITED.
KA PAI YUJIA LIMITED.
KA VENTURES LIMITED.
KAFFY LIMITED.
KAHAIRA TUIHANA KEEPWA WHANAU COMPANY LIMITED.
KAHURANGI FARM LIMITED.
KAI ORA SERVICES LIMITED.
KAIAANGAROA FARM MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
KAIAPOI TYRE CENTRE LIMITED.
KAIHU VALLEY PROPERTY LIMITED.
KAILEY PRODUCTS COMPANY (N.Z.) LIMITED.
KAIN MOTOR TRADE LIMITED.
KAIRALI DENTISTRY LIMITED.
KAIVAIAKIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KAIVYUAN TRADING DEVELOPMENT CO. LIMITED.
KAIZEN REFRIGERATION LIMITED.
KAKA FABRICATION AND WELDING LIMITED.
KALMIA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KALYAN LIMITED.
KAMIKAZE CORPORATION LIMITED.
KAMO LIMITED.
KANA B’S LIMITED.
KANG ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
KANIVA LIMITED.
KAPA LIMITED.
KAPHIE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
KAPITI CARPENTERS LIMITED.
KAPITI OFFICE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
KAPOW FABRICS LIMITED.
KARAKARIKI FARM LIMITED.
KARAKARTA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KARDAM CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
KAREN CLARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED.
KARL MORAN RISK MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
KARLEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KASHIKOI JOSEI LIMITED.
KATABATIC CREATIVE LIMITED.
KATARIA LAWN MOWING SERVICES LIMITED.
KATHRYS TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
KATIFRESH LIMITED.
KATLINA LIMITED.
KATOA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KATOIA SOFTWARE LIMITED.
KATRICK LIMITED.
KATRINA’S INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
KATY IMP LIMITED.
KAUKAPADYE LIMITED.
KAUKAUOLA ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
KAURU 898 LIMITED.
KAURU CLOSE ESTATES LIMITED.
KAURU PROPERTY MANAGEMENT & INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
K-AUTO CO. LIMITED.
KAVA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KAVIC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KAWAKAWA TYRE CENTRE LIMITED.
KAWAEPICUREANS LIMITED.
KAYCEE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
KAY’CEE HOUSE OF BEAUTY LIMITED.
KAZANA JEWELERY LIMITED.
KCA TRAVEL LIMITED.
KCC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KCL CONSULTING LIMITED.
KD CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
KD JACKSONS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KEA ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING LIMITED.
KEA GROUP LIMITED.
KEAN PHILLIPS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
KEANRAJA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KEATES PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KEBAB MASTERS NZ LIMITED.
KEEN PLASTERS LIMITED.
KEENE PROJECT CONSULTING NZ LIMITED.
KEEP COLD NZ LIMITED.
KEETON AND CALTHORPE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KEGLESS LIMITED.
KELEJA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
KELLEEZ ENGINEERING LIMITED.
KELLEY ALLEN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
KELLY FISHING LIMITED.
KELLY FUNERAL HOME LIMITED.
KEN BRANCH CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
KEN MILNE WOOL & SKINS LIMITED.
KEN MILNE WOOLS LIMITED.
KEN MURCH CONTRACTING LIMITED.
KENEPURU INVESTMENT LIMITED.
KENMARE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KENRICH CORPORATION LIMITED.
KENTON CHAMBERS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KENTON SERVICES LIMITED.
KENTON TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
KERERU GALLERY LIMITED.
KERERU LOGGING LIMITED.
KERJIM LIMITED.
KERNKIDS LIMITED.
KERR KORP LIMITED.
KERSHAW HOUSE 2014 LIMITED.
KERSTIENS CREATIONS LIMITED.
KESH CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
KESS ST. LUKES LIMITED.
KETTLEZ OILFIELD CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
KEVIN TRUMPER ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
KEWA NO 7 LIMITED.
KEYSTONE MARINE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KGM CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
KHAN & ASSOCIATES TRUSTEE COMPANY (NO.101) LIMITED.
KHAN & ASSOCIATES TRUSTEE COMPANY (NO.43) LIMITED.
KHAN & ASSOCIATES TRUSTEE COMPANY (NO.96) LIMITED.
KHAN & ASSOCIATES TRUSTEE COMPANY NO(50) LIMITED.
KHANDALLAH GARAGE LIMITED.
KHI LIMITED.
KHUANS PLANTS LIMITED.
KICK & CHASE LIMITED.
KIDZ HAVEN EDUCARE LIMITED.
KIEDAN LIMITED.
KILDARE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
KILLEEN LIMITED.
KILLER KOUTURE LIMITED.
KILWORTH AUTOS LIMITED.
KIM FIFIELD ILLUSTRATION & DESIGN LIMITED.
KIMBERLEY HOUSE PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED.
KIM’S KIOSK LIMITED.
KINDO TRADING LIMITED.
KINELL TRUSTEES LIMITED.
KINGDARY LIMITED.
KINGDOM CASTLE HOMES LIMITED.
KINGDOM OF LIMITED.
KINGS ROAD DAIRY TRADING LIMITED.
KINGSLAND HOME LIMITED.
KINGSLEY MOTORS LIMITED.
KINGSLEY PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
KINLOCH HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
KINMATH LIMITED.
KINNOUL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KINROSS HOLDINGS 2014 LIMITED.
KINTU TRUSTEES LIMITED.
KIOKIO TRAILERS LIMITED.
KIP MCGRATH EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PAPAKURA LIMITED.
KIPA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KIRI MUSIC LIMITED.
KIRKHAM PARTNERS LIMITED.
KIRKHAP AUTOMATION LIMITED.
KISCOVER LIMITED.
KIT TRUSTEES (2014) LIMITED.
KIWI ( 2010 ) LIMITED.
KIWI ACADEMIC GROUP LIMITED.
KIWI ADVANTAGE LIMITED.
KIWI ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
KIWI BLACKLIST LIMITED.
KIWI BRAND CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
KIWI CAMS (NZ) LIMITED.
KIWI DAHABSHIIL 2007 LIMITED.
KIWI DIAL A DRIVER LIMITED.
KIWI ELECTRICITY LIMITED.
KIWI ESCAPE LIMITED.
KIWI FIND NZ LIMITED.
KIWI FISHING GEARS LIMITED.
KIWI HOMES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
KIWI HOUSEWASH LIMITED.
KIWI INITIATIVES LIMITED.
KIWI SMOKE LIMITED.
KIWI SOURCE CODE LIMITED.
KIWI STYLE EDUCATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
KIWI TRUCK LEASING LIMITED.
KIWI WELLNESS LIMITED.
KIWI WOOD LIMITED.
KIWIANA DAIRIES LIMITED.
KIWIANA GIFT & TOURISM SERVICES CO LIMITED.
KWICLOG’S DUSTBUSTERS LIMITED.
KWICOPTER N WING LIMITED.
KWIDAY LIMITED.
KIKATOA OUTDOORS SERVICE LIMITED.
KIWIPOLY.CO.NZ. LIMITED.
KWIS DRINK SMART LIMITED.
KWITRADER GROUP LIMITED.
KWITRADER WEBSITES LIMITED.
KWITRADERS ONLINE SERVICES LIMITED.
KWIZEEN LIMITED.
KWOGS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
KJ & R LIMITED.
KJT EDESIGN LIMITED.
KK SECURITY SERVICES LIMITED.
KKA CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
KLASSIC LIMITED.
KLH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KLR RENTALS LIMITED.
KMP MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
KMSY CO. LIMITED.
KNC LIMITED.
KNIGHTS OF THE DUB TABLE LIMITED.
KNJ EDUCATION GROUP LIMITED.
KNOCKNASHEEGA LIMITED.
KNY NZ LIMITED.
KOAL GROUP LIMITED.
KOAL GROUP NZ LIMITED.
KOFFEE DAY LIMITED.
KOGA NINJUTSU FEDERATION LIMITED.
KOHA LIMITED.
KOKO ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
KOKOPELLI LIMITED.
KO-LAND TRADING LIMITED.
KONNEX LIMITED.
KOOL TECH AIR & REFRIGERATION LIMITED.
KOOLINK REFRIGERATION LIMITED.
KOOS BEAUTY LIMITED.
KOPEZ PROPRIETORY LIMITED.
KOPONO UKULELE NZ LIMITED.
KOPPENS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
KOREA EMG LIMITED.
KOREA EXPRESS CO. LIMITED.
KORIMAKO HABITATS LIMITED.
KOROMIKO FREE RANGE EGGS LIMITED.
KORU PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KOSHER TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
KOTUKU GARDENS LIMITED.
KOWHAI COMPOUNDS LIMITED.
KOWHAI CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED.
KOWHAI FLATS LIMITED.
KOWHAI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
KOWHAI PARK DAIRY LIMITED.
KP GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KPAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
KPM GROUP LIMITED.
KPS GROWERS LIMITED.
KRASAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
KREME PETONE LIMITED.
KREWITT LIMITED.
KRISHNA LIMITED.
KROSSWORKS LIMITED.
KT EXECUTIVE SERVICES LIMITED.
KT HANG LIMITED.
KTB PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KTM WELDING LIMITED.
KUMAR FAMILY TRUST LIMITED.
KUMEU KILNS LIMITED.
KURA HUNA LIMITED.
KUH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
KURDISTAN LIMITED.
KURIWAO PEAK LIMITED.
KUSTOM BLENDZ LIMITED.
KUSTOM KAR KOVERS LIMITED.
KUTTEL RELIABILITY SERVICES LIMITED.
KWIK FIX PANEL AND PAINT LIMITED.
KY FASTFOOD LIMITED.
KYMCO WAIRARAPA LIMITED.
KZT LIMITED.
L & J KONG HOLDINGS LIMITED.
L & J SPENCER LIMITED.
L & K TOLOA LIMITED.
L & L HOME LIMITED.
L & L REYNOLDS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
L & S KAY DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
L & Y FOOD LIMITED.
L AND S CO LIMITED.
L CAMPBELL BUILDERS LIMITED.
L G MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
L J AND T LIMITED.
L M WILLIAMS LIMITED.
L R HOLDINGS LIMITED.
L&P CAFE & BAR LIMITED.
L&R NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
L&S 916 LIMITED.
L. A. B. (P02) LIMITED.
L. F. L. DECORATION LIMITED.
L. K TAKEAWAYS LIMITED.
LA BELLE LIMITED.
LA ESTANCIA LIMITED.
LA GOLF CO LIMITED.
LA LOOP LIMITED.
LA MODE FACTORY LIMITED.
LA PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LA STANZA LIMITED.
LABASA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LABEL BASHERS CLUB LIMITED.
LABOUR LINK (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
LADIES MILE CARS LIMITED.
LADY BONNET LIMITED.
LAFEYS TYRES KAIAPOI LIMITED.
LAGAN GLOBAL PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED.
LAGUNA BEACH LIMITED.
LAHR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LAICOTT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
LAING HOLDINGS (2014) LIMITED.
LAK04 LIMITED.
LAK05 LIMITED.
LAK06 LIMITED.
LAKE ROAD AUTO SERVICES (2001) LIMITED.
LAKES SPARKLEWHITE LIMITED.
LAKESIDE BUSINESS PARK LIMITED.
LAKOS LIMITED.
LALOMA FILMS LIMITED.
LAL'S TRUSTEE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
LAMBERT BLADE RUNNER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LAMBERT BLADE RUNNERS LIMITED.
LAN HE LIMITED.
LAN SEN TRUST LIMITED.
LANAUZE QUOTA TWO LIMITED.
LAND CLEARING LIMITED.
LAND TO SEA LIMITED.
LANDA SERVICES LIMITED.
LANDER INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LANDING ROAD TRUSTEE NO 4 LIMITED.
LANDMARK PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
LANDSCAPE GURU LIMITED.
LANDSCAPE LOOKOUT LIMITED.
LANDSHARKNZ LIMITED.
LANES LOGGING LIMITED.
LANPAC LIMITED.
LANTANA LODGE (2005) LIMITED.
LAPEX LIMITED.
LAPTOP SERVICES LIMITED.
LARCHWOOD TRUSTEES LIMITED.
LARKHILL COMPANY LIMITED.
LARNACH ASSET MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
LASER-LINK (N.Z.) LIMITED.
LASTING IMAGES LIMITED.
LATE STARTERS TAURANGA LIMITED.
LATU MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
LAUNDER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
LAUGHING GIANT PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
LAURA LEE HAIR DESIGN LIMITED.
LAURAMY RISE LIMITED.
LAURELS OF MANGONUI LIMITED.
LAVENDER HOLDINGS 2007 LIMITED.
LAWN ROAD COTTAGES LIMITED.
LAWRENCE FAMILY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LAY 2 LIMITED.
LBH LIMITED.
LBM DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
LCS LIMITED.
LD BUILDERS LIMITED.
LDF INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LDOS LIMITED.
LDR ACCOUNTING LIMITED.
LE RENDEZ-VOUS LIMITED.
LEADER GOOD TRADING LIMITED.
LEADING EDGE CYLINDER HEADS LIMITED.
LEAF LANDSCAPERS LIMITED.
LEAH POTO DESIGN LIMITED.
LEAN VENTURES LIMITED.
LEAN VENTURES MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
LEAP AUCKLAND LIMITED.
LEAPTHOUGHT IP NZ LIMITED.
LEAPTHOUGHT SI NZ LIMITED.
LEARN AND TRAIN ONLINE LIMITED.
LEARN ENGINEERING LIMITED.
LEARNING EDGE 2000 LIMITED.
LEASING SERVICES LIMITED.
LEASURESPORTS LIMITED.
L’EAU BELOW AUSTRALIA LIMITED.
L’EAU BELOW HAWKES BAY LIMITED.
LEAWELD (2014) LIMITED.
LEBEN ORGANICS LIMITED.
LED BIZ LIMITED.
LEE ARTHUR PROPERTY LIMITED.
LEE AUTOBODY LIMITED.
LEE CUSTODIANS LIMITED.
LEE MORETON TRUSTEES LIMITED.
LEE SAVILLE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
LEE’S FLOORING LIMITED.
LEGACY AT THE BEACH LIMITED.
LEGAL AIR SYSTEMS LIMITED.
LEGAL THEFT LIMITED.
LEGENDARY ENTERTAINMENTS LIMITED.
LEIGH BUILDERS LIMITED.
LEIGH TRANSPORT LIMITED.
LEISURE CURTAIN & HOME ACCESSORIES LIMITED.
LEITH JOHNSON BUILDING LIMITED.
LEKO ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
LEMONGRASS CUISINE LIMITED.
LEMON’S TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
LENNAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LEON TRUSTEE LIMITED.
LETOUR SPORTS LIMITED.
LET’S CAFE LIMITED.
LET’S TALK BUSINESS LIMITED.
LETSFLY LIMITED.
LEVEL 1 264 LIMITED.
LEVEL MONITORING INTELECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED.
LEVEL MONITORING SYSTEMS LIMITED.
LE-VISA SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
LEVITATE LIMITED.
LEWROSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LEX TOY AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
LEXI LIMITED.
LEXICAL SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
LG AIR LIMITED.
LG M HIGHVIEW LIMITED.
LG M TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
LGMC LIMITED.
LHF PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LHH01 LIMITED.
LHN IMPORT AND EXPORT TRADE CORPORATION LIMITED.
LHP01 LIMITED.
LI & JIANG TRUSTEE LIMITED.
LI JUN ANTIQUE FURNITURE GROUP LIMITED.
LI LEARNING SYSTEMS LIMITED.
LIA SERVICES & SUPPORT LIMITED.
LIBERATION SERVICES LIMITED.
LICKERSTORE (NZ) LIMITED.
LIFE LICENSE CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
LIFE SAVER RE-SELLER LIMITED.
LIFE SOURCE LIMITED.
LIFE STYLE FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
LIFEBOAT INC. LIMITED.
LIFEC OICE LIFE & CAREER COACHING LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE BLOCKS LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE FIRST LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE INTERIORS N.Z. LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE MOBILITY LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LIFESTYLE PROPERTY SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
LIGHTING ELECTRICAL DESIGNOVATION LIMITED.
LIGHTING XTRA LIMITED.
LIGHTWAYS LIMITED.
LIKE NEVER BEFORE LIMITED.
LILLIUM BEAUTY LIMITED.
LILY O NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
LIM BROTHERS TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
LIMERICK LIMITED.
LIMITLESS MARKETING LIMITED.
LIMITLESS ROOFING LIMITED.
LIN KLENNER LIMITED.
LIN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LINDA LIU LIMITED.
LINDEN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
LINDIS VALLEY WINES LIMITED.
LING DUO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LINK INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LIMITED.
LINK LIMITED.
LINKIN CREEK INVESTMENT LIMITED.
LINKWEB LIMITED.
LINMARK LIMITED.
LINQING FOOD LIMITED.
LINWOOD FOOD BAR LIMITED.
LIPZ INC LIMITED.
LIQUID ONLINE LIMITED.
LIROO FOOD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LISELOU LIMITED.
LISHENG LIMITED.
LITTLE HAIR CO LIMITED.
LITTLE KIWI NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
LITTLE KIWI'S LEARNING CENTER LIMITED.
LITTLE LEARNERS LIMITED.
LITTLE SANDY POINT LIMITED.
LITTLE STARS CHILDCARE CENTRE LIMITED.
LIVE WELL RETREATS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
LIVING LEGACIES LIMITED.
LIZ DINGLE LIMITED.
LJ COMMUNICATION LIMITED.
LJ GREEN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LJH 2012 LIMITED.
LJJ TRUCKING LIMITED.
LJ'S NZ LIMITED.
LK IMPORTEXPORT LIMITED.
LK TRADING LIMITED.
LKHR MINING LIMITED.
LL CONSULTING LIMITED.
LL HOLDINGS NZ LIMITED.
LLOYD KNAUF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS LIMITED.
LLOYD LOGGING LIMITED.
LL'S ROASTS LIMITED.
LML TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
LOCAL DISH LIMITED.
LOCALS MEDIA LIMITED.
LOCAL'S ONLY LIMITED.
LOCAMIO LIMITED.
LOCKSLEY INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
LOCKSMART LOCKSMITH (SOUTHLAND) LIMITED.
LODGE MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
LOG RECORDING LIMITED.
LOGIC SOLUTIONS NZ LIMITED.
LOGIX CONSULTING LIMITED.
LOLOMA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
LONESTAR LIMITED.
LONG WHITE CLOUD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
LONGVIEW ORCHARDS LIMITED.
LOOK DIVINE LIMITED.
LOOKS BEAUTYPARLOUR LIMITED.
LOT 106 LIMITED.
LOT 28 IZONE LIMITED.
LOT Ey HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LOTUS INTERNATIONAL (NEW ZEALAND) LIMITED.
LOTUS INVEST LIMITED.
LOTUS LIMITED.
LOTUS WINDOWS LIMITED.
LOUIAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LOUVRES BY DESIGN LIMITED.
LOUWREN'S PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LOVAT TRUSTEE LIMITED.
LOVE TO DANCE LIMITED.
LOVELYCHEE LIMITED.
LOVEN DESIGN LIMITED.
LP STEEL FAB LIMITED.
LR TRUSTEE NOMINEES LIMITED.
LSE LIMITED.
LTTL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LUARAN LLC LIMITED.
LUCA & POPPY LIMITED.
LUCAS CARAVAN SALES LIMITED.
LUCENE ITALIAN LIMITED.
LUCIDITY FLOAT CENTER LIMITED.
LUCKY FOOD LIMITED.
LUCKY LOTUS LIMITED.
LUCKY SEBN LIMITED.
LUCKY STAR COURIER LIMITED.
LUCKYBUN2014 LIMITED.
LUCRO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
LUCYJ FITNESS LIMITED.
LUMBERGINI LIMITED.
LUMENLUX LIMITED.
LUMEX LIMITED.
LUMINATI CONSULTING LIMITED.
LUMINOUS PLACEMENTS LIMITED.
LUNCHBOX LIMITED.
LUNJEVICH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
LUSH LIMITED.
LUSTIC LIMITED.
LUXURY PROPERTY GROUP LIMITED.
LUVI ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
LW FAMILY LIMITED.
LW GROUP LIMITED.
LW TRADING LIMITED.
LY BUILDING ENGINEERING LIMITED.
LYDOCK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
LYNKS FARM LIMITED.
LYNMAR DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
LYNN SERVICES LIMITED.
LZJ CO. LIMITED.
LZX TRADING LIMITED.
M & E CONTRACTING LIMITED.
M & J TRANSPORT LIMITED.
M & M SHEN INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
M & R KRISHNA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
M & T PAINTERS LIMITED.
M & V NELSON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
M A TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
M B FISHER TILING LIMITED.
M D CONTRACTING LIMITED.
M H PACKAGING LIMITED.
M J & J N HERON LIMITED.
M J CATTLE CO LIMITED.
M J MCGRUDDY LIMITED.
M J STARS LIMITED.
M J STUART BUILDERS LIMITED.
M M TRUCKING LIMITED.
M P MADDEN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
M R BUILDING MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
M R PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
M W MAGAZINES LIMITED.
M&J PARK LIMITED.
M&L RENDELL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
M. A. CLARKE TRUSTEE SERVICES NO. VII LIMITED.
M.A. CLARKE TRUSTEE SERVICES NO. 2 LIMITED.
M.C. FOY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
M.J CLEANING SERVICES NZ LIMITED.
M.S INTERIORS LIMITED.
M.U.N ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
M2M ONE NZ LIMITED.
MAAB INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
MA’ALAHI SERVICES LIMITED.
MAC 1 HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MACBROS LIMITED.
MACHINING DYNAMICS LIMITED.
MACKAM LIMITED.
MACKENZIE MORGAN LIMITED.
MACKIE CORP LIMITED.
MACLEAN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
MACLEAN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES LIMITED.
MACON CONSULTING LIMITED.
MACRAE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MACROHARD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MACSTER CYCLES LIMITED.
MADAND LIMITED.
MADDISON & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
MADELINE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MADINA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MAESTRO FARMS LIMITED.
MAG UP LIMITED.
MAGALAN EQUITAS LIMITED.
MAGDALA STUDIOS LIMITED.
MAGELLAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
MAGER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MAGGIE’S COUNTRY LIMITED.
MAGMED COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
MAGNA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MAGNA MEDIA LIMITED.
MAGNITUDE GROUP LIMITED.
MAGNUS LEWIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAGS TYRES & AUTO SERVICING LIMITED.
MAHANA FLATS LIMITED.
MAHANA HOSPO LIMITED.
MAHI HORTICULTURE LIMITED.
MAHONY TRANSPORT LIMITED.
MAHS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MAHURANGI MARINAS LIMITED.
MAIESTAS CORPORATION LIMITED.
MAIN ST MANNEQUINS LIMITED.
MAINLAND LANDSCAPING LIMITED.
MAINLAND LIMITED.
MAINSTAY EQUITIES LIMITED.
MAINTAIN IT SPOUTING LIMITED.
MAINTENANCE AND SECURITY LIMITED.
MAIRANGI BAY CAFE LIMITED.
MAISON THAI COMPANY LIMITED.
MAIWOODS LIMITED.
MAIZE FAMILY LIMITED.
MAJOR TOM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAKARIOS CONSULTING LIMITED.
MAKARUNGA ROUND HILL MANAGEMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAKA’S PRO. SERVICES LIMITED.
MAKEANDO LIMITED.
MALCOLM ROWELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MALHI CLEANING LIMITED.
MALO ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
MAMA AFRICA LIMITED.
MAMA MIAS (2008) LIMITED.
MAMAKU 15 LIMITED.
MAMAKU 7 LIMITED.
MAMA’S PIZZA LIMITED.
MANA AO TUROA LIMITED.
MANA FOODS LIMITED.
MANA WELLNESS LIMITED.
MANA WHENUA O PONEKE SERVICES LIMITED.
MANACORP NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS (ASIA PACIFIC) LIMITED.
MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MANASOFTWARE LIMITED.
MANAWELLNESS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MANDAARA HOTELS-RESORTS-HIDEOUTS LIMITED.
MANDALSKAN LIMITED.
MANEEIL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MANGATEPOPO LOGGING LIMITED.
MANGAWHAI RETREAT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MANGO PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
MANGU PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MAN-INDUSTRIE LIMITED.
MANK LIMITED.
MANNING INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MANOBO LIMITED.
MANTEJ ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MANTELLS LIMITED.
MANTIS LOGGING LIMITED.
MANTIS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MANUKAU PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
MANUKAU TYRES & ALIGNMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
MANY NAMES PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MARA CONSULTING LIMITED.
MARAEROA TRUST SERVICES LIMITED.
MARAMA’S VILLAGE LIMITED.
MARAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MARINA’S APIARY LIMITED.
MARINE COMPONENTS LIMITED.
MARIONE LIMITED.
MARK A CADIGAN MOSS LIMITED.
MARK ROSE DECORATORS LIMITED.
MARK TATTON ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
MARKET HOUSE LIMITED.
MARKETING NOW LIMITED.
MARKHAM INTERIORS LIMITED.
MARKIT-ONLINE LIMITED.
MARKO CADEY CAFE LIMITED.
MARKONE PAINTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
MARLBOROUGH LAVENDER LIMITED.
MARLBOROUGH MARINE (2014) LIMITED.
MARMETEX LIMITED.
MARSDEN ANTIQUES LIMITED.
MARSHALL BLACK CONSULTING LIMITED.
MARTAC INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
MARTIN CHAMBERS LIMITED.
MARTIN DEVELOPMENTS 2007 LIMITED.
MARTIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MARTIN SEED DRESSING LIMITED.
MARTINI HOUSE LIMITED.
MARTYN MCLEAN LIMITED.
MARUA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MARUA ROAD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MARUCO LIMITED.
MARVY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MARY AUSTIN’S CAT CLINIC LIMITED.
MARY JAMES ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MARY MATHA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MAS TRUSTCO LIMITED.
MASH CATERING LIMITED.
MASON MOTORS LIMITED.
MASONRY MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
MASSAM TRANSPORT LIMITED.
MASTER BUILDERS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
MASTER OF DREAMS LIMITED.
MASTERPAN LIMITED.
MASTERS CONSTRUCTIONS LIMITED.
MATAI CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MATAKANUI TRUST LIMITED.
MATAPOURI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MATARAKI LIMITED.
MATCH FIT NZ LIMITED.
MATCH HR LIMITED.
MATE’S PLACE LIMITED.
MATHESON BUILDING LIMITED.
MATHIE LIMITED.
MATRESA LIMITED.
MATT PETHYBRIDGE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MATT STEVEN SERVICES LIMITED.
MATT WILLIS FORESTRY CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MATTERHORN PACK LIMITED.
MATT’S INVESTMENT (2014) LIMITED.
MAUNGA TARANAKI ENERGY LIMITED.
MAUNGATUA PARK LIMITED.
MAURICE HEDSTROM (NZ) LIMITED.
MAURICIO BENEFICIARY LIMITED.
MAVANA MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
MAVERICK SANDBLASTING AND COATINGS (WESTPORT) LIMITED.
MAVRIC TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MAWSON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MAX CLEANING LIMITED.
MAX EARTHMOVERS LIMITED.
MAX EXPORT LIMITED.
MAXI AUTO SERVICES LIMITED.
MAXIMS LIMITED.
MAXLIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MAXSPEED RACING SOLUTION LIMITED.
MAXTRAD LIMITED.
MAXWEI INVESTMENT LIMITED.
MAYGROVE RESTHOME LIMITED.
MAYNARD TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
MAYWENTAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MAZDA FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
MAZGO LIMITED.
MB GROUP PRIVATE LIMITED.
MBAY CONSULTING LIMITED.
MBK LIMITED.
MC MOTORS LIMITED.
MC RENOVATION LIMITED.
MCARTHUR RIDGE LOT OWNERS HARVEST LIMITED.
MCARTHUR TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MCBRIDES MONUMENTAL SERVICES TIMARU (2014) LIMITED.
MCBRIMAR HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MCCANN GROUP FINANCE LIMITED.
MCCARTNEY FR TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MCCAULEYS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MCCORSAM LIMITED.
MCCUTCHEON CONSOLIDATED LIMITED.
MCDESIGN SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
MCDONALD MASONRY LIMITED.
MCDOUGALL & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
MCEWANS RESORT LIMITED.
MCFADDEN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MCKINNON HOUSE LIMITED.
MCKORBETT & CO LIMITED.
MCKZOO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MCLACHLAN TRANSPORT LIMITED.
MCLAREN ENGINEERING LIMITED.
MCLAREN PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
MCMANEMIN AUTO ELECTRICAL (2001) LIMITED.
MCMASTER CIVIL LIMITED.
MCMILLAN CUT AND DRILL LIMITED.
MCNABB KITCHENS LIMITED.
MCR GLOBAL TRADING LIMITED.
MCVICAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MDJK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ME & YP KENNEDY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ME LA SUDA LIMITED.
MEANT2B PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MECA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MECCA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MECHANICAL WIZARDS LIMITED.
MED O LINE LIMITED.
MEDIA ISLAND LIMITED.
MEDICA PACIFICA LIMITED.
MEDICAL & SURGICAL HAIR SCIENCE LIMITED.
MEDICI 2010 LIMITED.
MEDISWISS LIMITED.
MEDITECH NZ LIMITED.
MEDITERRANEAN DELI LIMITED.
MEDSTAFF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MEDUSA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MEE-SO SUSHI LIMITED.
MEGA COMMUNICATION LIMITED.
MEGA GLOBAL SYSTEMS LIMITED.
MEGA WISDOM LIMITED.
MEGARICH BUILDING COMPANY LIMITED.
MEGASEX LIMITED.
MEGZ & RUSS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MEICH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MEIDI LIMITED.
MEIYA ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
MEKFOOD SERVICES LIMITED.
MEL CHANDLER LIMITED.
MELLBRIGHT BUILDING LIMITED.
MELLY’S LIMITED.
MELNIC LIMITED.
MER 2014 LIMITED.
MERCATOR CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
MERCHANDISE SOURCE SERVICES LIMITED.
MERCY MEDICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
MEREMERE VISTA LIMITED.
MERGE MARKETING LIMITED.
MERINO WORLD LIMITED.
MERIVALE MIDWIVES LIMITED.
MERLYN EQUESTRIAN LIMITED.
MERRYLEA FARMING COMPANY LIMITED.
MERSEY STREET INVESTMENT LIMITED.
MESNN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
METAL BABY CLOTHING LIMITED.
METAL BROKERS NZ LIMITED.
METALLIC ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
METAMARKERS NZ LIMITED.
METHOD AND MANNERS COMPANY LIMITED.
METRE MEN LIMITED.
METRO CRETE 2010 LIMITED.
METRO CUSTODIANS LIMITED.
METRO ROOFING MEMBRANES LIMITED.
METRO SHOP LIMITED.
MEWS-ROSEDALE-UKRAINIAN NSW ASSOCIATIONS SUCCESSOR CORPORATION LIMITED.
MEXINZ LIMITED.
MELYOU LIMITED.
MF24 TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MFO INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MG&LP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MGH BRIGHOUSE LIMITED.
MH EVENTS LIMITED.
MHS NO 2 LIMITED.
MHZ LAM COMPANY LIMITED.
MI MI INVESTMENT LIMITED.
MIA LIMITED.
MICHED LIMITED.
MICHELLE CONNING MEDICAL LIMITED.
MICON LIMITED.
MICRO TRENCHING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
MJOLNER LIMITED.
MK COLLINGWOOD LIMITED.
MK DIXIT LIMITED.
MKMURPHY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MLB LIMITED.
MMHAN TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MMK PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MMN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MMT HOWICK LIMITED.
MNJ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MM FOOTBALL FC LIMITED.
MNZ TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
MOB TINTING LIMITED.
MOBI SHHH LIMITED.
MOBILBOX LIMITED.
MOBILE AUTO CAR YARD LIMITED.
MOBILE LIME JUICE BAR LIMITED.
MOBILE MACHINERY REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
MOBILE MOUSE LIMITED.
MOBILE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MOBILITY EQUIPMENT & SERVICES LIMITED.
MODA (NZ) LIMITED.
MODEL CITIZENZ LIMITED.
MODERN BUILDING PRODUCT LIMITED.
MODOWEST LIMITED.
MOENUI LIMITED.
MOETAUA DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MOFFAT REWETI BLAIR LIMITED.
MOGAN'S PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MOHAKA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MOHAVEN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MOHIOSOFT LIMITED.
MOIR DECORATING LIMITED.
MOIZA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MOJGAN ARASH COMPANY LIMITED.
MOJO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
MOLLER TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
MONATROSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MONDIALE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MONEY CRAFT LIMITED.
MONEY SHOT LIMITED.
MONEYBOXATM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MONEYPENNY BOOKKEEPING SERVICES LIMITED.
MONITOR BUSINESS MACHINES LIMITED.
MONITORING AND EVALUATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
MONKEY PUZZLE LIMITED.
MONOPOLY INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
MONRO MEDIA & DESIGN LIMITED.
MONTANA CAPITAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MONTANA HORSE ARENA HIRE LIMITED.
MONTANA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MONTECK GROUP LIMITED.
MONTY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MOODS PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MOODY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MOON RIVER LIMITED.
MOON RIVER2 LIMITED.
MOONLIGHT HOLDINGS GROUP LIMITED.
MOORE PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
MOOVE MARKETING LIMITED.
MORE CHOICE FOOD TAKEAWAY LIMITED.
MORE OR LESS (HB) LIMITED.
MORGAN ELLIS CORPORATE LIMITED.
MORPH PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
MORRISON LIMITED.
MORTGAGE AND INSURANCE MATTERS LIMITED.
MORTGAGE LINK HUTT VALLEY LIMITED.
MORTON FT LIMITED.
MOSAIC TEA TRADERS LIMITED.
MOSSPARK LIMITED.
MOTEL 24/7 LIMITED.
MOTEL BAR LIMITED.
MOTEL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
MOTHER TONGUE LIMITED.
MOTIV FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
MOTO LUXE AUSTRALASIA LIMITED.
MOTOR CYCLE SPARES LIMITED.
MOTOR YACHT SERVICE CENTRE LIMITED.
MOTORCAD LIMITED.
MOTORCYCLES HELENSVILLE LIMITED.
MOTURUA 62 LIMITED.
MOUAT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MOUNTAIN ROCK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MOUNTVIEW APARTMENTS LIMITED.
MOUNTVILLA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
MOVE BODY THERAPY LIMITED.
MOVING COLOUR NZ LIMITED.
MOVING HARDWARE LIMITED.
MOYNA TRADING LIMITED.
MP MOYLE NOMINEES LIMITED.
MPAV COMPANY LIMITED.
MPM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MPS SURGERY LIMITED.
MR CONCRETE CUTTER LIMITED.
MR PLAIN LIMITED.
MR POT LIMITED.
MR SALAD LIMITED.
MR SHIFTIT LIMITED.
MR SINGH ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MR SOIL LIMITED.
MT ALBERT STUD LIMITED.
MT BLUENESS DESIGN STUDIO LIMITED.
MT GREY BUILDING LIMITED.
MT WASHINGTON COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
MTS GROUP LIMITED.
MUBEEN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
MUCROB 494 LIMITED.
MUD MAPS LIMITED.
MUD SWEAT AND TEARS LIMITED.
MUDHRA EVENTS (NZ) LIMITED.
MUDSLINGER LIMITED.
MUFFVISION LIMITED.
MUFFY CORPORATE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MULTI DOORS LIMITED.
MULTI SERVICE LIMITED.
MULTIPLY MEDIA LIMITED.
MULTISPRAY LIMITED.
MUMS KNOW BEST LIMITED.
MUNCHKINS (2011) LIMITED.
MUNCHTIME LIMITED.
MUNDO VIRA TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
MUNRO CLOTHING LIMITED.
MURCH SIGNS LIMITED.
MURDER BURGER CBD LIMITED.
MURDOCH PRICE (ABRAHAM) TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MURITAI TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
MURRAY CHERHINGTON LIMITED.
MURRAY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
MURRITCH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
MUSAR PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
MUSIC INDIA LIMITED.
MUSIC WAIKATO LIMITED.
MUSICYPERE LIMITED.
MUSSON DRIVE LIMITED.
MUSTAFA’S LIMITED.
MUZZ CONTRACTING LIMITED.
MWA GLOBAL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
MWA PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
MWA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
MY ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
MY FAVORITE TASTE LIMITED.
MY INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LIMITED.
MY MONEY COACH LIMITED.
MY NATURAL BABY LIMITED.
MY PROPERTY GROUP LIMITED.
MY SECRET SANTA LIMITED.
MY SPECIAL DAY LIMITED.
MYFIX LIMITED.
MYS FOODS LIMITED.
MYSTICAL CHILDREN’S PARTIES LIMITED.
MYSTICMIND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
N & H CO., LIMITED.
N & M ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
N & S CARTER LIMITED.
N H TIMBER LIMITED.
N K ENGINEERING LIMITED.
N Z FUDGE FARM LIMITED.
N Z PILCHARDS LIMITED.
N.Z.AQUACULTURE EXPORTS LIMITED.
N.Z.AQUACULTURE FARMS LIMITED.
NABS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NACIONAL LIMITED.
NAIL NAIL LIMITED.
NAILAH ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
NAILED IT BUILDERS 2014 LIMITED.
NAKAMATSU HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NAKHAM PLASTERING LIMITED.
NAN & GRAN’S FOODBAR LIMITED.
NANJAMM LIMITED.
NANKIVELL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NANOFUSION SALES NZ LIMITED.
NAPIER COFFEE LIMITED.
NAPIER PERFORMANCE COATINGS LIMITED.
NAPIER TAPE N TILE LIMITED.
NAPPY WAREHOUSE LIMITED.
NARBOROUGH LIMITED.
NARINDERA PVT LIMITED.
NATASHA SOFT LIMITED.
NATHAN PARSONS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF HEALTH & FITNESS LIMITED.
NATIONAL CONVEYANCING SERVICES LIMITED.
NATIONAL PAYPHONES LIMITED.
NATIONAL TAXI TRAINING ACADEMY LIMITED.
NATIVE NET LIMITED.
NATRAPURE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NATS STITCH LIMITED.
NATURAL FORWARD LIMITED.
NATURAL HEALTH FOLKS LIMITED.
NATURAL INSULATION WAIKATO (2014) LIMITED.
NATURALLY NURTURED LIMITED.
NATURE WORLD LIMITED.
NATURES SYNERGY LIMITED.
NATURYO DISTRIBUTIONS LIMITED.
NAUTILUS INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
NAVARA SERVICES LIMITED.
NAVIGATOR PRIVATE EQUITY PARTNERS LIMITED.
NAWRAS LIMITED.
NAZIR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
NBPN LIMITED.
NC & CE MUIR LIMITED.
NC M&M INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
NCC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NDSB ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
NDT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
NEA ZOE LIMITED.
NECKER ASSETS LIMITED.
NEEDEMARK HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NEEM TREE NZ LIMITED.
NEIL MARTIN ARCHITECT LIMITED.
NEIL'S WAIHEKE HONEY LIMITED.
NEILSONS CONTRACTING & EARTHMOVING LIMITED.
NELCHURCH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NELLY APPLEBY'S LIMITED.
NELSON DESIGN LIMITED.
NELSON TRUST SERVICES LIMITED.
NELSON WINDSCREENS LIMITED.
NELSONCOLLEGE LIMITED.
NEMO'S KAI LIMITED.
NEPTUNES SEAFOODS LIMITED.
NERAK HOMES LIMITED.
NESCO LIMITED.
NESTUS LIMITED.
NETWORK PRINTING LIMITED.
NEURONUTRIENTS LIMITED.
NEVADA DECORATORS LIMITED.
NEVER MENTION LIMITED.
NEW ACTION FUN CREW LIMITED.
NEW BAKEHOUSE LIMITED.
NEW BEACON TRADING GROUP LIMITED.
NEW DRAGON DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
NEW ERA PAINTING LIMITED.
NEW FORTUNE CORPORATION LIMITED.
NEW FUTURES LIMITED.
NEW HEIGHTS ROOFING LIMITED.
NEW HOPE NUTRITION INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
NEW HORIZON EDUCATION LIMITED.
NEW HOUSE LIMITED.
NEW JAPANESE RESTAURANT LIMITED.
NEW REFLECTIONS LIMITED.
NEW SOUTHERN TRADING LIMITED.
NEW VIETNAM CAFE (2011) LIMITED.
NEW VISION TRUSTEE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND (NZ) SAFFRON FARMS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND AMBULANCE SERVICE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND AOTEA BEAUTY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND ASIA-PACIFIC ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTRE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND ASPARAGUS EXPORT LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND BOOKKEEPERS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND CHINA BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CO. LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND COMBINED TAXIS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND DAIRY GLOBAL ASSOCIATION LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND DAIRY GLOBAL LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND DAIRY GROUP LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND DRUG TESTING COMPANY (NZDTC) LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND ECO FASHION WEEK LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND ECO-FUR LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND ENGINES LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND EQUITIES TRUST LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND EZ HEALTH PRODUCTS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND FASTPITCH ACADEMY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND FINE FOODS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND FOURWONDERS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND HAROLD HERBERT INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE COMMUNICATION CENTRE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL TATTOO EXPO LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL HOUSE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND KIWI TRADING LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL GOLF ACADEMY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND OVERSEAS EDUCATION AGENCY LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PERSONAL TOURS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PEST CONTROL LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PILATES STUDIO LICENSING LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PLASTICS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PRIVATE EQUITY TWO LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND PROPERTY RESOURCE CENTRE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SCHOOLS TOUR LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SEED FUND PARTNERSHIP LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND SENIOR COLLEGES LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND STARTING LINE LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND UNLIMITED VINEYARDS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND URETHANE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND VACATIONS.CO.NZ LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND VISION EARTH WORK LIMITED.
NEW ZEALAND WINNERS RIVER GROUP LIMITED.
NEW ZEN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION LIMITED.
NEW-AU LIMITED.
NEWHAVEN TRADING TRUSTEE LIMITED.
NEWLAND AG TRADING CO. LIMITED.
NEWLANDBRIDGE LIMITED.
NEWMAN HOTELS LIMITED.
NEWZEALAND KIAORA ENTERPRISE COMPANY LIMITED.
NEXT FINANCIAL PLANNING LIMITED.
NEXT JOB NOW LIMITED.
NEXTGEN MOTORS LIMITED.
NGA URI O TANE LIMITED.
NGAITAI HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
NGAPERA TRUSTEE LIMITED.
NGARATA ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
NGATI APA ASSET HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
NGATI PAOA GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NGATIKORORA RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
NH TRUSTEES (CHOI) LIMITED.
NHMJD LIMITED.
NICHOLAS CONSULTING LIMITED.
NICK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NICK'S MARKET PLACE LIMITED.
NICKSON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NICKYMALCON.COM LIMITED.
NICNACKS LIMITED.
NICOLAS LILY LIMITED.
NICOSON LIMITED.
NIGEL ANDERSON BUILDING LIMITED.
NIKUM AGENCIES LIMITED.
NIKAI IMMIGRATION LIMITED.
NIKITA JADE PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
NIMAS CATERING SERVICES LIMITED.
NIMBLE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
NIMCREATIVE LIMITED.
NIPPONZ ADVISORY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
NIRVANA BUSINESS SYSTEMS LIMITED.
NIRVANA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NISHARL LIMITED.
NITC NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NITROGEN NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NIU DESIGNER LIMITED.
NIUE HOME BASED E.C.E LIMITED.
NIUGUO HOLIDAYS LIMITED.
NIVIRA LIMITED.
NIVOSE LIMITED.
NIXAL LIMITED.
NIZINZ LIMITED.
NJ MARKETING LIMITED.
NKAZZ AND KHAN BROTHERS LIMITED.
NOAH BUILDING LIMITED.
NOAH'S ARK NUTRITION HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NOBLE STALLION LIMITED.
NOBRE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NODDYASH LIMITED.
NOELINE CLEANING LIMITED.
NOFUS AUTOGLASS LIMITED.
NOLUX ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
NOMAD CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED.
NOMIS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
NOMISIRK ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
NOORAINI LIMITED.
NOR' WEST DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
NORMANBY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
NORRIS TRADING LIMITED.
NORTH BRIDGE REMOVALS LIMITED.
NORTH CANTERBURY INTERIOR STOPPING LIMITED.
NORTH CITY INDOOR RACEWAY LIMITED.
NORTH CITY SERVICE & TYRE CENTRE LIMITED.
NORTH EAST COURIER LIMITED.
NORTH END LAKE ALEXANDRINA HUT HOLDERS LIMITED.
NORTH HARBOUR BATTERIES LIMITED.
NORTH MART TRADING LIMITED.
NORTH MEMORIALS LIMITED.
NORTH RIDGE (2002) LIMITED.
NORTH ROAD CONSULTING LIMITED.
NORTH SHORE INSULATION LIMITED.
NORTHBRIDGE CAPITAL LIMITED.
NORTHERN BUSINESS PARK LIMITED.
NORTHERN DIGITAL PHOTOFINISH LIMITED.
NORTHERN FARM LAND LIMITED.
NORTHERN FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
NORTHERN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NORTHERN OAKS LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (124) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (HOLDINGS) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 148) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 149) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 176) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 177) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 182) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO. 183) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.112) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.114) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.131) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.141) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.143) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.144) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.17) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.18) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.19) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.23) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.63) LIMITED.
NORTHERN TRUSTEE SERVICES (NO.87) LIMITED.
NORTHLAND ALUMINIUM LIMITED.
NORTHLAND SOIL LIMITED.
NORTHWEST INSTALLATION LIMITED.
NORTJE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NORWEST PROPERTY MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
NOS ENFANTS LIMITED.
NOSH CAFE LIMITED.
NOSH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
NOSTROMO LIMITED.
NOT JUST CAKES LIMITED.
NOTICE IT LIMITED.
NOUVEAU PACIFIC-A LIMITED.
NOVALINK CONSULTING LIMITED.
NOVIX LIMITED.
NOW HEALTHY LIVING LIMITED.
NOW HOTEL DEVELOPMENT GROUP LIMITED.
NPR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NPS PROPERTY MAINTENANCE SERVICES LIMITED.
NR & TR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NRI PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
NSE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
NSN CLEANERS LIMITED.
NSN FREIGHT EMPIRE LIMITED.
NSSCO LIMITED.
NSTYLE INVESTMENT LIMITED.
NTS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
NU-DAX CROMWELL LIMITED.
NUI CAPITAL LIMITED.
NUMB3R CRUNCH3RS TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
NUMBER 8 VINYL LIMITED.
NURTURE BY NATURE EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTRE LIMITED.
NUTRICHEM LIMITED.
NUTRIENT DENSE FOODS LIMITED.
NUTRITION SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
NUTURE LIMITED.
NUZEABEE NZ LIMITED.
NY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
NYDIA TIMBERFIELD LIMITED.
NZ ABC TRADING LIMITED.
NZ AIRCONDITIONING LIMITED.
NZ AUTO IMPORTERS LIMITED.
NZ BODY CULTURE LIMITED.
NZ CHINESE CULTURE PROMOTION SOCIETY LIMITED.
NZ CLEARANCE STORE LIMITED.
NZ CUPOLEX LIMITED.
NZ DEER GROUP LIMITED.
NZ ELECTRIC MOPEDS LIMITED.
NZ ETRADE LIMITED.
NZ FINANCE ME LIMITED.
NZ FLOORING WHOLESALER LIMITED.
NZ FOREST SUN LIMITED.
NZ GLOBAL I&E LIMITED.
NZ GOLDEN ROOSTER INVESTMENT LIMITED.
NZ GOLDFISH LIMITED.
NZ GREEN FOOD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
NZ HEALTH LIFE LIMITED.
NZ HEAT PUMP CLEANING LIMITED.
NZ HOME FURNITURE LIMITED.
NZ HOST (BOI) LIMITED.
NZ INC LIMITED.
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NZ MONEY FINDERS LIMITED.
NZ MOTORCYCLE SHOW LIMITED.
NZ NATURAL ICE CREAM LIMITED.
NZ NAUTICO LIMITED.
NZ ORIGIN TRADE LIMITED.
NZ OUTFITTERS LIMITED.
NZ PARSA TILING LIMITED.
NZ PERCUTANEOUS THERAPIES LIMITED.
NZ PILOT SHOP LIMITED.
NZ PRIME EDU LIMITED.
NZ ROTATOR CUFF REGISTRY LIMITED.
NZ SPRING HOLDING LIMITED.
NZ SPRING LIMITED.
NZ STOCK CAR MODELS LIMITED.
NZ TIGI LIMITED.
NZ VILLAGE LIMITED.
NZ WOMEN LIMITED.
NZ WORDPRESS HOSTING LIMITED.
NZKRID TRADING LIMITED.
NZL PUREWELL LIMITED.
NZMX GRAPHICS LIMITED.
NZOLAR LIMITED.
NZPUREHEALTH.COM LIMITED.
NZREALTY.COM LIMITED.
NZSOP (2014) HOLDINGS LIMITED.
NZSTAR HOLDING LIMITED.
NZT SHELF 1 LIMITED.
NZTC LIMITED.
NZUS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
NZUS LIMITED.
NZVIET LIMITED.
NZWIDGETS LIMITED.
NZX3 VINEYARD CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
O T HOLDINGS (2011) LIMITED.
O.BOISSON & CIE NZ LIMITED.
O2 SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
OAKBRIDGE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OAKDALE CAMBRIDGE LIMITED.
OAKLEIGH HOLDINGS 2005 LIMITED.
OAKRIDGE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OAKWOOD OVAL LIMITED.
OAPONLINE LIMITED.
OASIS STOP SMOKING LIMITED.
OBEDYR PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OBITER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OBSIDIUM WORKSPACE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
OC ENGINEERING LIMITED.
OCCAM’S BEARD LIMITED.
OCEAN BLUE MARKETING LIMITED.
OCEAN IMMIGRATION & EDUCATION CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
OCEAN LIVING LIMITED.
OCEAN P.D LIMITED.
OCEANAIRE PACIFIC LIMITED.
OCEANIA WELLNESS AND YOGA STUDIO LIMITED.
OCEANIC TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
OCEANSUN LIMITED.
OCIA PROPERTY LIMITED.
OCKMONICS LIMITED.
OCON DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
O’CONNELL, CRIBB AND SONS LIMITED.
OCTAGON AND DOT LIMITED.
ODAR INVESTMENT LIMITED.
ODD JOB JOHNNY SERVICES LIMITED.
ODELL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ODES UTVS (NZ) LIMITED.
ODETTE LIMITED.
OF THE EARTH LIMITED.
OF THE WOLF LIMITED.
OFFICE FURNITURE PLUS AND SERVICES LIMITED.
OFFICE SUITES LIMITED.
OGILVIE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
OHARIU TRADING LIMITED.
OILSERV NZ / VAUSE JV LIMITED.
OKC NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
OKER RIVER LIMITED.
OK-MART ONLINE LIMITED.
OKUTI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
OLD BOYZ SECURITY LIMITED.
OLD LIBRARY LIMITED.
OLD MATE IMPORTERS LIMITED.
OLIVE DECO LIMITED.
OLIVE TREE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
OLIVIA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
OLYMPIC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
OM SAI SHYAM LIMITED.
OMA LIMITED.
OMAHA BEACH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
O'MALLEY NAILS & BEAUTY LIMITED.
OMANA FARMS LIMITED.
OMANAIA FORESTRY (1996) LIMITED.
OMC CORPORATION LIMITED.
O'MEARA ACCOUNTING LIMITED.
OMG INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
OMICRON NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
OMID INTERIORS PLASTER LIMITED.
OMOKOROA HIRE CENTRE (2008) LIMITED.
ON A ROLL LIMITED.
ON AIR SATELLITE SERVICES LIMITED.
ON LINE ADJUSTERS LIMITED.
ON SHOW ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
ON TARGET ARCHERY PRODUCTS LIMITED.
ON TIME PRINT FINISHERS LIMITED.
ON TOP DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
ON TOP ROOFING LIMITED.
ONCE REMOVED LIMITED.
ONE 2 ONE COMMUNICATIONS NZ LIMITED.
ONE BROWN DOG LIMITED.
ONE CREW LIMITED.
ONE FIVE SIX LIMITED.
ONE ORANGE CHILLI LIMITED.
ONE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
ONE STEP BEYOND LIMITED.
ONE STOP PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
ONE WOK LIMITED.
ONE-FOURTY-ONE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
O'NEILL CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
ONEPUHI TERRACES LIMITED.
ONERAHI MOWING LIMITED.
ONESIXEIGHT DIGITAL LIMITED.
ONESOURCE COMMERCIAL CLEANING LIMITED.
ONIL GULATI TRUSTEE LIMITED.
ONLINE DYNAMICS LIMITED.
ONLINE FLOORING LIMITED.
ONLINE REWARDS LIMITED.
ONLINEFIREWORKS LIMITED.
ONPOINT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
OPAL EQUITY LIMITED.
OPARARA VALLEY TRUST RESORT LIMITED.
PAPER HEARTS BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
PAPER TO PLATINUM LIMITED.
PARA P LIMITED.
PARADISE AUTO REPAIRS PANEL AND PAINT LIMITED.
PARADISE BLUE LIMITED.
PARADISE CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
PARADISE ROAST LIMITED.
PARAGON AUTOCARE LIMITED.
PAREWAITAI ESTATES LIMITED.
PARIS MARKETING LIMITED.
PARK AND LEE LIMITED.
PARK ESTATE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PARK FORESTRY SERVICES (EAST COAST) LIMITED.
PARKAR TRADERS LIMITED.
PARKER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PARKER TRUSTEE LIMITED.
PARKSIDE LIVING LIMITED.
PARNELL CONSULTING LIMITED.
PARNELL RISE PHYSIOTHERAPY LIMITED.
PARTSDOCTOR.NET LIMITED.
PARTY HEAVEN LIMITED.
PARUA BAY PANELBEATERS LIMITED.
PARUMOANA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PAS SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PASA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PASSIO LIMITED.
PAISTRY DELIGHT CATERING LIMITED.
PAT FLANAGAN BUILDERS LIMITED.
PATCHARA THAI SPA LIMITED.
PATEL BROTHERS COMPANY LIMITED.
PATEL'S SPICE N' NUTS PVT LIMITED.
PATEPOURI LIMITED.
PATIKI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PATTERN BIZ NZ LIMITED.
PATTERSON FARMS POLLOK LIMITED.
PATTERSON SMITH AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
PAUATAHANUI STABLES LIMITED.
PAUL CHANEY MOTORS LIMITED.
PAUL DONLEY CONSULTING LIMITED.
PAULIN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PAV & POMPS LIMITED.
PAVILION 2014 LIMITED.
PAX PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
PAXTON PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
PAY DAY INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
PAYLESS CAR HIRE COMPANY LIMITED.
PAYNEX LIMITED.
PB MOTORS LIMITED.
PC CLARK LIMITED.
PC DOCTOR MOBILE SERVICES LIMITED.
PC SORTED LIMITED.
PC WORLD NZ LIMITED.
PCB COMPANY LIMITED.
PCL TRUSTEES LIMITED.
PCR LIMITED.
PDD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PDH MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PEACH TREE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PEACHES AND CREAM LIMITED.
PEACHES ATHLETICA LIMITED.
PEACHES SMEACHES LIMITED.
PEAK FLOW FARMING LIMITED.
PEAK PERFORMANCE NZ LIMITED.
PEAK PROPERTIES (2007) LIMITED.
PEAK VILLAGE COMMUNAL FACILITIES LIMITED.
PEANUT INVESTMENTS 2007 LIMITED.
PEANUT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PEARLA BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
PEEPAL TREE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PEET LIMITED.
PEEZ LIMITED.
PEG BAR LIMITED.
PEGASUS BAY PET FOODS LIMITED.
PEGASUS CLEANING LIMITED.
PEGASUS EARTHWORKS LIMITED.
PEGGY DARING LIMITED.
PEKA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PELE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
PELHAM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PELLE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
PELLSTAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PEN COLLECTION LIMITED.
PENINSULA MILK LIMITED.
PENNEY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
PENPRASE LIMITED.
PENTAD LIMITED.
PENTO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PEOPLE PEOPLE LIMITED.
PEPPERJACK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
PEPTIN LIMITED.
PERFECT BUILDING MAINTENANCE & WORKS LIMITED.
PERFECT DATING LIMITED.
PERFECT LIFE LIMITED.
PERFECT PASTURES LIMITED.
PERFORMANCE GOLF (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED.
PERGOLA SUPERETTE LIMITED.
PEROX HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PERSONALITY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PERSUADA LIMITED.
PERVAREP EDU-INVEST LIMITED.
PERVAREP MOTORS LIMITED.
PERWEL FOUR LIMITED.
PESTBLASTERS R US LIMITED.
PET MAGICK LIMITED.
PET SETTEES LIMITED.
PETALUMA LIMITED.
PETER ALDERTON LIMITED.
PETER EDMONDS LIMITED.
PETER FINDLAY & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
PETER GRAHAM BUILDERS LIMITED.
PETER HOME SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
PETER LYNCH MOTORS LIMITED.
PETER MITCHELL BUILDERS LIMITED.
PETER YEARBURY LIMITED.
PETER'S KIWI WILDERNESS SAFARIS LIMITED.
PETES BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
PETITE CAKES LIMITED.
PETRA CHARITABLE FOUNDATION LIMITED.
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS ANALYSIS LABORATORY LIMITED.
PFORM LIMITED.
PHANTOM EFFECT LIMITED.
PHAROS TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
PHD COACHING LIMITED.
PHI PACIFIC LIMITED.
PHILLIP & LEE COMPANY LIMITED.
PHILLS AUTOS LIMITED.
PHILLS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PHILLS HOLIDAY PARKS LIMITED.
PHLAT-OUT LIMITED.
PHO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PHOENIX APPS LIMITED.
PHOENIX CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
PHOENIX ENGINEERING LIMITED.
PHOENIX FINANCIAL LIMITED.
PHOENIX HOLDINGS 2006 LIMITED.
PHOENIX OCEAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
PHOENIX PLATINUM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PHOENIX RENTALS LIMITED.
PHOENIX SAM LIMITED.
PHOENIX SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT LIMITED.
PHONEWISE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SOLUTIONS (NZ) LIMITED.
PHYSIO-ACTIV LIMITED.
PHYSIOTHERAPY REHABILITATION SERVICES LIMITED.
PIAKO TRUSTEES LIMITED.
PICA STONE KITCHENS & BENCH TOPS LIMITED.
PICCALLY NEW ZEALAND CO. LIMITED.
PICCOLO LIMITED.
PICKERING HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PICOBELLO LIMITED.
PIE FACE QUAY STREET LIMITED.
PIE SQUARED CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
PIELINE MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
PIETRO BERCELLI TRUST LIMITED.
PIKOPIKO EDUCATION LIMITED.
PILLION LIMITED.
PILTEL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PINASREMIT LIMITED.
PINE CUBE LIMITED.
PINE MONTEREY LIMITED.
PINE VALLEY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PINEHAVEN COTTAGE LIMITED.
PINESMART LIMITED.
PINK GUITAR LIMITED.
PINK PARTIES LIMITED.
PINNACLE EDUCATION NZ LIMITED.
PINNACLE GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PINNACLE RENTALS MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PINOT ROUGE PREMIUM NZ LIMITED.
PIPELINE PRODUCTS SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
Piper Farm Limited.
Pirate Plaque Education Limited.
Pirates Marine & Boat Parts Limited.
Pitch Design Limited.
Pix Perfect Limited.
Pixie Dust Limited.
Pixies Doggy Bizz Limited.
Pixies Redvale Kennels Limited.
Pizza Investments Limited.
Pizza NZ Limited.
Pizza Spot Limited.
Pj & KM Mcdonnell Limited.
Pj & Mj Harris Limited.
Pj Booth & Sons Limited.
Pj, Dobbie Limited.
Pjl Properties Limited.
PK Fruit & Vege Limited.
PK New Zealand Limited.
Pkd Services Limited.
Pkd Company Limited.
PKR Enterprises Limited.
PKS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PKS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PKS TRADING LIMITED.
PL TRADING LIMITED.
PLAA Limited.
PLANBEE LIMITED.
PLANE AND PEARL LIMITED.
PLANE BIZ LIMITED.
PLANKHOUSE LIMITED.
PLASTERING KINGS LIMITED.
PLASTIC CONCEPTS LIMITED.
PLATINUM COMMUNITY CARE LIMITED.
PLATINUM CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
PLATINUM DECORATING (2009) LIMITED.
PLATINUM FLOORS TAURANGA LIMITED.
PLATINUM PACIFIC RECLAD (BOP) LIMITED.
PLAYMEDIA LIMITED.
PLAYTHERAPY NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PLAYTIME HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PLIMMY1 LIMITED.
PLP INVESTMENT LIMITED.
PLUMB DUFF LIMITED.
PLUMB BUILT RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
PLUMBOB ENGINEERING LIMITED.
PM CONTRACTING (2003) LIMITED.
PM FOOD LIMITED.
PM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PMH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PNK COMPANY LIMITED.
POAKA KAIMAI LIMITED.
POCA LOCO LIMITED.
PODASONS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
PODFIKS LIMITED.
POHATUROA FARMS LIMITED.
POHIO LIMITED.
POHUTUKAWA PROPERTY CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
POINTER PRESS LIMITED.
POLEFX (2009) LIMITED.
POLIHALE MEDIA LIMITED.
POLLINATION PARTNERS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
POLY ASSETS LIMITED.
POLYLOG LIMITED.
POLYMER SYSTEMS LIMITED.
POMODORO LIMITED.
POMPONS LIMITED.
POOL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
POOLS AND SPAS LIMITED.
POOLS PLASTER AND PAINT LIMITED.
POPCORN LIMITED.
POPPET LIMITED.
POP-UP PARTIES LIMITED.
PORCHESTER PROPERTIES (2009) LIMITED.
PORT HILLS COMMERCIAL LIMITED.
PORTAGE FOOD & COFFEE LIMITED.
PORTENERS RENTALS LIMITED.
PORTFOLIO SERVICES LIMITED.
POSITIVE DIRECTION LIMITED.
POSSIBLE-OT LIMITED.
POST LIMITED.
POSTIVE PERFORMANCE LIMITED.
POTAE & VAN DER POEL LIMITED.
POTATO CURLZ LIMITED.
POTIGUAR LIMITED.
POT-ON DEALERS LIMITED.
POTS AND SHOTS LIMITED.
POTU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
POWER TECH ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
POWWOW CONFERENCES LIMITED.
PRAKASH COURIERS LIMITED.
PRANAMI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PRASAD B & E FAMILY TRUST LIMITED.
PREB INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PRECINCT DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
PRECIOUS HOMES LIMITED.
PRECIOUS METAL BUYERS LIMITED.
PRECISION COMPONENTS LIMITED.
PRECISION METERS AND VALVES NZ LIMITED.
PRECISION OUTLET ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
PREET INDIAN TANDOORI RESTAURANT LIMITED.
PREHOSPITAL CARE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PREMAC LIMITED.
PREMIER COMMERCIAL PAINTING LIMITED.
PREMIER PAINTING AND DECORATING LIMITED.
PREMIUM SEO NZ LIMITED.
PRESS X INTERACTIVE LIMITED.
PRESSED RELEASE BOTTLING CO LIMITED.
PRESTIGE AUDIO LIMITED.
PRESTIGE NEW ZEALAND TOURS LIMITED.
PREVU CORPORATION LIMITED.
PRICELESS CARE & MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
PRICKLEWOOD CRAFTS LIMITED.
PRIDE LIMITED.
PRIEBE TARVER INVESTMENTS GROUP LIMITED.
PRIME CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PRIME IMPORT LIMITED.
PRIME LIQUOR LIMITED.
PRINCE FLOORINGS LIMITED.
PRINGLE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PRINTING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PRINTLIFE LIMITED.
PRIYA'S HAIR AND BEAUTY SALON LIMITED.
PRO ED AUCKLAND LIMITED.
PRO SUPPLEMENTS LIMITED.
PROCRETE CIVIL LIMITED.
PRODCO LIMITED.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
PROFESSIONAL INTERNET SITE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PROFESSIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT (2011) LIMITED.
PROFILE ONE LIMITED.
PROFIT MASTERS LIMITED.
PROFIX 1989 LIMITED.
PROGRESSIVE PROJECTS LIMITED.
PROGRESSIVE TRADING GROUP LIMITED.
PROHORT LIMITED.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT GROUP LIMITED.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES WELLINGTON LIMITED.
PROJECT REALTY LIMITED.
PROJECT STUDIOS WEBDESIGN LIMITED.
PROJECTORS NZ LIMITED.
PROJECTS HJR LIMITED.
PROKLENR LIMITED.
PROLYZE LIMITED.
PROPELLER MOTION LIMITED.
PROPERTY 33 LIMITED.
PROPERTY AUCTION GROUP LIMITED.
PROPERTY CORPORATION LIMITED.
PROPERTY EDUCATION AND TRAINING LIMITED.
PROPERTY INVESTMENT RS LIMITED.
PROPERTY PROGRAMMES LIMITED.
PROPERTY TABLOID LIMITED.
PROPERTY TRUST NZ LIMITED.
PROPERTY VINE LIMITED.
PROPERTY WRX LIMITED.
PROPERTYWHIZ LIMITED.
PROSAR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
PROSPERITY PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
PROTECT FIRE LIMITED.
PROTEX LIMITED.
PROTOCOL LIMITED.
PROTRADE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PROVIDENCE LIMITED.
PROVIDENT ROOFING & SPOUTING SERVICES LIMITED.
PROVINCE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
PROWLER CATAMARANS LIMITED.
PROWLER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PRU TRUST LIMITED.
PRUDENTIAL FIDUCIARY LIMITED.
PRUDENTIAL MORTGAGE LIMITED.
PSG TILING LIMITED.
PSY’D OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
PSYCHO DYNAMIX LIMITED.
PUAHUE PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PUB CHARITY LIMITED.
PUBLIC LARDER LIMITED.
PUKEKOHE WHOLESALE MEATS LIMITED.
PUKETI COMPANY LIMITED.
PULSAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
PULSE BAR LIMITED.
PULSE COMPUTERS LIMITED.
PULSE UTILITIES LIMITED.
PULSENET COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
PUNJAB PALACE LIMITED.
PURAPURA LIMITED.
PURDUE TRADING AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
PURE CARE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
PURE EVOLUTION LIMITED.
PURE EXTRACTS LIMITED.
PURE HABIT LIMITED.
PURE INNOVATION LIMITED.
PURE LIFESTYLE NZ LIMITED.
PURE LIVING INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
PURELY DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
PUTERE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
PW FIBRES LIMITED.
PW MANAGEMENT (2011) LIMITED.
PYRENEES LIMITED.
Q A DESIGN 2006 LIMITED.
QCUSTOMS LIMITED.
QDOS GIFTS LIMITED.
QI CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
QI LIN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
QI LIN LIMITED.
QICHI GROUP LIMITED.
QNZEP LIMITED.
QPM AGRICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
QR DESIGN LIMITED.
QR MY BUSINESS LIMITED.
QTSOFITEL LIMITED.
QUAIFE TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
QUALIFIED PAINTERS & DECORATORS OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
QUALITY AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
QUALITY BRANDS TRADING LIMITED.
QUALITY CLEANING QUEENSTOWN LIMITED.
QUALITY DENTURES LIMITED.
QUALITY INSTALLED SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
QUALITY LIFE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
QUALITY PRINT SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
QUALITY SKILLS LIMITED.
QUALITY TYRES & MECHANICAL REPAIRS LIMITED.
QUALTEC PAINTS LIMITED.
QUANTUM KITTY LIMITED.
QUANTUM RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
QUARTER MISTRESS LIMITED.
QUASAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
QUEBEE SYNDICATE LIMITED.
QUEEN MIR PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
QUEENSTOWN CAP & CLOTHING CO LIMITED.
QUEENSTOWN E SERVICES LIMITED.
QUEENSTOWN HOT GLASS LIMITED.
QUEENSTOWN SEASONAL SOLUTIONZ LIMITED.
QUEENSTOWN SOUND STUDIOS LIMITED.
QUEST INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
QUICKSMART HOMES NZ LIMITED.
QUICKSMART TILING LIMITED.
QUIET HEART FILM LIMITED.
QUILLMEDIA LIMITED.
QUINN RENTALS LIMITED.
QUIRK & SON LIMITED.
QUOTEIT LIMITED.
QY MARKET GROUP LIMITED.
QY TRADING LIMITED.
R & B L HOLDINGS LIMITED.
R & C WASTE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
R & E CRAWFORD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
R & F INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
R & J FAMILIA LIMITED.
R & J PRICE LIMITED.
R & K THOMAS FARMING LIMITED.
R & M INVESTMENTS (2014) LIMITED.
R & W ELDER LIMITED.
R 8 INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
R A BLANKENBYL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES LIMITED.
R A LOPES LIMITED.
R A STUBBS LIMITED.
R AND K FOOD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
R AND M HOLDINGS (2004) LIMITED.
R BAKER FARMS LIMITED.
R G INVESTMENTS CHRISTCHURCH LIMITED.
R J CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
R J MCCLYMONT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
R K AVENUES LIMITED.
R K D CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
R N L INVESTMENT LIMITED.
R N V INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
R P & S ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
R P JAY LIMITED.
R S CONTRACTORS SERVICES LIMITED.
R W & L M AFFLECK LIMITED.
R&J HEALTH LIMITED.
R&L FIBRE PLUS LIMITED.
R&M HORN LIMITED.
R&M TRAILERS LIMITED.
R.I.S.K CONTRACTING LIMITED.
R.N.B. HORRELL LIMITED.
RA&D CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
RAAJAL CLEANING LIMITED.
RAB ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
RABBITEL LIMITED.
RABID DOG LIMITED.
RADAR O’REILLY LIMITED.
RADCLIFFE DIGGER HIRE LIMITED.
RADIANT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
RADICO LIMITED.
RADIUS PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
RAE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RAE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RAE TRAVIS TRUSTS LIMITED.
RAEER LAKCAR TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
RAGING VOTERS LIMITED.
RAILAY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
RAIN JUICE LIMITED.
RAINBOW TRUSTEES NO.1 LIMITED.
RAINBOW WARRIOR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RAINBOWS END PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RAINTREE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RAINY DAY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RAINY LIMITED.
RAISEY INNOVATION LIMITED.
RAJ BEAUTY PARLOUR LIMITED.
RAJMOHAN CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
RAJNALS GROUP LIMITED.
RAJPOOT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RAJU ENGINEERING LIMITED.
RAJU’S V K INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RAKI FOODS LIMITED.
RALLYWISE LIMITED.
RALPH PFISTER TRUCK & DIGGER HIRE LIMITED.
RAM & LU LIMITED.
RAM SINGH & GENDA LIMITED.
RAM SINGH CLEANING LIMITED.
RAMAZZINI LIMITED.
RAMINAIDU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RANA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RANDS ROBINSON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
RANFORD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RANGATAHI KI TE RANGATIRA EDUCATION CENTRE LIMITED.
RANGI AND WHETU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RANGI GOODWIN TELETECH SERVICES LIMITED.
RANGIORA SAWMILLS LIMITED.
RANGITATA PLAINS FARMS LIMITED.
RAPIER LIMITED.
RAPPORT COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
RARAWA PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RASC EXHIBITIONS LIMITED.
RASCALS (2005) LIMITED.
RATA PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
RATE MY TRANSFORMATION LIMITED.
RAU O TE ORANGA LIMITED.
RAUKAWA LIMITED.
RAUKAWA THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY THERAPY CLINIC LIMITED.
RAUKURA CORPORATION LIMITED.
RAUMATI SOUTH LIMITED.
RAVENSCLIFFE LIMITED.
RAWENE TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
RAWKUS LIMITED.
RAY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RAY HILL EXCAVATIONS LIMITED.
RAYMOND ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
RAZA’S HAIR & BEAUTY SALON LIMITED.
RB COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LIMITED.
RDJ INVESTMENT LIMITED.
RDL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
RDV ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
REACH FOR THE SKY LIMITED.
REACTIVE ALIEN COMBAT LIMITED.
REAL DEAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
REAL MEDIA SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
REAL PEOPLE MANAGEMENT GROUP LIMITED.
REAL SULTAN KEBAB LIMITED.
REALITY BREAK ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
REALNET LIMITED.
REALTOR SERVICES IT LTD.
REAPFIELD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
REBORNNE LIMITED.
RECIPEASY LIMITED.
RECOAT LIMITED.
RECICLES LIMITED.
RECYCLING BROTHERS LIMITED.
RECYCLING TO DESIGN LIMITED.
RED ANT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RED DRAGON FAMILY TRUST LIMITED.
RED HOT DRAINAGE LIMITED.
RED MOUNTAIN LIMITED.
RED SUN TILING LIMITED.
RED VALLEY LIMITED.
RED WOOD LIMITED.
REDCOATS COMMERCIAL CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
REDCOURT FARM LIMITED.
REDFERN CONSULTING LIMITED.
REDLINE ELECTRICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
REDS CLASSIC BARBERSHOP AND SALON LIMITED.
REDSHIFT INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
REDWOOD DRAINAGE SERVICES LIMITED.
REDWOOD TRANSPORT LIMITED.
REECE & ROSS PROPERTY LIMITED.
REEL HEAVEN LIMITED.
REEMAD TOKOROA LIMITED.
REFLECTIONS WITH RACHEL ANN LIMITED.
REFUEL CAFE LIMITED.
REFURB LIMITED.
REGAL CAMBRIDGE LIMITED.
REGENT EDUCATION & CULTURE EXCHANGE LIMITED.
REGIONAL MUSEUM OF HAWKE'S BAY LIMITED.
REID BUILDERS (2014) LIMITED.
REIKO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
REJA ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
REJAN IMPORTS LIMITED.
REJUVEN 8 HEALTH AND BEAUTY LIMITED.
REJUVENA BEAUTY THERAPY LIMITED.
REKAZRUTS HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RELAX HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RELIABLE ADVISORY BUREAU LIMITED.
RELIABLE TAXI SERVICES LIMITED.
REMEDIES 2009 LIMITED.
REMEMBERING MEMORIES LIMITED.
REN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RENARD ET DANOIS LIMITED.
RENAULT AXIS LIMITED.
RENDALL INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RENDALL PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RENDALL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RENDERCRAFT LIMITED.
RENEE WRIGHT LIMITED.
RENEGADE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RENODEC LIMITED.
RENT SMART LIMITED.
RENTMAN LIMITED.
REPAD COURIERS LIMITED.
REPRO OPTI-MAX LIMITED.
REPTILE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RESIDENTIAL UN-LIMITED LIMITED.
RESONANCE CREATIONS LIMITED.
RESPONSIVDSIGN LIMITED.
REST LIMITED.
RESTAURANT SKY WIGRAM LIMITED.
RETAIL VENTURES LIMITED.
RETROEXPO LIMITED.
REVENUE ACCOUNT LIMITED.
REVIRISCIMUS LIMITED.
REVOLUTION AOTEAROA LIMITED.
REVOLUTION CHAIR LIMITED.
REVOLVER INC LIMITED.
REWAW COFFEE SHOP LIMITED.
REWAW REWA NOMINEE LIMITED.
REWIND SERVICES TU LIMITED.
REYEM LIMITED.
REZEL LIMITED.
RFL PARRY NOMINEES LIMITED.
RGL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RGR DEVELOPMENT LIMITED.
RHINO CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
RIA360 LIMITED.
RICCARTON GENERAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
RICE HUT LIMITED.
RICH SMART FINANCE HOLDING LIMITED.
RICHARD & GAOWIN HEALTH PRODUCTS (NZ) LIMITED.
RICHARD THOMAS PLUMBING LIMITED.
RICHARD’S IT SERVICES LIMITED.
RICHBREE LIMITED.
RICHBOURG LIMITED.
RICHMOND HILL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RICHMOND INVESTMENTS 2011 LIMITED.
RICHMOND VILLAGE MEATS LIMITED.
RICHTRAC LIMITED.
RICHWAY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RICHYZ GLOBAL LIMITED.
RICK STARR & COMPANY LIMITED.
RICK TUTT LIMITED.
RICKYS AND BECKYS AUTOS LIMITED.
RICKY’S SERVICE LIMITED.
RICLORA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RIDD ENGINEERING AND HYDRO LIMITED.
RIDDLER SCOTT LIMITED.
RIDEABULL ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
RIDER TRAINING N Z LIMITED.
RIDGE ROAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RIDGEMARK TRUSTEE LIMITED.
RIGGING & WELDING SERVICES LIMITED.
RIGHT START LIMITED.
RIGHTNOW CONSULTANTS GROUP LIMITED.
RIGHTWAY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
RIKACE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RIMU ENGINEERING LIMITED.
RIN CONSULTING LIMITED.
RINGAKAPO PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RINNY NAK LIMITED.
RINSKI’S LIMITED.
RIO BAKERY LIMITED.
RIO KITCHEN (NEW LYNN) LIMITED.
RIQUEZA NZ LIMITED.
RISKILT LIMITED.
RITE ROUTE LIMITED.
RIVERAIR LIMITED.
RIVERS IN LOVE LIMITED.
RIVERSIDE OAK ESTATE LIMITED.
RIVerview IRRIGATION LIMITED.
RJ EXPORTS LIMITED.
RJG DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
Rjl CARRIERS LIMITED.
Rjl HOLDINGS LIMITED.
Rjl PROPERTIES LIMITED.
Rjmt kerkmeester trustee limited.
RjP HOLDINGS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
RK BATTERY SERVICES LIMITED.
RK DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
RLA TRUSTEE SERVICES NO 4 LIMITED.
RLA TRUSTEE SERVICES NO 5 LIMITED.
RLA TRUSTEE SERVICES NO 6 LIMITED.
RLDA LIMITED.
RLMC TRADE LIMITED.
RMDT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RNM TECH LIMITED.
RNR ROOFING LIMITED.
ROADRUNNER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROB HARVEY LIMITED.
ROBANNE TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
ROBARCON VEHICLES LIMITED.
ROBEC HOME/OFFICE CLEANING & GARDEN MAINTENANCE LIMITED.
ROBERT GLEN CONTRACTING LIMITED.
ROBERT WILLIAMS REAL ESTATE LIMITED.
ROBERTS & HARPER LIMITED.
ROBINSON PARK HILL LIMITED.
ROBINSON PROPERTY MANAGEMENT (2014) LIMITED.
ROBSON GARLAND LIMITED.
ROBYN'S TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
ROCK CASTLE LIMITED.
ROCK SOLID BRICK BLOCK & STONE LIMITED.
ROCKET COMMS LIMITED.
ROCKET REPAIRS LIMITED.
ROCKHAMPTON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ROCKLANDS LIMITED.
ROCKSTAR CLOTHING & MEDIA LIMITED.
ROCKSTEADY RIGGING LIMITED.
ROCKY SUPERETTE LIMITED.
ROCKYFARM LIMITED.
RODER & WILSON LIMITED.
RODNEY PATISSERIE & COFFE CLUB LIMITED.
RODRO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROGERS RESIDENTIAL REINSTATEMENTS LIMITED.
ROK PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ROKO FURNITURE MAKERS LIMITED.
ROLLATRONICS LIMITED.
ROLLY THAI LIMITED.
ROMA CAPITAL LIMITED.
ROMEO'S CAFE LIMITED.
RON MACDONALD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
RONG HUA DECORATION LIMITED.
RONGO AIO SOUND RESEARCH LIMITED.
RON'S PANEL & PAINT LIMITED.
RONSEL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RONSON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ROOFLOGIC LIMITED.
ROSABEL LIMITED.
ROSEBROOK ROAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ROSEDALE BUSINESS ADVISORY LIMITED.
ROSENBURG NOMINEES LIMITED.
ROSS CAPILL CONSULTING LIMITED.
ROSS LAWSON LANDSCAPES LIMITED.
ROSSITER HOLDINGS ( HAMILTON ) LIMITED.
ROTATING EQUIPMENT ADVISORY SERVICES LIMITED.
ROTO CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
ROTO PROPERTY INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ROTO MOULD DESIGN LIMITED.
ROUGE BEAUTY LIMITED.
ROVF LIMITED.
ROWE DANCE LIMITED.
ROWE DAVIES RESEARCH LIMITED.
ROWE PROPERTY LIMITED.
ROWE TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
ROWS RENTALS LIMITED.
ROY DIXEY LIMITED.
ROYAL COMMERCE COMPANY LIMITED.
ROYALTY BY FAITH LIMITED.
ROYSUN HOTELS LIMITED.
ROZA TRUSTEES LIMITED.
RP BUILDING NZ LIMITED.
RPL HOME SERVICES LIMITED.
RPM TRANSPORT LIMITED.
R-RICHS LIMITED.
RRS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
RS HOLDINGS WAIHEKE LIMITED.
RS INTERNATIONAL NEW ZEALAND PTY LIMITED.
RS PRESTIGE MOTORS LIMITED.
RSL STEEL ENTERPRISE (NZ) LIMITED.
RSR LIMITED.
RT RECORDS LIMITED.
RTA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
RTC CONSULTING LIMITED.
RTECK PACIFIC LIMITED.
RTR MARK 1 LIMITED.
RUAHINE BOOKSHOP LIMITED.
RUapehu SPREADING LIMITED.
RUAPUKE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RUDI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RUDOLF WILLIAMS NUTRITION LIMITED.
RUGGED ISLAND ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RUNAWAY PROJECT LIMITED.
RUNNING WISE LIMITED.
RU'S FIVE STAR SECURITY LIMITED.
RUSH CUSTOMS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
RUSH SPECIALISED AUTOBODY LIMITED.
RUSSELL CANNONS ARCHITECTURE LIMITED.
RUTHERFORD, KNATCHBULL & CO. LIMITED.
RUTHS EMBROIDERY LIMITED.
RW INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
RX MARKETING LIMITED.
RX SOLAR LIMITED.
RYAL FINANCING LIMITED.
RYAN HAIR NZ LIMITED.
RYAN INVESTMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RYANS SHELF NO 10 LIMITED.
RYCOURT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RYDE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
RYDER INVESTMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
RYE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
RYLEY BEAR LIMITED.
RYO TECH LIMITED.
S & A PARTNERS LIMITED.
S & D HIRE LIMITED.
S & M MORGAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
S & M PLASTERING LIMITED.
S & S CLEANING LIMITED.
S A PROPERTY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
S B LAI LIMITED.
S C AUTO MOTOR LIMITED.
S CAPPERS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
S I D K LIMITED.
S L ENGINEERING LIMITED.
S M INTERIORS LIMITED.
S PEREIRA DENTAL LIMITED.
S&J INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
S&G WORLD TRADE LIMITED.
S&I (NZ) LIMITED.
S&M HAIR & CO LIMITED.
S&V PHOTOGRAPHER LIMITED.
S. B. SINGH LIMITED.
S. WATSON REDWOOD ORGANIZATION LIMITED.
S.G.TEXTILES LIMITED.
S.R.T. CONTRACTING LIMITED.
S.T.A.R.T FITNESS LIMITED.
S.T.U.D.S CLOTHING LIMITED.
S.W SUPERMART LIMITED.
S.W. INVESTMENTS CONSULTING LIMITED.
S.WX TRADING LIMITED.
SA MANGANESE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SAAD.ALOMARI LIMITED.
SAAJ INDIAN CUISINE BOTANY LIMITED.
SAARAS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SAASFOCUS LIMITED.
SAASQUATCH LIMITED.
SABRINA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SACUES LIMITED.
SADHES PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SAFARI COFFEE LIMITED.
SAFE AS CONSULTING LIMITED.
SAFE CAPITAL LIMITED.
SAFE ON SITE TRAINING LIMITED.
SAFEHARBOUR FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
SAFEJAW LIMITED.
SAFEY NETS SERVICES LIMITED.
SAFEYMAN NZ LIMITED.
SAFFRON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SAFI PANEL BEATERS LIMITED.
SAKA-CHU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SAGE CONSULTING NZ LIMITED.
SAGE PR LIMITED.
SAGUARO TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
SAH FARMS LIMITED.
SAI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SAI RATNA LIMITED.
SAIL CITY FINANCE LIMITED.
SAILORS REST LIMITED.
SAINT LAZARRE GROUP LIMITED.
SAKAI GROUP LIMITED.
SAKI CAFE & BAR LIMITED.
SAL LIMITED.
SALEFINDR LIMITED.
SALES RESULTS LIMITED.
SALESAU LIMITED.
SALMONS' LEAP VILLAS LIMITED.
SALT AND PEPPER LIMITED.
SAM AND BEN LIMITED.
SAM RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
SAME DAY PRINTERS LIMITED.
SAM'S ALUMINIUM (N.Z) LIMITED.
SAM'S SMALL GOODS LIMITED.
SAMSON CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SAMVAL VENTURES LIMITED.
SAN FRANCHELLA LIMITED.
SAN SEBASTIAN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SANAMS HAIRCARE LIMITED.
SANCHIA LIMITED.
SANDERSON WINERY LIMITED.
SANDOWN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SANDRA RENALL LIMITED.
SANDROCK TRADING LIMITED.
SANDWICH AND CO LIMITED.
SANFORD WILLIAMS LIMITED.
SANHOL LIMITED.
SANJAY AND DEEPALI LIMITED.
SANLOR INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SANO NANO ANZ LIMITED.
SANRIC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SANSHA NZ LIMITED.
SANSOM & SON LIMITED.
SANTO INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
SAPBABI LIMITED.
SAPHRON JANE LIMITED.
SARAK HAIR LIMITED.
SARBEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SARDANA LIMITED.
SARDONYX INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SARE CORPORATE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SARIWONG PLASTERS LIMITED.
SAT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SATURATED LIMITED.
SATYAM HOLISTIC LIMITED.
SATYARATTAN PRIVATE LIMITED.
SAVE IT LIMITED.
SAVE SMART LIMITED.
SB ENTERTAINMENT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SBLEE LIMITED.
SCAFFOLDINGF500 LIMITED.
SCALAR DESIGN LIMITED.
SCANTEAM CONSULTING LIMITED.
SCARE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SCENIC SPORTS LIMITED.
SCHMOOGLE LIMITED.
SCHNAPPER ROCK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SCIMITAR CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
SCJ BUILDERS LIMITED.
SCOOTERWORLD 2003 LIMITED.
SCOPE IT LIMITED.
SCOSA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SCOTT-WEIR LIMITED.
SCOTTY BROOK LIMITED.
SCRAPBOOKIN 2D MAX LIMITED.
SCRAPE-IT LIMITED.
SCREEN CRAFT & DESIGN LIMITED.
SCRUTINY LIMITED.
SCSDC FIX LIMITED.
SCSQUARED LIMITED.
SEA CONTAINERS NZ LIMITED.
SEA VIEW BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
SEA VIEW TERRACE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SEABRIDGE (NZ) LIMITED.
SEACREST FARMS 2014 LIMITED.
SEAD LIMITED.
SEAHORSE SUPPLEMENTS LIMITED.
SEAL OF APPROVAL LIMITED.
SEAMASTER EXPORTS COMPANY LIMITED.
SEAMLESS WEBTOOLS LIMITED.
SEASCAPER DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
SEASHORE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SEASIDE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SEASON CAR WASH LIMITED.
SEASONED HOSPITALITY GROUP LIMITED.
SEASONS FOOD LIMITED.
SEATON & POTTER RENTALS LIMITED.
SECLUSION CHARTERS LIMITED.
SECOND BYTE LIMITED.
SECRETS OF A GOOD LIFE LIMITED.
SECURE ELECTRIC FENCING LIMITED.
SECURELINK LIMITED.
SECURITY PLUS ELECTRICAL CANTERBURY LIMITED.
SEDIMENTO LIMITED.
SEE ME INTERIORS LIMITED.
SEE ME NZ LIMITED.
SEEKER SOCKS LIMITED.
SEENZ NEW ZEALAND T SHIRT COMPANY LIMITED.
SEISMIC RESTRAINTS NZ LIMITED.
SEISMIC SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SEJONG TRADE LIMITED.
SEKESA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SELDOM ROUND LIMITED.
SELENA C INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SEMOFF ENGINEERING LIMITED.
SENLAC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SENSATIONAL SERVICES PEARL WATERLESS NZ LIMITED.
SENSE OUTDOOR LIMITED.
SERAPH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SERENDIPITY NOMINEES LIMITED.
SERENDIPITY VENTURES LIMITED.
SERENITY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SERVICE ELECTRICS LIMITED.
SETTLIN DOWNS LIMITED.
SEVEN MINUTES LIMITED.
SEWTERS LIMITED.
SEXY SHOES LIMITED.
SFAF PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SFK INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SFTH LIMITED.
SGE SEPARATIONZ LIMITED.
SGJ HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SHA LIMITED.
SHAFIK LIMITED.
SHAH FREIGHTS LIMITED.
SHAILER THOROUGHBREDS LIMITED.
SHAKTHI TRADERS LIMITED.
SHALINI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SHAMPOOCHY LIMITED.
SHAN SHAN HEALTH LIMITED.
SHANE SMITH ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
SHANGHAI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (NZ) LIMITED.
SHANIA ROSE LIMITED.
SHANNON WOOLFE PLASTERING LIMITED.
SHARE WELLNESS LIMITED.
SHARE YOUNG SEAFOOD LIMITED.
SHAREHUNTER (TECHNICAL RESEARCH) LIMITED.
SHARIBA JEWELLERS LIMITED.
SHARPER CARPET CLEANING LIMITED.
SHATON ENERGY LIMITED.
SHAUN ROSS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SHAWFIRE CONSULTING LIMITED.
SHD LIMITED.
SHE ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SHEARWATER AIRCRAFT LIMITED.
SHEC INVESTMENT LIMITED.
SHEEDY CONSULTING LIMITED.
SHEEPSTOR LIMITED.
SHEIKHS PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
SHELLOCK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
SHERLOCK CONTRACTING LIMITED.
SHERO LIMITED.
SHERBOD DIRECTIONS LIMITED.
SHIELD HOMES LIMITED.
SHIELD NEW ZEALAND SECURITY AGENT LIMITED.
SHIN KAI LONGLINERS LIMITED.
SHINEE DAYS LIMITED.
SHINEO COMMERCIAL CLEANING LIMITED.
SHINIE LIMITED.
SHINJANG LIMITED.
SHINNARA NZ LIMITED.
SHIQUAN LIMITED.
SHIRAZ TRUSTEES LIMITED.
SHISHA 2 GO LIMITED.
SHL GROUPS LIMITED.
SHMOOELLE LIMITED.
SHOESNZ LIMITED.
SHOGUN MUSIC LIMITED.
SHOLANG LIMITED.
SHOP DIRECT NORTHLAND LIMITED.
SHOP N GO LIMITED.
SHOPSPEC PROJECTS LIMITED.
SHOPTIMISE LIMITED.
SHORE HIRE LIMITED.
SHORT AND WIDE PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
SHORT BACK ‘N’ SIDES LIMITED.
SHORT COOPER ENGINEERING LIMITED.
SHORT CUTZ BARBERS LIMITED.
SHORT HOMES LIMITED.
SHORTLAND STREET BARBERS LIMITED.
SHOW HAIR SALON LIMITED.
SHOW PONY FITNESS & FANTASY LIMITED.
SHOWDOWN PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
SHOWERDOMEMAN LIMITED.
SHRI DEV LIMITED.
SHRI HARI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SHUB LIMITED.
SHUKLA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SHUNNY LIMITED.
SHUO GUO YUAN LIMITED.
SHYLAH ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
SHYNDAY SERVICE CO LIMITED.
SIAN MAREE HOLDINGS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SIAN MAREE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SIGHT AND SOUND NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SIGN UP LIMITED.
SIGNTECH ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
SIGNTECH NZ LIMITED.
SILENCERAS BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
SILK FRAGRANCE LIMITED.
SILKROAD INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SILKWOOD INVESTMENTS LLC LIMITED.
SILOMATA TUSIGA & SHADNA LANG SHIU TAXI LIMITED.
SILVEDSOFT LIMITED.
SILVER BULLET SERVICES LIMITED.
SILVER GARDEN TRADING LIMITED.
SILVER PLANET LIMITED.
SILVER SEED TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
SILVER TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SILVER VILLAGE LIMITED.
SIM TAX LIMITED.
SIMHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SIMLEE CREATIONS LIMITED.
SIMON CHO CONSULTING LIMITED.
SIMON MEIKLE LIMITED.
SIMON PRANGELL LIMITED.
SIMPIT LIMITED.
SIMPLE SOLUTIONS INTERIORS LIMITED.
SIMPLY ASIA CORPORATION LIMITED.
SIMPLY BLOOMS LIMITED.
SIMPLY CLEANING LIMITED.
SIMPLY CREMATIONS (ROTORUA) LIMITED.
SIMPLY LIVING ACCOMODATION AND RENTALS LIMITED.
SIMPLY SEAFOOD 2014 LIMITED.
SIMPLY STRATEGIC LIMITED.
SIMTRADE LIMITED.
SIMUNYE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
SINGH TRANZ LIMITED.
SINGINGHEART INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SINO BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SINO-KIWI TOURS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SIP BUILD NZ LIMITED.
SITA INDIAN RESTAURANT LIMITED.
SITALY GROUP LIMITED.
SITECAM LIMITED.
SIU PING LIMITED.
SIYA CLEANING LIMITED.
SJH CONSULTING LIMITED.
SJK ALLIANCE LIMITED.
SJK CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
SJM PLUMBING LIMITED.
SK & RK ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
SK FINANCE LIMITED.
SK PR LIMITED.
SK RENTALS LIMITED.
SKD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SKEDGYS TRANSPORT LIMITED.
SKELETON FUTURE LIMITED.
SKI GOLD LIMITED.
SKIBOUND LIMITED.
SKILLTICK LIMITED.
SKIN DEEP BEAUTY SPA LIMITED.
SKIN DEEP SOLARIUMS LIMITED.
SKIN THERAPY LIMITED.
SKIN TOUCH BEAUTY CENTRE LIMITED.
SKM MAGIC BRUSH LIMITED.
SKM TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SKSS CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
SKY 516 LIMITED.
SKY EDUCATION LIMITED.
SKY PARASOL LIMITED.
SKYHORSE TRADING LIMITED.
SONG PAK CORPORATION LIMITED.
SONOROUS CIRCLE LIMITED.
SOOPED LIMITED.
SOPHISTICATE LIMITED.
SORIA LIMITED.
SOS CONTRACTING SERVICES LIMITED.
SOSTER SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUL CURRY INDIAN CUISINE LIMITED.
SOUND DYNAMIC SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SOUND TECH NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SOURCE DESIGN & ENGINEERING LIMITED.
SOUTH 66 LIMITED.
SOUTH AK INNOVATIONS LIMITED.
SOUTH CANTERBURY HYDRAULICS LIMITED.
SOUTH ISLAND PLANT HIRE LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC FRESH LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC HOMES LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC SP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SOUTH PACIFIC TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
SOUTH WEST TRUCK N TRAILER REPAIRS LIMITED.
SOUTHBOUND FARMS LIMITED.
SOUTHERN CONNECTION LIMITED.
SOUTHERN GOLD TRADING LIMITED.
SOUTHERN HUNTING SUPPLIES LIMITED.
SOUTHERN INDUSTRIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUTHERN INTERIOR FIXING LIMITED.
SOUTHERN LODGES LIMITED.
SOUTHERN LUBRICATION SERVICES LIMITED.
SOUTHERN MARU LIMITED.
SOUTHERN PLASTERING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SOUTHERN SKIES CLOTHING LIMITED.
SOUTHERN TOLLAN LEASCO LIMITED.
SOUTHLAND REINFORCING (2014) LIMITED.
SOUTHRIM GROUP NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SOUTHSEAS LOGISTICS (NZ) LIMITED.
SOUTHWEST CHOPPERS LIMITED.
SOVEREIGN PINES LIMITED.
SOVEREIGNJ LIMITED.
SOVIET STAR LIMITED.
SPACE CADET (2014) LIMITED.
SPACE CREATION LIMITED.
SPACIFIC ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SPARKLESS&BEAUS LIMITED.
SPEAKING FROM THE HEART LIMITED.
SPECIAL OPERATIONS LIMITED.
SPECIALISTS BEDDING LIMITED.
SPECTECH SECURITY LIMITED.
SPECTRATHERM THERMAL IMAGING LIMITED.
SPEED ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SPEED LIMITED.
SPENCER ON BYRON PODIUM TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
SPICY DELIGHT LIMITED.
SPINOZA LIMITED.
SPIRITS BAY NZ LIMITED.
SPITFIRE INDUSTRIES NZL LIMITED.
SPLASHZONE LIMITED.
SPLAT DRAINAGE AND UNBLOCKING LIMITED.
SPOIL ME NOW LIMITED.
SPORT LOVES DATA LIMITED.
SPORTCHECK LIMITED.
SPORTTEE GIFTS LIMITED.
SPOT ON ENGINEERING LIMITED.
SPOTLIGHT CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
SPRAY MASTER LIMITED.
SPRINGBOK LIMITED.
SPRINGS FLATS LIMITED.
SPRINKLET LIMITED.
SQUARE PACKAGING LIMITED.
SQUARED DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
SQUARED LIMITED.
SQUAREHEADS LIMITED.
SQUARESAIL PACIFIC LIMITED.
SR 2014 LIMITED.
SRF LIMITED.
SRI GANESH LAXMI LIMITED.
S-RICHES LIMITED.
SRIDARA LIMITED.
SRISHTI LIMITED.
SRL ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SS ELECTRICAL & SERVICES LIMITED.
SSB TRADERS LIMITED.
SSN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SSP GROUP LIMITED.
SST AUSTRALASIA LIMITED.
ST BENEDICTS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ST LUKES COFFEE HOUSE LIMITED.
ST LUKES FLOORING LIMITED.
ST. ANTONI LIMITED.
ST. JOHN LIFELINK LIMITED.
ST. JUDE CARE LIMITED.
STACKS PROPERTY HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
STAFFORD FLOORING LIMITED.
STAGE MY HOME LIMITED.
STAINLESS INSTALLATIONS LIMITED.
STALLIONS AUSTRALASIA (NZ) LIMITED.
STANFORD GROUP LIMITED.
STAR CONNECTIONS LIMITED.
STAR LIGHT STEEL LIMITED.
STARCOMMEDIA LIMITED.
STARGATE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
STARGLOBAL LIMITED.
STARLET LANE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
STARPLUS LIMITED.
STARPLUS SERVICES LIMITED.
STARS COLLIDING LIMITED.
START 2 FINISH INTERIORS LIMITED.
STAY AT NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
STAYHEALTHY LIMITED.
STAYONTRACK LIMITED.
STEAM LIMITED.
STEDON HOLDINGS LIMITED.
STEEL FAMILY PROPERTIES LIMITED.
STEER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
STEINE BT LIMITED.
STEINE CONSULTING LIMITED.
STEINE GC LIMITED.
STEINE HAIRDRESSING LIMITED.
STEINE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STEINE LM LIMITED.
STEINE PK LIMITED.
STEINE SP LIMITED.
STELLAR FORKLIFTS LIMITED.
STEMAR ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
STEMS CELLS CENTRAL LIMITED.
STERALEX LIMITED.
STERLING PARK DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
STEVE BONE PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
STEVE CURHAM ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
STEVE MCINTYRE BUILDERS LIMITED.
STEVE SANDS BUILDERS LIMITED.
STEVE SHEPHERD LIMITED.
STEVE SYMON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
STEVEN & BALAMANI PRAKASH LIMITED.
STEVENS & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
STEVenson LAI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STEWART MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
STFT TRUSTEES LIMITED.
STILL LIMITED.
STILLBROOK ENGINEERING LIMITED.
STILLWATER BREWING COMPANY LIMITED.
STIMPY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
STIRLING ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
STITCH IN TIME MANUFACTURING LIMITED.
STITCHES CLOTHING ALTERATIONS & TAILORMADE SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
STK ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
STONE BRIDGE WINES LIMITED.
STONEFACE LIMITED.
STONEHILL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
STONEHOUSE (WAIPU COVE) ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
STONEMEC LIMITED.
STONEX (MANUKAU) LIMITED.
STONEY CREEK TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
STORAGE HOUSE LIMITED.
STORE 4 U LIMITED.
STORE 66 LIMITED.
STORIES IN ACTION LIMITED.
STORMWATER ASSESSMENTS LIMITED.
STRAIGHT EDGE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
STRAIGHT PATHS LIMITED.
STRAIGHT UP INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
STRAIGHT UP PROPERTY SERVICES LIMITED.
STRAITLINE LIMITED.
STATEGIC BUILDING SERVICES LIMITED.
STATEGIC GROWTH LIMITED.
STATEGICA LIMITED.
STRAFORD TRUSTEES 2008 LIMITED.
STRAVEN HOUSE (2007) LIMITED.
STRAWBERRY FIELDS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
STRAWBRIDGE DECOR LIMITED.
STRECO DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
STREET BROS & CO LIMITED.
STREETS AHEAD PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
STRIKE SPORTS (WELLINGTON) LIMITED.
STRIKEFORCE LIMITED.
STRIKER ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
STRONG BUILD PRODUCTS LIMITED.
STRONGMAN SHARE TRADERS LIMITED.
STRONGMAN TRADING LIMITED.
STRONGPOT HOLDINGS LIMITED.
STUDENT HELP COMPANY LIMITED.
STUDENTS HELPLINE LIMITED.
STUDIO 111 LIMITED.
STUDIO 147 LIMITED.
STUDIO BY CELINE LIMITED.
STUDY@NZ DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
STUFF THAT WORKS LIMITED.
STUMPYHILL LIMITED.
STYLE PROMOTIONS LIMITED.
SUAEli LIMITED.
SUB SISTERS ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SUBARU WREX (2014) LIMITED.
SUBSTANCE NZ LIMITED.
SUBWAY TOKOROA 2013 LIMITED.
SUCCESS PLANNING LIMITED.
SUCCESSNZ LIMITED.
SUCCINCT PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SUE WETERINGS LIMITED.
SUELEX HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SUGA RUSH LIMITED.
SUGANDI TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SUGAR RUSH NORTHLAND LIMITED.
SUGAR SPICE WHOLESALES LIMITED.
SUGAR TREAT FOODS LIMITED.
SUKKO THAI MASSAGE LIMITED.
SUMMAH’S BISTRO LIMITED.
SUMMERSIDE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SUMMIT HOLDINGS (NZ) LIMITED.
SUMMIT HOMES NZ 2015 LIMITED.
SUMSEN RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
SUN CHINESE MEDICINE LIMITED.
SUN TAKEAWAY LIMITED.
SUNCHASER NINE LIMITED.
SUNDIAL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUNERGISE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SUNFLY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
SUNGWON CO LIMITED.
SUNKIWI LIMITED.
SUNLAND NZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUNNY MARINE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
SUNNY WELLNESS LIMITED.
SUNNYHAVEN ROAD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SUNNYVALE PROPERTY TRUST LIMITED.
SUNPLUS GROUP LIMITED.
SUNRAYS EDUCATION LIMITED.
SUNRISE 8 LIMITED.
SUNRISE ENTERPRISES (2008) LIMITED.
SUNRISE NZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUNRISE POWER TECHNOLOGY LIMITED.
SUNSEEKER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SUNSET BEACH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SUNSET CLEANING SERVICES LIMITED.
SUNSHINE CLINIC LIMITED.
SUNSHINE COACH TOURS LIMITED.
SUNSHINE GROUP LIMITED.
SUNTECH ELECTRONIC SERVICES LIMITED.
SUNUP ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED.
SUNVIEW PROPERTIES LIMITED.
SUNWAVE TRADING LIMITED.
SUNY PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
SUPA SAVE LIMITED.
SUPER CAR IMPORTS LIMITED.
SUPER CITY EARTH MOVERS LIMITED.
SUPER FAST LOGISTICS LIMITED.
SUPERBUYS LIMITED.
SUPERHUMAN LIMITED.
SUPERIOR CYMBIDIUMS LIMITED.
SUPERMARKET AGENCIES LIMITED.
SUPERSTRUCT LIMITED.
SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNERS NZ LIMITED.
SUPPORT TRUSTEES LIMITED.
SUPREMMUM LIMITED.
SUPSTAR LIMITED.
SURE FIRE LIMITED.
SURFACTANT MANUFACTURING SERVICES LIMITED.
SURGERY HEALTH LIMITED.
SURINDER & BALJIT ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SURLEX LIMITED.
SURREAL HAIR LIMITED.
SURYA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUSAN COX CONSULTING LIMITED.
SUSHECO LIMITED.
SUSPECT CREATIVE LIMITED.
SUSSEX ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
SUSTAINABLE EARTH FUTURES LIMITED.
SUSTAINABLE PROPERTY GROUP LIMITED.
SUSU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUTHERLAND RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
SUTHERLAND-RIXON CONSOLIDATED LIMITED.
SUVA AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
SUVALASH INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
SUZANNE GIBBONS TRUSTEE LIMITED.
SW PAYNE BUILDER LIMITED.
SWAN METROPOLITAN VICKERS LIMITED.
SWANNEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
SWANS PARTNERSHIP LIMITED.
SWD TRAVEL LIMITED.
SWD TRUSTEES LIMITED.
SWEET CLOUD LIMITED.
SWEET FANNY-ANNE’S LIMITED.
SWEET GIFTS LIMITED.
SWEET MASON LIMITED.
SWEET P’S LIMITED.
SWEETEZE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
SWEETHEART ICE CREAM AND COFFEE PARLOUR LIMITED.
SWERL IO LIMITED.
SWIFT CENTURION LIMITED.
SWIFT FUND LIMITED.
SWIGGS CONSULTING LIMITED.
SWIMTEC LIMITED.
SWING A CAT LIMITED.
SYBER PEACE LIMITED.
SYDEY LASHESNZ LIMITED.
SYKES MARINE HOLDINGS (NZ) LIMITED.
SYMNS ENERGY SERVICES LIMITED.
SYMNS PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
SYMPLEXITY LIMITED.
SYN3RGY DMS NZ LIMITED.
SYNERGY (MATAMATA) LIMITED.
SYNERGY EXCELLENCE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
SYNERGY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
SYNERGY TAX AND ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
SZWF TRUSTEE LIMITED.
T & C NEW HOME LIMITED.
T & C TUIMAUGA FAMILY CO. LIMITED.
T & P CHIU LIMITED.
T & T PROPERTIES LIMITED.
T & T TRANSPORT LIMITED.
T 4 B CONSULTING LIMITED.
T AND A WEHI LIMITED.
T AND L TRANSPORT 2000 LIMITED.
T AND T DEMOLITION LIMITED.
T B PATerson CONTRACTING LIMITED.
T BRENT-JONES LIMITED.
T D DWYER NOMINEES LIMITED.
T E Y TRUSTEE LIMITED.
T M JOHNSTON LIMITED.
T ‘N’ Z MOBILE DJS LIMITED.
T T NETWORK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
T Z INVESTMENT LIMITED.
T. A. S. DISTRIBUTORS (NZ) LIMITED.
TAUPO FLOORING SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
TAUPO HOUSE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TAUPO LEASES LIMITED.
TAUPO MEDICAL RESOURCES LIMITED.
TAUPO MONUMENTAL WORK LIMITED.
TAUPO ROOFING & COATINGS LIMITED.
TAURANGA BALUSTRADES AND GATES LIMITED.
TAURANGA TRUSTEE COMPANY NO. 3 LIMITED.
TAURANGA OFFICE LIMITED.
TAWA DRIVE OFFICE PARK LIMITED.
TAXES, FINANCIALS & CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
TAX INSTALLS MIRAMAR LIMITED.
TAXIRAEDA LIMITED.
TAXVS LIMITED.
TAYLOR ARCHITECTS LIMITED.
TAYLOR CLEAR FORESTRY LIMITED.
TAYLOR MADE PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
TAYLOR PETRIE INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TAYLOR STREET CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
TAYLORS ON JACKSON LIMITED.
TAYLOR-SHAND LIMITED.
TAZ TRAILERS LIMITED.
TAZOOBY LIMITED.
TBA TECHNICAL (NZ) LIMITED.
TBHC TRUSTEE COMPANY NO. 3 LIMITED.
TBT HOME INSPECTIONS LIMITED.
TCF CONSULTING LIMITED.
TCGC ELECTRONICS LIMITED.
TCN MIDDLETON LIMITED.
TE ARAKURA FARM LIMITED.
TE ARAROA BUSINESS TRUST LIMITED.
TE AWE AWE COURT LIMITED.
TE BACH 2007 LIMITED.
TE HORO LIMITED.
TE KAHUI KURA HOURUA O AOTEAROA LIMITED.
TE KARAKA SPATIO OYSTER FARMS LIMITED.
TE KAUHATU LIMITED.
TE MANA RUA FARMS LIMITED.
TE MANA TRAINING AND RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
TE MANUKURA LIMITED.
TE OTINGA WAKA HAURUA LIMITED.
TE PATETE LIMITED.
TE PUIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TE PUNA WHAIHUA LIMITED.
TE PUTI FARM LIMITED.
TE TAUMATA O TE PUIA LIMITED.
TE UKAIPO O TE IWI KAINGA LIMITED.
TE UREWERA WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
TE WERA TRUSTEE CO LIMITED.
TEA CUPS LIMITED.
TEACHING AND LEARNING CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
TE-AITURANGI LIMITED.
TEAM ACADEMY LIMITED.
TEAM ACTIVE LIMITED.
TEAM PARTNERS LIMITED.
TEAT MATE LIMITED.
TEATMATE LIMITED.
TECHLAB NZ LIMITED.
TECHMATE NZ LIMITED.
TECHNICAL WELDING SERVICES LIMITED.
TECHNICIAN POINT LIMITED.
TECHNOLOGY FOR BACKS LIMITED.
TECHNOLOGY IMPORTS LIMITED.
TECHNOSPHERE ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.
TECHSUPPLIES LIMITED.
TECHSURE ENGINEERING LIMITED.
TEDCASTLE ESTATES LIMITED.
TEE TO GREEN LANDSCAPES LIMITED.
TEECO LIMITED.
TEESDALE TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TEHRANI LIMITED.
TELL YOUR STORY LIMITED.
TELTEKZ 2014 LIMITED.
TEMC LIMITED.
TEMEPARA GEORGE LIMITED.
TEMPLE TONIC LIMITED.
TEMPLETON PHARMACY (2013) LIMITED.
TEMUKA FISHING & OUTDOOR LIMITED.
TEN PEBBLE CORPORATE TRUST LIMITED.
TENACIOUS PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TENT MAKERS LIMITED.
TERANS AUTO TRADERS LIMITED.
TERRACOTTA LIMITED.
TERRY STEVENSON PANELBEATERS LIMITED.
TERTIARY ADVICE LIMITED.
TEVIOT ST AUTOS LIMITED.
TEXTILE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TFN ENERGY LIMITED.
TG INTERNATIONAL TRADING LIMITED.
TGG LIMITED.
THATCHER STREET LIMITED.
THATS THE PICTURE LIMITED.
THE '7TH FLOOR TRADING LIMITED.
THE ACCOUNTANTS' REPUBLIC LIMITED.
THE ALTTABS LIMITED.
THE AMAZON PROJECT LIMITED.
THE AMPHITRITE TRUST LIMITED.
THE ANGEL PROJECT LIMITED.
THE AUTOMOTIVE CENTRE LIMITED.
THE BARN COMPANY MARLBOROUGH LIMITED.
THE BATHROOM & KITCHEN FACTORY SHOP HOLDINGS LIMITED.
THE BED FACTORY(CENTRAL) LIMITED.
THE BEST FOOD LIMITED.
THE BODY MECHANICS LIMITED.
THE BOUTIQUE FAIR CO LIMITED.
THE BOWIES LIMITED.
THE BREAKFAST BENCH LIMITED.
THE BROOM DEPT LIMITED.
THE BUILDING COMPANY NZ LIMITED.
THE BUSINESS OF COFFEE LIMITED.
THE BUTLER LIMITED.
THE CHOCOLATE BOX LIMITED.
THE CLEAN CAR CLEANING CENTRE (CHRISTCHURCH EAST) LIMITED.
THE COFFEE RIG LIMITED.
THE COPY COMPANY LIMITED.
THE CROOKED MANOR STATION LIMITED.
THE CUBE 2014 LIMITED.
THE CUPCAKE FAIRY 2015 NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
THE DAILY FIX LIMITED.
THE DATA DOCTOR LIMITED.
THE DATA DOCTOR OF WELLINGTON LIMITED.
THE DRAGONFLY COMPANY LIMITED.
THE EATERS MANUAL LIMITED.
THE ENERGY KING LIMITED.
THE ESPRESSO COFFEE SCHOOL LIMITED.
THE ESPRESSO EFFECT LIMITED.
THE EVENT ENGINEER LIMITED.
THE EVENT MECHANICS LIMITED.
THE EX.W. HOLDING LIMITED.
THE FALLS CAFE LIMITED.
THE FALLS LIMITED.
THE FINANCE TEAM LIMITED.
THE FISHWIVES LIMITED.
THE FIT OUT COMPANY LIMITED.
THE FLOORING COMPANY (2014) LIMITED.
THE FLOWERSMITH LIMITED.
THE FRESH SUBSCRIPTION GROUP LIMITED.
THE GAME BUTCHER LIMITED.
THE GOVERNORS INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
THE GRANDIOSE CONSORTIUM LIMITED.
THE GREAT N.Z. BRIDE & GROOM SHOW LIMITED.
THE GUIDE LIMITED.
THE HEALING CENTRE LIMITED.
THE HEALING SHOP LIMITED.
THE HEALTHY LEAF COMPANY LIMITED.
THE HEAP EMPIRE LIMITED.
THE HEATHER & DOUG RECORDS LIMITED.
THE HOT WATER SPECIALISTS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
THE HOTWIRE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE HYPERION TRUST LIMITED.
THE INFANT FORMULA MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
THE INTERIOR DESIGN COMPANY LIMITED.
THE INTERMEDIA GROUP LIMITED.
THE IRON AND STEEL COMPANY LIMITED.
THE IRON AND STEEL COMPANY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
THE JACKSON TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE KAKARIKI TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE KAVA CLUB LIMITED.
THE KELSO-PLAYFAIR COMPANY LIMITED.
THE KIDS COLLECTION LIMITED.
THE KING ORGANIZATION LIMITED.
THE KIWI CLIMBING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE LIQUORICE LADY LIMITED.
THE LITTLE E COMPANY 2009 LIMITED.
THE LOCAL BAR PICTON LIMITED.
THE LOGO FACTORY THS LIMITED.
THE LOTUS COMPANY NZ LIMITED.
THE MAD BAKER N.Z LIMITED.
THE MADCAT COMPANY LIMITED.
THE MAKEOVER DECORATING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE MAKERS LIMITED.
THE MAKEUP DEPARTMENT LIMITED.
THE MANNEQUIN HOSPITAL LIMITED.
THE MARLBOROUGH COMPANY LIMITED.
THE MECHANICS LIMITED.
THE MHA TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL LIMITED.
THE NORTH & CO LIMITED.
THE ONLINE BACKUP COMPANY LIMITED.
THE OTHER SIDE MUSIC LIMITED.
THE OYSTER BAR LIMITED.
THE PAINTED ROOM DECORATING COMPANY LIMITED.
THE PALMS COFFEE LIMITED.
THE PLUM COMPANY LIMITED.
THE PODS PARLANE LIMITED.
THE PROPERTY GENERAL LIMITED.
THE PUNJABI LIMITED.
THE PUTT HUT LIMITED.
THE QUOTE CENTRE LIMITED.
THE RARE ONE LIMITED.
THE RED FILM COMPANY LIMITED.
THE RENOVATOR LIMITED.
THE REPUBLIC OF AOTEAROA LIMITED.
THE REPUBLIC OF NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
THE RIGHT CHOICE NZ LIMITED.
THE ROAD HOG LIMITED.
THE ROOM OF HIDDEN TREASURE LIMITED.
THE SCRAPBOOKING SHOP LIMITED.
THE SEVEN DWARFS LIMITED.
THE SHOT MANAWATU LIMITED.
THE SKINCARE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE SMALL STAKES LIMITED.
THE SMB TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE SOLAR GUY LIMITED.
THE SOULRIDER LIMITED.
THE STAR MUSIC CENTRE LIMITED.
THE STATION LAKES LIMITED.
THE STORE 2014 LIMITED.
THE TAI TAPU CARRIAGE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE TEA LADY 2010 LIMITED.
THE TELEPHONE COMPANY LIMITED.
THE THREAD DIGITAL LIMITED.
THE TIN GOOSE (CROMWELL) LIMITED.
THE TRAVELLING TROWEL LIMITED.
THE TREE NINJA LIMITED.
THE TRUAX CONSORTIUM.
THE TUCK TRUCK LIMITED.
THE U.K SHOP LIMITED.
THE UP LADDER COMPANY LIMITED.
THE WALTON PARKERS LIMITED.
THE WATERSHOP LIMITED.
THE WELLINGTON HEIGHT TREK LIMITED.
THE WIDE LOAD TRAINING CO LIMITED.
THE WORLDWIDE FISHING CLUB LIMITED.
THE YI FAMILY TRUST LIMITED.
THEATRE 8 LIMITED.
THEO & ISABELL ASSEMBLY LIMITED.
THERMAL LIMITED.
THINK BIG LIMITED.
THIRD WAY EMPLOYMENT ADVOCACY LIMITED.
THIS SOUTHERN MANAWATU LIMITED.
THISTLE BRAE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
THISTLE COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
THK BUSINESS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
THOMAS ANAESTHETIC SERVICES LIMITED.
THOMAS KEATING TRUSTEE LIMITED.
THOMAS LYDIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
THOMPSON AND ROBERTSON CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
THOMPSON WHANAU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
THORNE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
THORNTON & HOLANI PROPERTIES LIMITED.
THORNTON VILLAS (2007) LIMITED.
THOROUGHbred HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
THOROUGHbred PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
THOUGHT PROCESS LIMITED.
THREE AMIGOS BURRITOS LIMITED.
THREE ANGELS TRADING LIMITED.
THREE COCKS LIMITED.
THREE J COMPANY LIMITED.
THREE P. CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
THREE RED RABBITS LIMITED.
THREEPENNY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
THTK PARTNERS LIMITED.
THURSTON PROPERTIES LIMITED.
THY FOOD LIMITED.
THYME OUT CATERING LIMITED.
TIAHBRE LIMITED.
TIANDING LIMITED.
TIANTIME LIMITED.
TIANYI LIMITED.
TIBBITS ENGINEERING LIMITED.
TIBIDABO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TIBIDABO TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
TICKLED PINK DESIGN LIMITED.
TIDDLES & CO. LIMITED.
TIDSWELL TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TIDY BOY CLEANING LIMITED.
TIDY TOUCH SERVICES LIMITED.
TIEM TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TIGER & GM PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
TIGER BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE LIMITED.
TIGER FINANCE LIMITED.
TIGERS BAY LIMITED.
TIKI TARTAN LIMITED.
TIKIPUNGA KIDZONE LIMITED.
TILE IT (WGTN) LIMITED.
TILLY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TIM CHECKLEY MEDIA LIMITED.
TIM HOULIHAN HAULAGE LIMITED.
TIMARAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TIMARU MONUMENTAL SERVICES (2014) LIMITED.
TIMATANGA LOGGING 2000 LIMITED.
TIMBER ZEALAND LIMITED.
TIME AND TIDE LIMITED.
TIME CAPSULE LIMITED.
TIME ZONE DISCOS LIMITED.
TIMEKEEPER LIMITED.
TIMON LIMITED.
TIMPERLEY ROAD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TINA & BARRY LIMITED.
TINBUM CHARTERS LIMITED.
TINKERBELL TRUSTEES LIMITED.
TINO CORP LIMITED.
TINOPAI STORE LIMITED.
TINTIN FASHION NZ LIMITED.
TINY BIG WORLD LIMITED.
TIPTOPTILING LIMITED.
TIRO CONSULTING LIMITED.
TTANS REINFORCING LIMITED.
TITOKI RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
TITTER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TIWAIWAKA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TJ JOHNSON CONTRACTING LIMITED.
TJ LOGGING LIMITED.
TJB TRADING COMPANY LIMITED.
TJY LIMITED.
TK 2 LIMITED.
TKX ENGINEERING LIMITED.
TL PROPERTY LIMITED.
TLK PROPERTY LIMITED.
TM STIRLING HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TMC HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
TMLJ TILING LIMITED.
TMP SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TMT INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TNM FURNITURE IMPORTS LIMITED.
TNT HARVESTING LIMITED.
TNT RACING LIMITED.
TOEASY TRAVEL LIMITED.
TOFAT OLDEYS LIMITED.
TOFFER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TOFU SHOP FACTORY LIMITED.
TOHU TRIBAL INK LIMITED.
TOKARAHII LIME DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
TOKOMARU PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TOKOMARU TRANSPORT AND CONTRACTING LIMITED.
TOKYO CAR SALES LIMITED.
TOLICH TRUSTEE LIMITED.
TOM’S PAINTING LIMITED.
TOMURI & CO BOTANY LIMITED.
TOMURI & CO DOWNTOWN LIMITED.
TONG AND PERYER LIMITED.
TONGARIRI ALPINE SPRINGS LIMITED.
TONIKS LIMITED.
TONTI CONSULTING LIMITED.
TONY ELVEY FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED.
TONY FURBY LIMITED.
TONY H PHOTOGRAPHY LIMITED.
TONYS BRITANNIA LIMITED.
TONEY’S VINEYARD RESTAURANT LIMITED.
TOOHEY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TOOL TEAM 2010 LIMITED.
TOOTH PLUMBING SERVICES LIMITED.
TOP ALARMS & ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
TOP AUTO LIMITED.
TOP END PRODUCTIONS LIMITED.
TOP FLOORS RESIDENTIAL LIMITED.
TOP JADE LIMITED.
TOP KIDS CHILDCARE CENTRE LIMITED.
TOP LINE CORPORATION LIMITED.
TOP NOTCH FARMING 2014 LIMITED.
TOP NOTCH FEEDS LIMITED.
TOP NOTE SUPPLIES LIMITED.
TOP ROOFING LIMITED.
TOP SERVICE COMPANY (2008) LIMITED.
TOP TRADING GROUP LIMITED.
TOPAZ CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
TOPAZIX LIMITED.
TOPLINE BUILDERS LIMITED.
TOPP KAT LIMITED.
TOPSHELF LIQUOR ONLINE LIMITED.
TORIN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TORQUAY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
TORRES INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TORVAC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TOSU NUA LIMITED.
TOTAL ACCOUNTING LIMITED.
TOTAL ENGINEERING AND MECHANICAL LIMITED.
TOTAL FOOD CONCEPTS LIMITED.
TOTAL HUMAN LOGISTICS LIMITED.
TOTAL LED SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TOTAL MOULD SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TOTAL OFFICE MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
TOTAL RECOVERIES LIMITED.
TOTAL SUPPLEMENTS LIMITED.
TOTAL TYRE SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
TOTANES MOWING LIMITED.
TOTARA COATINGS LIMITED.
TOTARA MEWS LIMITED.
TOTARA VALLEY IRRIGATION LIMITED.
TOUCAN GLOBAL LIMITED.
TOUR AOTEAROA LIMITED.
TOURISM SERVICES LIMITED.
TOURNAMENT TRUST LIMITED.
TOW BUDDY LTD.
TOWER JUNCTION INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TOWN & COUNTRY TEXTILES (NZ) LIMITED.
TOYS FOR JOY LIMITED.
TOYS2PLAY LIMITED.
TP TRADING MEADOWLAND COMPANY LIMITED.
TPBC NZ LIMITED.
TPM RENTED.ORG.NZ LIMITED.
TPM WORX LIMITED.
TRAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRACELINK 2002 LIMITED.
TRACER TENNIS LIMITED.
TRADE PARTNERS DISTRIBUTION LIMITED.
TRADE RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
TRADE SERVICE LIMITED.
TRADELINES GROUP NZ LIMITED.
TRADEMARK AGENCY LIMITED.
TRADEMART ONLINE SERVICES LIMITED.
TRADEMARKS GROUP LIMITED.
TRADIES RECRUITMENT LIMITED.
TRADITIONAL BUILDERS 2000 LIMITED.
TRAINING AND BEYOND LIMITED.
TRAINOR ELECTRICAL DUNEDIN LIMITED.
TRANQUIL LIVING LIMITED.
TRANQUILLITY LODGINGS LIMITED.
TRANSACT WEALTH LIMITED.
TRANSACTUS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
TRANSFORM CONTRACTOR LIMITED.
TRANS-OCEANIA INCORPORATED LIMITED.
TRANSPORT ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
TRANSPORT SERVICES LIMITED.
TRANSUIT LIMITED.
TRANZFUTURA GLOBAL SERVICES LIMITED.
TRAPPERSNZ LIMITED.
TRAVEL CARPENTRY LIMITED.
TRAVELIFE COMPANY LIMITED.
TRAVERTICE DESIGN LIMITED.
TREASURE EMPIRE LIMITED.
TREASURES OF TIME LIMITED.
TREE TRACK AND TRADE LIMITED.
TREEWAY ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TREK SERVICES LIMITED.
TRE-LYN ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
TRENDS 2010 LIMITED.
TRENTHAM EASY STORAGE LIMITED.
TRENZ BUILDING SUPPLIES LIMITED.
TRES HEROES LIMITED.
TRES’ COMMAS LIMITED.
TRESILLIAN ESTATE LIMITED.
TRESILLIAN LIMITED.
TREVLYAN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS (1) LIMITED.
TREVLYAN PROPERTY INVESTMENTS (2) LIMITED.
TREVOR GARDINER CONTRACTING LIMITED.
T-REX LOGGING LIMITED.
TRIVINO WINE COMPANY LIMITED.
TRIAXIS (2011) LIMITED.
TRIGAR LIMITED.
TRILLIUM 136 LIMITED.
TRINETH HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRINGL NZ LIMITED.
TRINITY AUSTRALASIA LIMITED.
TRIPLE 777 HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRIPLE DRAGON LIMITED.
TRIPLEB PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TRIPOD HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRIPOLI HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TRIPPLE AV PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TRITON FERRY LIMITED.
TRIUMPH INVESTMENTS 2 LIMITED.
TRNZ TRADE LIMITED.
TROPHY PARADISE NZ LIMITED.
TROPIX HOLDINGS LIMITED.
TROSSACHS NOMINEES LIMITED.
TROWEL IN HAND PLASTERING LIMITED.
TRUCK IT LIMITED.
TRUE CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LIMITED.
TRUE FOOD LIMITED.
TRUST & PROTECTOR SERVICES LIMITED.
TRUSTED BRANDS LIMITED.
TRUSTEE SERVICES (ADL) LIMITED.
TS AGENCY LIMITED.
TSA PROPERTY INVESTMENT LIMITED.
TSAR PROPERTIES LIMITED.
TSPoon LIMITED.
TSUNAMI MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
TT COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED.
TTC ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
TTC INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TU TANE TOA LIMITED.
TUARIDGE LIMITED.
TUBE FLAIR LIMITED.
TUCK INN TWO COFFEE SHOP LIMITED.
TUI VIEW LIMITED.
TUIPAHINA LIMITED.
TUITION4KIDZ LIMITED.
TUKI AGRICULTURAL LIMITED.
TUKUA LIMITED.
TUN BUTCHERY LIMITED.
TUNGSTEN FINANCIAL ADVICE LIMITED.
TUPAIA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TUPARE FARMS LIMITED.
TURKISH KEBABS DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED.
TURNINGPOINT TRADING LIMITED.
TURNTECH ENGINEERING LIMITED.
TUWHARETOA TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
TVHH LIMITED.
TWEEDIE BIRD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TWENTY FIRST CENTURY VIDEO LIMITED.
TWENTY FIVE TEN LIMITED.
TWIGGS LIMITED.
TWIN ISLAND EXPEDITIONS LIMITED.
TWIN OAKS ESTATE LIMITED.
TWIINI INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
TWISEES LIMITED.
TWO BY TWO LIMITED.
TWO FOR TEA LIMITED.
TWO GIRLS AND A GUY LIMITED.
TWO GOOD BROTHERS BUTCHERY LIMITED.
TWO TERRACE FARM LIMITED.
TWO WINGS LIMITED.
TWO WISE MEN LIMITED.
TWOENZ TRADING LIMITED.
TXTPAY(USA) LIMITED.
TYCOON TOMORROW LIMITED.
TYNMOOR LIMITED.
TYRES 2 GO KAIAPoi LIMITED.
TZ ENERGY LIMITED.
U CAN GROUP & ASSOCIATES LIMITED.
U HEALTH LIMITED.
U MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
U V MINHAS AND COMPANY LIMITED.
UA-MARSH LIMITED.
UBB ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
UBOX HOME & LIVING LIMITED.
UCREATE MULTIMEDIA LIMITED.
UDOM THAI CUISINE LIMITED.
UDY RETIREMENT FUND LIMITED.
UIRA COMMUNICATIONS AND CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
UK NZ LOGISTICS LIMITED.
ULLSWATER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
UMI DIGGER LIMITED.
UNA GROUP LIMITED.
UNICLEAN SYSTEMS LIMITED.
UNICORN HEALTHY FOODS LIMITED.
UNIPower MARKETING LIMITED.
UNIQUE PAINTING LIMITED.
UNIQUE SELFIES LIMITED.
UNITED CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED.
UNITED FLOORING LIMITED.
UNITED GLOBAL TRADING LIMITED.
UNITED OVERSEAS BUSINESS FINANCE (NZ) LIMITED.
UNITED SWEETS WEST CITY LIMITED.
UNIVERSAL GOLF CLUBS LIMITED.
UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL HOLDING LIMITED.
UNIVERSAL LIDDING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
UNLEASHED TRAVEL LIMITED.
UNONEFORYOU LIMITED.
UP-A-GEAR DRIVER TRAINING SERVICES LIMITED.
UPAY LIMITED.
UPL NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
UPPER HUTT AUTOMOTIVE AND DIESEL 2006 LIMITED.
UPPER HUTT BUILDERS LIMITED.
UPPER HUTT MINI STORAGE LIMITED.
UPPER HUTT SPORTS CENTRE LIMITED.
UPPER HUTT WINES LIMITED.
UPPER QUEEN STREET COFFEE LIMITED.
UPPERCUT LAWN CARE SERVICES LIMITED.
UPIRESE DESKS LIMITED.
URBAN CLOTHING LIMITED.
URBAN ISLAND.CO.NZ LIMITED.
URBAN STYLE TRADING LIMITED.
URBAN6 LIMITED.
URQUHART HOLDINGS LIMITED.
URWHENUA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
US 2009 LIMITED.
USED EQUIPMENT & TRUCK IMPORTS LIMITED.
USER-TRONIC DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
USSCO LIMITED.
UTUTOA LIMITED.
UZICE LIMITED.
UZITAI TRADING LIMITED.
V & N MAILE LIMITED.
V & S COSMEDICS LIMITED.
V AND V ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
V KUMAR LIMITED.
V MOBILE LIMITED.
V MOBILE TAKAPUNA LIMITED.
V.F. KAY TRUSTEE LIMITED.
V1 CONSULTANCY LIMITED.
V3 MEDIA LIMITED.
V8’S LIMITED.
VACHAN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VACON DRIVES NZ LIMITED.
VAGABOND WAIKATO 2011 LIMITED.
VAJ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VALCO STORAGE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
VALE ROAD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VALIANT CIVIL & BUILDING LIMITED.
VALLEY CARE LIMITED.
VALLEY EARTHWORKS LIMITED.
VALS CAFE LIMITED.
VALUED ASSETS LIMITED.
VAN LOGHEM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VAN PAINTERS LIMITED.
VANCOUVER PROPERTY RENTALS LIMITED.
VANJERNAT LIMITED.
VANORA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VANS & UTES LIMITED.
VANTO INVESTMENT LIMITED.
VAUGHAN DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
VAULT CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
VC MM LIMITED.
VECTOR TRADING LIMITED.
VEDANTA WELLNESS LIMITED.
VEEJAY SHALINI LIMITED.
VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEMS LIMITED.
VEDEM LIMITED.
VENLAW NOMINEES NO.17 LIMITED.
VENTURE ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
VERITA ZENIA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VERITAS ENERGY 2014 LIMITED.
VERMGEN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VERNEY CONTRACTING LIMITED.
VESTIGO LIMITED.
VETERINARY REMEDIES (2008) LIMITED.
VIADUCT PACK LIMITED.
VIBEZ NZ LIMITED.
VICI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
VICKERS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
VICTOR SERVICE LIMITED.
VICTORIA FOATE OPTOMETRISTS LIMITED.
VICTORIA GREY HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VICTORIA PARK PACK LIMITED.
VICTORIA TAX ACCOUNTING LIMITED.
VICTORY HOLDINGS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
VIDEO OUT LIMITED.
VIETNAMESE RESTAURANT AND CAFE LIMITED.
VIGIL INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VIANTAGE LANE LIMITED.
VIKING ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
VILEPARLE LIMITED.
VILLAGE COURT SUSHI LIMITED.
VILLANOVA HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VINAI LIMITED.
VINCENT AGENCIES LIMITED.
VINEYARD COMPANY LIMITED.
VINNIE HOLDINGS (2009) LIMITED.
VINTAGE FLOORING NZ LIMITED.
VINTAGE TRUSTEE SERVICES LIMITED.
VINTEL HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VIP LIMITED.
VIP SOFTWARE LIMITED.
VIPER CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
VIPULS IMPORTS AND EXPORTS LIMITED.
VIRTUAL DISPLAY GROUP (NZ) LIMITED.
VIRTUO GOURMET LIMITED.
VIRTUOSO LANDSCAPE DESIGN LIMITED.
VISA GLOBAL EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS LIMITED.
VISHAL ARADHNA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
VISION INDUSTRY LIMITED.
VISION LIMITED.
VISIONITS LIMITED.
VISTA CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
VISUAL FEVER STUDIO LIMITED.
VITAL BUSINESS SERVICES LIMITED.
VITAL CLEAN LIMITED.
VITAL ORA LIMITED.
VITALAN LIMITED.
VITALITEA TAPUI LIMITED.
VIVALDI INVESTMENTS AUSTRALIA LIMITED.
VIVECR LIMITED.
VIVENDA LIMITED.
VIVIAN STREET MEDICAL SERVICES LIMITED.
VIVIENNE LILLEY LIMITED.
VJ & EC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
VJ&JS LIMITED.
VO LUONG GROUP LIMITED.
VODANOvICH LAW LIMITED.
VOGUE CLASSIC LIMITED.
VOICE OF YOUTH LIMITED.
VOKALISE LIMITED.
VOLCANIC STONEmASONs LIMITED.
VOLTAGE CONSULTING LIMITED.
VOYCE CONSULTING LIMITED.
VP & LA JAYME LIMITED.
VST HOLDINGS LIMITED.
VST PROJECTS LIMITED.
VVP TRANSPORT LIMITED.
W & B FOOD LIMITED.
W & B LIMITED.
W & G SPORTS (2014) LIMITED.
W & L SMITH PROPERTIES LIMITED.
W & R SECURITY LIMITED.
W & S DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
W & T BULLOCK LIMITED.
W G-FIXERS LIMITED.
W L BROWN & CO LIMITED.
W PARK TRADING LIMITED.
W R & SON COURIERS LIMITED.
W&X INVESTMENT HOLDING LIMITED.
W. GEARD & SON (1995) LIMITED.
W.N. FARRELL (WHOLESALE) LIMITED.
W.S INVESTMENTS (2008) LIMITED.
WAC HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WADE CARS NEW PLYMOUTH LIMITED.
WADE STONEmASON LIMITED.
WAHEGURU INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WAI MAORI ADVENTURES LIMITED.
WAI-A-RIKI ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WAIAU EXPERIENCE LIMITED.
WAIAUA TIMBER TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WAIHAAHA LODGE LIMITED.
WAIHAPU LIMITED.
WAiHEKE ADVENTURE TOURS LIMITED.
WAiHEKE CHAUFEURED CARS LIMITED.
WAiHEKE ISLAND TOURS LIMITED.
WAIHEKE RETREATS LIMITED.
WAIHEKE TIME LIMITED.
WAIHEKE WINE AND PRODUCE DEPOT LIMITED.
WAIHI BEACH BREWING LIMITED.
WAHOLA STORE (2011) LIMITED.
WAIKATO HOSPITALITY LIMITED.
WAIKATO JEWELLERY REPAIR SPECIALISTS LIMITED.
WAIMAKARIRI FARMS LIMITED.
WAIMARAMA LIMITED.
WAIMEA SOUTH ENGINEERING LIMITED.
WAIMAHA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WAINE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAINGAIO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAIPAHEKE CONTRACTING LIMITED.
WAPOHUTU FORESTRY LIMITED.
WAIRAU COMMUNITY MRI LIMITED.
WAIRAU PAY LIMITED.
WAITAKERE FOREST TRUST LIMITED.
WAITEMATA APIARIES LIMITED.
WAKE ROAD TRUST COMPANY LIMITED.
WAKEFIELD BUILDERS LIMITED.
WAIDEN LIMITED.
WALKING BOARDS NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
WALLACE GROUP (2014) LIMITED.
WALLACE RD RENTALS LIMITED.
WALLACE RENOVATIONS LIMITED.
WALLCORP LIMITED.
WALLER PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WALPOLE, BANNERMAN & CO.,
WALSH CONSULTING LIMITED.
WAN SHUN LIMITED.
WAN XING GROUP LIMITED.
WANDERLUST BOUTIQUE LIMITED.
WANG AND LIU TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WANG DINSDALE LIMITED.
WANG HUA LIMITED.
WANG RONG TRADING LIMITED.
WANG WANG FOOD LIMITED.
WANGANUI VEHICLE FINANCE LIMITED.
WANG’S CATERING GROUP LIMITED.
WANG’S GROUP LIMITED.
WANHUIZ LIMITED.
WANNA LIMITED.
WANT IT NEED IT LIMITED.
WAPACK LIMITED.
WARD CATERING LIMITED.
WARD MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
WARD RESIDENTIAL (CHRISTCHURCH) LIMITED.
WARDS STREET COFFEE LIMITED.
WAREHOUSE SYSTEMS LIMITED.
WARGAMES SUPPLY LIMITED.
WARKWORTH PHOTOS LIMITED.
WARM HEARTED LIMITED.
WARM LIGHT CATERING LIMITED.
WARP FACTOR 4 LIMITED.
WARRANTY SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
WARREN STREET LIMITED.
WARRINGTON STORAGE 2011 LIMITED.
WASH IMPORTS LIMITED.
WASH N WAX NZ LIMITED.
WASHCLEAN SOLUTIONS INTL LIMITED.
WASTEBUSTERS LIMITED.
WATCH HOUSE TRUSTEES LIMITED.
WATCH24 SECURITY SERVICES LIMITED.
WATER FILTER SYSTEMS LIMITED.
WATERFRONT COFFEE NO 2 LIMITED.
WATERKLOOF HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WATERLOO AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES LIMITED.
WATERPROOFING GUARANTEED LIMITED.
WATERPROOFING SOLUTIONS & SYSTEMS LIMITED.
WATERSIDE CORPORATION LIMITED.
WATERVIEW ASSET LIMITED.
WAVE LIMITED.
WAVE PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WAVO HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WAYFASTA LIMITED.
WAYLYNN INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WAYNE SPICER CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
WAYNE, KING OF BUILDERS LIMITED.
WAYNE’S WORLD LIMITED.
WAYPOINT TRUSTEES NO.2 LIMITED.
WCCG TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WEATHER TIGHT LIMITED.
WEB KINGS LIMITED.
WEB SPORTS COACH LIMITED.
WEBELEMENTS LIMITED.
WEDDING BANDS LIMITED.
WEDDING TREE LIMITED.
WEDGE INTERIOR SYSTEMS (NZ) LIMITED.
WEI SHENG INVESTMENT CO LIMITED.
WELA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WELBURN CONTRACTING LIMITED.
WELDING MAINTENANCE (CH-CH) LIMITED.
WELL GROUNDED LIMITED.
WELDRILLERS CHRIS BROWN LIMITED.
WELLER-SOLOMON HORSE TRANSPORT LIMITED.
WELLESLEY PROJECTS LIMITED.
WELLESLEY TRUSTEES LIMITED.
WELLI WELDING SERVICES LIMITED.
WELLINGTON KARATE ACADEMY LIMITED.
WELLINK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
WELLPARK TRADING LIMITED.
WELLPARK TRUSTEES LIMITED.
WEN & FENG BUILDING SERVICE LIMITED.
WENTWORTH FOREST LIMITED.
WEST END MEDICAL SUPPLIES LIMITED.
WEST FIRE LIMITED.
WEST LINK LIMITED.
WEST MOUNTAIN INVESTMENT LIMITED.
WEST YATES RMS LIMITED.
WESTSIDE MEDIA LIMITED.
WETC1 LIMITED.
WETTON PLUMBING LIMITED.
WEVERS MANAGEMENT SERVICES LIMITED.
WEYMOUTH RD61 LIMITED.
WFM PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
WGL HOLDING COMPANY LIMITED.
WHAKATANE MASONIC PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WHANAUTAHI TRUST LIMITED.
WHANGA INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WHANGAMA MACHINERY SERVICES LIMITED.
WHANGAREI GARDEN BAGS & BINS LIMITED.
WHATAMANGO LIMITED.
WHAT’S LEFT LIMITED.
WHEATS UP LIMITED.
WHENUA PROPERTY FUND LIMITED.
WHENUA PROPERTY FUND MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
WHENUAPAI GARDENS & ORCHARDS LIMITED.
WHIRITOA HONEY LIMITED.
WHISK AWAY CATERING LIMITED.
WHITE BEAR LAKE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WHITE BOX SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
WHITE CLOUD KITEBOARDING LIMITED.
WHITE CLOUD NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
WHITE FLOWER BAKERY LIMITED.
WHITE ICE INTERNET LIMITED.
WHITE LIGHT MEDIA LIMITED.
WHITESPACE CREATIVES LIMITED.
WHOEDAIRY LIMITED.
WHOLESALE AUTOMOTIVE LIMITED.
WHOLESALE GADGET LIMITED.
WHOLESALE NUTRITION NZ LIMITED.
WHOOS CREATIVE LIMITED.
WHOOSH PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
WHOPPER LIMITED.
WHY NOT WHYNOT LIMITED.
WIBORNE NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
WILD DRIED FOOD LIMITED.
WILD GAME SALAMIS LIMITED.
WILD MONKEY MEDIA LIMITED.
WILD OCEANS ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED.
WILD PARROT MARKETING LIMITED.
WILDCANDY LIMITED.
WILDCARD TRADING LIMITED.
WILDERNESS WEDDINGS AND EVENTS NZ LIMITED.
WILLIAM MCDONALD AGENCIES LIMITED.
WILLIAMS HEALTH LIMITED.
WILLIAMS HENRY & SEBASTIAN LIMITED.
WILLIAMS MOTELS LIMITED.
WILLIAMS RALLY SPORT LIMITED.
WILLIAMS RIBS LIMITED.
WILLIS STREET STEAKHOUSE LIMITED.
WILLIS WENLEY PORTER HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WILLOGREEN HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WILLOWRIDGE SECURITY LIMITED.
WILLS MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES LIMITED.
WILSON & DICKSON LIMITED.
WILSON BUILT NZ LIMITED.
WILSON MCKAY TRUSTEE COMPANY (208889) LIMITED.
WILTON AND WARD LIMITED.
WILLY ULYSSES LIMITED.
WINCH U TOWING AND 4WD RECOVERY LIMITED.
WINCHESTER STREET TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WIND BLOWS ON LIMITED.
WINDMESH ORCHARDS LIMITED.
WINDOW RE-RUBBER PLUS LIMITED.
WINE HAMPERS LIMITED.
WINE SOLUTIONS FINANCE LIMITED.
WINEOCLOCK LIMITED.
WING EXPRESS LIMITED.
WING LEE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WINGFIELDS PAINT AND HARDWARE LIMITED.
WINGIN’ IT PET SUPPLIES LIMITED.
WINSTON’S COMPANY LIMITED.
WINTERS ROAD PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WIRED NETWORKS LIMITED.
WIRELESS BUILDINGS LIMITED.
WIREMU CIVIL LIMITED.
WIRES WORK LIMITED.
WISDOM MANAGEMENT LIMITED.
WISDOM PC LIMITED.
WISE INFOTECH LIMITED.
WISER OWL CLEANING LIMITED.
WITHOUT BOUNDARIES LIMITED.
WJ INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
WJB PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WJJ LIMITED.
WK LIQUOR LIMITED.
WL FORTUNE LIMITED.
WL TRUSTEE CLARK LIMITED.
WL TRUSTEE LEONARD PERRY LIMITED.
WL TRUSTEE MASTERS LIMITED.
WLA LIMITED.
WL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
WMC CA GROUP LIMITED.
WMD LIMITED.
WMN TRUSTEE LIMITED.
WO2GO DIRECTORIES LIMITED.
WOOF & COF TRAINING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
WOHLERS TRUSTEES LIMITED.
WOLFCRAFT NZ LIMITED.
WOLFDIGIT LIMITED.
WOLFMAN CONTRACTING LIMITED.
WON JU LIMITED.
WONDERFUL 3 BROTHERS LIMITED.
WONG AND MA HOLDING LIMITED.
WOO & K HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WOOD CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
WOOD 'N' CARE LIMITED.
WOODEDGE HOLDINGS LIMITED.
WOODFORD INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
WOODFORD NOMINEES LIMITED.
WOODLAND ENGINEERING LIMITED.
WOODLANDS LODGE 2005 LIMITED.
WOODECKER LIMITED.
WOODY'S BAR & GRILL LIMITED.
WOOL BOARD DIESTABLISHMENT COMPANY LIMITED.
WOOL EQUITIES LIMITED.
WOOL EQUITIES SHELF CO NO 2 LIMITED.
WOOL EQUITIES SHELF CO NO 5 LIMITED.
WOOL EQUITIES SHELF CO NO 6 LIMITED.
WOOL QUILTING LIMITED.
WOOLCORP NZ LIMITED.
WOOLTAN NEW ZEALAND LIMITED.
WOORP PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WORD FORGE LIMITED.
WORDSWORD ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WORKBEE ONLINE LIMITED.
WORKPLACE TRAINING SOLUTIONS LIMITED.
WORKPOOL.CO.NZ LIMITED.
WORKS OUT LIMITED.
WORKSHOP DRAFTING LIMITED.
WORLD CONTRACTORS LIMITED.
WORLD INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
WORLD@PARADISE LIMITED.
WORLD EDGE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED.
WORLDWIDE SAVINGS LIMITED.
WORTH THE WAIT LIMITED.
WP CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
WP OKKERSE LIMITED.
WRANDSL PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WRAPTOR NZ LIMITED.
WRAY REEVES LIMITED.
WRIGHT SPA POOLS (L/H) LIMITED.
WRQF LIMITED.
WT CONTRACTING LIMITED.
WULF ENTERPRISES LIMITED.
WVC TRUSTEE COMPANY LIMITED.
WW NOMINEES NO.1 LIMITED.
WYCAZA FARMS LIMITED.
WYCOLLA PROPERTIES LIMITED.
WZ-3R TRUSTEE LIMITED.
X&W HOLDING LIMITED.
XBONES HOLDING LIMITED.
XDM NZ INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
XENO GROUP LIMITED.
XGX HOLDING LIMITED.
XIAO BAO TRADING LIMITED.
XIN KUIAI XUN LIU XUE LIMITED.
XIN SHENG INVESTMENT LIMITED.
XING SENG LIMITED.
XINHAIWAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.
XL ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
XLAYJ LIMITED.
XLR 8 REALTY LIMITED.
XMOTORS LIMITED.
XPERT TRADE LIMITED.
XTERNE LIMITED.
XTRA PAIR OF HANDS LIMITED.
XTREME INDOOR REBALL QUEENSTOWN LIMITED.
XTREME180 FILMS LIMITED.
XUAN TRUST LIMITED.
XXM TRADING LIMITED.
Y & K STYLE LIMITED.
Y M D PATEL LIMITED.
Y NOT TILING LIMITED.
Y&J LIMITED.
Y&Y FAMILY TRUSTEESHIP LIMITED.
YAM HOLDING LIMITED.
YAO RONG LIMITED.
YARD TECH LIMITED.
YARROWS (THE BAKERS) 2011 LIMITED.
YASERS TILING & PAINTING SERVICES LIMITED.
YASH IMPORTS LIMITED.
YASS ENTERPRISE LIMITED.
YD LIMITED.
YEERH NZ LIMITED.
YES CONSTRUCTION LIMITED.
YES TRADING 2015 LIMITED.
YI QI GROUP LIMITED.
YI TRADING LIMITED.
YI XING LIMITED.
YING INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
YING'S LIMITED.
YJ CATERING LIMITED.
YK FARM LIMITED.
YK TRADING LIMITED.
YK23 LIMITED.
YL INTERNATIONAL (NZ) LIMITED.
YM LIMITED.
YM-IWI LIMITED.
YMTL TRUSTEE LIMITED.
YOLANDA HAPPINESS LIMITED.
YONG SIN INTERIOR DECORATION LIMITED.
YOUNG & NOBLE LIMITED.
YOUNGHEART INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
YOUNGSWHEEL INVESTMENT LIMITED.
YOUR CHOICE PAINTERS LIMITED.
YOUR LIFE STORY LIMITED.
YPS LIMITED.
YTIAE LIMITED.
YUN PROPERTIES LIMITED.
YUNQI LIMITED.
YUSUF OSMAN TAXI LIMITED.
YX TRADING LIMITED.
YY LIMITED.
YYESNOW LIMITED.
Z&W FOOD LIMITED.
ZA KHAM DECORATORS LIMITED.
ZAJAM HOLDINGS LIMITED.
ZANANA LIMITED.
ZAP ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED.
ZARRA INVESTMENT LIMITED.
ZAVOS ORIENTAL BAY TRUST LIMITED.
ZBS LIMITED.
ZEALAND PROPERTIES LIMITED.
ZEELAND CONSTRUCTION ASIA PACIFIC LIMITED.
ZEESOURCES LIMITED.
ZEE-TAC LIMITED.
ZELTINGER INVESTMENTS LIMITED.
ZEN HOMES LIMITED.
ZERO DISTANCE GROUP LIMITED.
ZF CHO LIMITED.
ZFS LEADERS LIMITED.
Zhai Family Trustee Limited.
Zhang&Junya Holding Limited.
Zhangli Finance & Investments Limited.
Zhiheyuan Dairy Group New Zealand Limited.
Zhong Limited.
Zhong Min International Co. Limited.
Zhong Tong Coach Holding Pty Limited.
Zhongyuan International Trading Limited.
Zhuo Sheng Limited.
Zimmer Investments Limited.
Zinc Limited.
Zion & Associates 2014 Limited.
Zion Charitable Trust Limited.
Zipzap Limited.
Zirconz Corporation Limited.
Zomax North Limited.
Zoop IT Solutions Limited.
ZTK Traffic Limited.
Zukkini Limited.
Zulane Building Services Limited.

Unless, under section 321 of the Companies Act 1993, written objection to the removal of any of the above-named companies is delivered to the Registrar by 17 March 2016 (being not less than 20 working days from the date of this notice), the Registrar is required to remove the companies from the Register.

Dated this 18th day of February 2016.

Mandy McDonald, Registrar of Companies.

Contact for Enquiries: 0508 COMPANIES (0508 266 726).

Online Service for Objections at: www.companies.govt.nz.